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the center of neurology at the university of tübingen 

was founded in 2001. it unites the hertie institute for 

clinical brain research (hih) and the university hospital’s 

clinical neurology Department. in research, teaching and 

patient care the center is dedicated to excellence in the 

study of the human brain and its disorders. 

The Center of Neurology presently consists of six depart-

ments: Department of Neurology with Neurovascular 

Medicine (Prof. Dr. med. Ulf Ziemann), Department of 

Neurodegenerative Diseases (Prof. Dr. med. Thomas Gasser), 

the Department of Neurology and Epileptology (Prof. Dr. 

med. Holger Lerche), the Department of Cognitive Neurol-

ogy (Prof. Dr. med. Hans-Peter Thier) and the Department of 

Cellular Neurology (Prof. Dr. sc. nat. Mathias Jucker). At the 

end of 2019, a sixth Department with a focus on Interdisci-

plinary Neuro-Oncology (Prof. Dr. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai) 

complemented the scope of the HIH. All departments 

provide patient care within the University Hospital, while 

their clinical and basic research groups are part of the Hertie 

Institute.

The fact that all departments of the center actively par-

ticipate, albeit to a different degree, in the clinical care of 

patients with neurologic diseases is central to the concept of 

successful clinical brain research at the Hertie Institute. 

This applies most obviously to clinical trials, which are con-

ducted, for example, in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, 

multiple sclerosis, epilepsy and brain tumors. However, the 

intimate interconnection of science and patient care is of 

eminent importance to all areas of disease-related neurosci-

8AG<Â6�E8F84E6;���G�9BE@F�G;8�I8EL�68AG8E�B9�G;8��8EG<8�6BA-

cept and distinguishes the Center of Neurology from other 

neuroscience institutions. In particular, the close interaction 

between basic science and patient care at the HIH and the 

University Hospital’s Clinical Neurology Department was 

seen as a role model for clinical and translational research in 

Germany by the German Council of Science and Humanities 

(Wissenschaftsrat).

The Center of Neurology
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Mit dem im Jahre 2001 unterzeichneten Vertrag zwischen 

der Gemeinnützigen Hertie-Stiftung (GHS) und dem Land 

Baden-Württemberg, der Universität Tübingen und ihrer 

medizinischen Fakultät sowie dem Universitätsklinikum 

Tübingen wurde das „Zentrum für Neurologie“ geschaffen. 

Damit entstand eines der größten Zentren für klinische und 

krankheitsorientierte Hirnforschung in Deutschland. 

Das Zentrum besteht aus zwei eng verbundenen Institutio-

nen, der Neurologischen Klinik und dem Hertie-Institut für 

klinische Hirnforschung (HIH). Die Aufgaben des Zentrums 

liegen sowohl in der Krankenversorgung durch die Neurolo-

gische Klinik als auch in der wissenschaftlichen Arbeit der im 

HIH zusammengeschlossenen Forscher. Die besonders enge 

Verknüpfung von Klinik und Grundlagenforschung inner-

halb jeder einzelnen Abteilung und die Department-Struktur 

sind fundamentale Aspekte des Hertie-Konzeptes und ein 

Alleinstellungsmerkmal gegenüber anderen Institutionen der 

Hirnforschung in Deutschland. In der Department-Struktur 

sind die Professoren mit Leitungsfunktion akademisch und 

korporationsrechtlich gleichgestellt. 

Das Zentrum besteht derzeit aus sechs Abteilungen: Abtei-

lung Neurologie mit Schwerpunkt neurovaskuläre Erkrankun-

gen (Prof. Dr. med. Ulf Ziemann), der Abteilung Neurologie 

mit Schwerpunkt neurodegenerative Erkrankungen (Prof. Dr. 

med. Thomas Gasser), der Abteilung Neurologie mit Schwer-

punkt Epileptologie (Prof. Dr. med. Holger Lerche), der Abtei-

lung Kognitive Neurologie (Prof. Dr. med. Hans-Peter Thier) 

und der Abteilung für Zellbiologie Neurologischer Erkrankun-

gen (Prof. Dr. sc. nat. Mathias Jucker). Ende 2019 wurde das 

HIH um die sechste Abteilung Neurologie mit interdiszipli-

närem Schwerpunkt Neuroonkologie (Prof. Dr. Dr. Ghazaleh 

Tabatabai) erweitert. Die ersten drei Genannten sowie die 

neueste Abteilung sind bettenführende Abteilungen in der 

Neurologischen Klinik, die anderen beiden sind an der Patien-

tenversorgung im Rahmen von Spezialambulanzen beteiligt. 

Die klinischen Abteilungen sind für die Versorgung von Pati-

enten mit der gesamten Breite neurologischer Erkrankungen 

gemeinsam verantwortlich. Die Einheit der Neurologischen 

Klinik in Lehre, Ausbildung und Krankenversorgung wird 

dabei durch eine gemeinsame Infrastruktur (Patientenauf-

nahme, Behandlungspfade, Poliklinik, diagnostische Labors, 

�9HH9BA5B5;9A9BH
�$É9;98=9BGH�;9G=7<9FH���=9�"9IFC@C;=-

sche Klinik besteht daher nach innen und außen weiterhin als 

einheitliche Struktur. In den klinischen Abteilungen werden 

pro Jahr rund 5.500 Patienten stationär und mehr als 15.000 

Patienten ambulant behandelt. 

Der Wissenschaftsrat hat das Zentrum als modellhaft für die 

Universitätsmedizin in Deutschland gewürdigt und insbeson-

dere die praktizierte Verbindung von Grundlagenforschung 

und klinischer Praxis.
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Facts & Figures

center of neurology

research

Department Neurology with 

Neurovascular Medicine 

and Neuro-Oncology

Prof. Dr. Ulf Ziemann

Department 

Neurodegenerative Diseases

Prof. Dr. Thomas Gasser

Department 

Neurology and Epileptology

Prof. Dr. Holger Lerche

Independent Research Groups

Stroke, 

Neuroprotection & Plasticity,

Neuroimmunology

Parkinson, 

Rare Neurodegenerative Diseases, 

Genetics, Biomarkers 

Epilepsy, Migraine: 

Genetics, Mechanisms, 

Therapy, Imaging

Inpatient service: Stroke Unit and 

General Neurology

Specialized outpatient clinics

Inpatient service: Neurodegenerative 

Diseases and General Neurology

Specialized outpatient clinics

Inpatient service: Epilepsy & 

Presurgical Epilepsy Diagnostics and 

General Neurology

Specialized outpatient clinics

Department Cognitive Neurology

Prof. Dr. Hans-Peter Thier

Perception and Action Control, 

Social and Executive Functions 

and Disorders

Specialized outpatient clinics

common infrastructure

patient care
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Department Cellular Neurology

Prof. Dr. Mathias Jucker

Alzheimer,

Amyloid Angiopathies,

Brain Aging

Specialized outpatient clinics

Therapy Resistance, 

Immuno-Oncology, Biomarkers, 

Innovative Therapy Strategies

Interdisciplinary Section of

Neuro-Oncology *

Prof. Dr. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai

Inpatient service: 

Interdisciplinary Neuro-Oncology 

and General Neurology

Specialized outpatient clinics

Learning and Memory, 

Molecular Brain Development,

Neural Dynamics and 

Magnetoencephalography

* The “Indisciplinary Section of Neuro-Oncology” (Prof. Dr. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai) 
became the HIH’s sixth department on January 1, 2020
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number of staff in 2019 
Center of Neurology without nursing services (by headcount)

42%  Medical Faculty

168

45
11% Hertie Foundation 

47% Third Party Funding
187

Total
400

Development of staff
Center of Neurology (by headcount)

total funDings in 2019
Center of Neurology 

2,072 T€
13% Hertie Foundation

64% Third party funding
9,980 T€

23% University Hospital of 
Neurology & Medical Faculty

3,558 T€

Total
15,610 T€

number of publications 
impact factors  

Center of Neurology (SCIE and SSCI / in 100%)

2018 20192017

1382.7

209

1544.9

222

1387.1

210

thirD party funDing in 2019
Center of Neurology

1,690 T€
BMBF: 16.9% 

1,219 T€
EU: 12.2% 

2,345 T€
DFG: 23.5%

4,726 T€
Others: 47.4%

Total
9,980 T€

thirD party funDing
Center of Neurology

���<A6?H78F�Û� <B�ö�9EB@�G;8�FG4G8� 
of Baden-Württemberg

2019
Ø	ØÙÚ�'ö�

2018
Ø	ÚÔÖ�'ö

2017
Ù	×ØÚ�'ö

391
2018

383
2017

400
2019
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clinical care

The University Hospital’s Clinic of Neurology treats 

inpatients with the complete spectrum of neurologic 

diseases on four general wards. Patients with acute strokes 

4E8�GE84G87�BA�4�FC86<4?<M87�68EG<Â87�FGEB>8
HA<G	�J;<6;�

allows 24-hour surveillance and treatment. Neurointen-

sive-care patients are treated in a cooperative model on 

intensive care units of the University Hospital. A specialized 

video-EEG-monitoring unit allows continuous long-term 

recordings for patients with intractable epilepsies or those 

with an unclear diagnosis of a paroxysmal disorder.

In the outpatient unit of the clinic, more than 15,000 

patients (including diagnostic procedures) are examined 

and treated every year, most of them in specialty clinics 

which are directed by recognized specialists in their 

E8FC86G<I8�Â8?7F�

Patientenversorgung

Die Neurologische Klinik am Universitätsklinikum Tübingen 

behandelt Patienten mit dem gesamten Spektrum neurolo-

gischer Erkrankungen auf vier Allgemeinstationen. Patienten 

A=H�5?IH9B�'7<@5;5B: @@9B�K9F89B�5I:�9=B9F�N9FH=ÈN=9FH9B�

Schlaganfall-Spezialstation („Stroke-Unit“) behandelt, die 

rund um die Uhr die erforderlichen Überwachungs- und 

Therapiemaßnahmen erlaubt. Neurointensiv-Patienten 

werden in einem kooperativen Modell auf Intensiv-

stationen im Universitätsklinikum behandelt. Daneben 

gibt es eine spezielle Einheit zur kontinuierlichen Langzeit-

Video-EEG-Ableitung (EEG-Monitoring) für Patienten mit 

schwer behandelbaren Epilepsien oder solchen mit unklarer 

Diagnose einer paroxysmalen Erkrankung.

In der neurologischen Poliklinik werden jährlich über 15.000 

Patienten (inkl. diagnostischer Prozeduren) ambulant 

betreut, die meisten davon in Spezialambulanzen, die von 

ausgewiesenen Experten für die jeweiligen Erkrankungen 

geleitet werden.
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 Cerebrovascular diseases 20.8%

 Episodic and paroxysmal disorders 16.3%

 Others 12.8%

 Extrapyramidal and movement disorders 10.5%

 Polyneuropathies 7.9%

 Demyelinating diseases 7.0%

 Other disorders of the nervous system 4.7%

� �AÃ4@@4GBEL�7<F84F8F�B9�G;8�68AGE4?�A8EIBHF�FLFG8@� Ô�ÚË

 Malignant neoplasms 3.8%

 Diseases of the musculoskeletal system 3.5%

 Mental and behavioral disorders 2.8%

 Nerve, nerve root and plexus disorders 2.6%

 Other degenerative diseases of the nervous system 2.6%

  Other neoplasms 0.8%

outpatient care number of consultations 

(including diagnostic procedures)

16,147

inpatient care

The inpatient units of the University Hospital of Neurology  

treated more than 5,400 patients in 2019.

Clinical Performance Data

number of aDmissions 

5,448 4.7 1.47

inpatient Diagnosis groups

Close monitoring of
patients at the intensive
care unit.

annual report 2019   university hospital of neurology

length of stay (in Days) case-mix-inDex 2019
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ataxia

The ataxia clinic provides state-of-the-art tools to dis-

cover the molecular causes of ataxia, thereby working in 

close cooperation with the Department of Neuroradiol-

ogy (MRT, MR-Spectroscopy) and the Institute of Medical 

Genetics. Here we developed new tools to investigate the 

genetic basis of ataxias. TTo address the increasing number 

of genes causing ataxia we use latest next-generation 

techniques -such as whole exome-sequencing and whole 

genome sequencing for genetic diagnostics. On a research 

basis, this is complemented by  transcriptomics to solve 

cases that remain without molecular diagnosis with routine 

procedures. Therapeutic options are tailored to  the under-

lying cause of ataxia, the genetic defect, and concomitant 

symptoms. 

Our outpatient clinics follows a stringent path towards 

trial-readiness. Together with Dr. W. Ilg and Prof. Dr. M. 

Giese from the Center for Integrative Neuroscience (CIN) 

we developed digital-motor outcome measures based on 

advanced movement recording and wearables technology, 

allowing to assess motor performance in ataxia patients’ 

real-life.  These measures allow to serve as treatment-re-

sponse measures, as demonstrated by means of the novel 

neurorehabilitative treatment approaches developed by 

our team, e.g. ataxia-tailored physiotherapy protocols or   

special videogame-based exercise programs (“exergames”) 

for ataxia. These digital-motor outcome measures are 

complemented by our omics research in molecular outcome 

@84FHE8F	�4<@<A:�GB�<78AG<9L�4A7�I4?<74G8�ÃH<7�5<B@4E>8EF�

ideally assessable even in peripheral blood. First candidate 

5?BB7�5<B@4E>8EF��!9�	�C!9���;4I8�ABJ�588A�<78AG<Â87�5L�

our team for several degenerative ataxias.

 

Comet assay indicating impaired DNA repair in  
lymphoblastoids of patients with recessive ataxias. 
Comet of DNA fragments in a lymphoblast with  
increased numbers of double strand brakes.

Deep brain stimulation for Parkinson’s disease: X-Ray  
image of an electrode inserted to the brain.
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Within the European Ataxia Study Group (www.ataxia-

study-group.net) we participate in natural history and 

biomarkers studies of sporadic late-onset ataxias (SPOR-

TAX). Moreover, we are fundiong members of a worldwide 

consortium (EUROSCA) to aggregate and follow up patients 

with dominant spinocerebellar ataxias (SCA), which is an 

inevitable prerequisite for interventional trials in the future. 

This work now also focusses on presymptomatic SCA sub-

jects, where the clinical disease has not yet started (RISCA). 

This initiative aims to develop interventions in stages where 

neuronal resources are not yet exhausted and subjects’ 

way of living is not yet severely incapacitated. Further, our 

ataxia clinic is coordinating a global network on early onset 

ataxias (EOA). Prof. Synofzik leads the worldwide EOA regis-

GEL�4A7�<F�F6<8AG<Â6�6BBE7<A4GBE�B9�G;8��(
9HA787�6BAFBEG<4�

PREPARE –(Preparing therapies for autosomal-recessive 

ataxias) as well as PROSPAX (An integrated multimodal pro-

gression chart in spastic ataxias; together with Dr. Rebecca 

Schüle) which facilitate  establishing trial-ready cohorts and 

future molecular treatments on a global scale. At the same 

time, these networks - together with innovative multi-om-

ics trans-European project SOLVE-RD (Solving the Unsolved 

Rare Diseases) -  provide rich resources for discovering new 

ataxia genes. The clinic is run by Dr. Dr. B. Bender, Dr. A. 

Traschütz and Dr. C. Wilke and is supervised by Prof. Dr. M. 

Synofzik and Prof. Dr. L. Schöls.

Deep brain stimulation

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is considered the most sig-

A<Â64AG�CEB:E8FF�<A�G;8�GE84G@8AG�B9�A8HEB78:8A8E4G<I8�

movement disorders over the last decades. As a novel treat-

ment option DBS has been implemented in Tübingen in 

cooperation with the Department of Neurosurgery already 

in 1999. The concept of treatment and medical attendance 

developed by the network for deep brain stimulation of the 

University Clinic of Tübingen (BrainStimNet; www.brain-

stimnet.de) involves close interaction between neurolo-

gists, neurosurgeons, psychiatrists and therapists. Patients 

are referred from outside neurologists as well as from our 

own outpatient clinics for movement disorders.

In 2013, the relevance of Tübingen as a specialized center 

for deep brain stimulation was underscored by its con-

tribution to the European multicentre EARLYSTIM-study 

G;4G�CEBI87�9BE�G;8�ÂEFG�G<@8�4A�<@CEBI87�DH4?<GL�B9�?<98�<A�

patients undergoing DBS in early disease stages (Schuep-

bach et al., 2013, NEJM,). In addition, it was demonstrated 

that DBS further improves hyperdopaminergic behaviours 

as compared to best medical treatment (L’Hommee et 

al., 2018; Lancet Neurol) and counteracts dopaminergic 

sensitization in motor, neuropsychiatric, sensory, and 

autonomous symptom domains. Moreover, based on our 

BJA�54F<6�E8F84E6;�<A�G;8�<78AG<Â64G<BA�B9�ABI8?�G4E:8GF�9BE�

DBS in Parkinson’s disease, two independent randomized 

controlled trials for unmet axial symptoms like “freezing of 

gait” and “imbalance and falls” in Parkinson’s disease were 

<A<G<4G87���8E8	�G;8�ÂEFG�FGH7L�BA�;<:;�9E8DH8A6L�FG<@H-

lation of the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) as an 

add-on to the conventional subthalamic nucleus stimula-

tion was successfully accomplished and suggested an effect 

on freezing of gait (Weiss et al., 2013, BRAIN). The work on 

nigral stimulation for resistant freezing of gait now trans-

lated into a large multicentre randomized controlled trial 

initiated and coordinated by the Tübingen Centre (ClinTrials.

:BI�!�'ÚÒßÙÙÛÔÔ���';8�GE<4?�E86EH<G@8AG�J4F�ÂA<F;87�J<G;�

results expected in summer 2020. 

#4G<8AGF�J;B�4E8�?<>8?L�GB�58A8ÂG�9EB@���&�HA78E:B�4�

detailed program of standardized neurological, neuropsy-

chological, neuroradiological, and cardiological examina-

tions on our inpatient ward for neurodegenerative diseases. 

Patients treated with DBS are closely followed by our 

outpatient clinic to ensure optimal adjustment of stimu-

lation parameters. The outpatient clinic for DBS is focused 

on patient selection and counselling of patients eligible 

for DBS based on neurological examination and medical 

history. Moreover, the BrainStimNet Tübingen organizes 

regular conferences for patients and relatives in coopera-

tion with the German Parkinson’s Disease Association (dPV). 

Appointments are scheduled two days per week in the out-

patient clinic for DBS. Additionally, video-based counseling 

are increasingly used in order to facilitate long-term care 

of DBS patients. Patients are seen by a specialized PD nurse 

(Mr Friedhelm Chmell), and expert neurologists, namely Idil 

Cebi, Mohammad Hormozi, Maria-Sophie Breu,and Prof. Dr. 

D. Weiß. 
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Dizziness service

The dizziness outpatient service of the Department of Cog-

nitive Neurology has merged into the “Tübinger Zentrum 

für Schwindel- und Gleichgewichtserkrankungen (TüSG)”. 

This “dizziness center” is a collaboration between the 

Center for Neurology and the University of Tübingen ś ENT 

6?<A<6���G�E8Ã86GF�4�?B:<64?�8KG8AF<BA�B9�4�FL@CGB@
BE<8AG87�

clinical service that goes beyond traditional boundaries 

between medical disciplines. The focus is transdisciplinary. 

This means that we aim to think and act in a systematic 

way from the viewpoint of the patient’s most prevalent 

complaint, which is dizziness here. Such a transdisciplinary 

approach – also on an academic level – is vital to com-

plement the exponentially increasing specialization with 

regard to the diversity of pathomechanisms. 

 BE8�FC86<Â64??L	�:<I8A�G;8�546>:EBHA7�B9�!8HEB?B:L�BA�

one hand and the background of ENT on the other we 

started to unify and harmonize the diagnostic evaluation, 

treatment and follow-up for patients suffering from acute 

or chronic dizziness in both clinics. Within the dizziness 

outpatient service each patient is seen by two physicians, 

one with a background in ENT, the other with a background 

in Neurology. The diagnostic work-up starts with a precise 

assessment of the history and character of the complaints. 

It is followed by a thorough clinical examination with 

special emphasis on visual, vestibular, and oculomotor func-

tions complemented by certain functional diagnostics. As a 

result of this work-up, functional alterations compromising 

spatial vision and orientation may be disclosed, which in 

many cases do not have a morphological basis ascertain-

able by brain imaging techniques. 

%8I84?<A:�FC86<Â6�9BE@F�B9�7<MM<A8FF�?847F�GB�G;8�4CC?<64G<BA�

B9�FC86<Â6�G;8E4C8HG<6�@84FHE8F�FH6;�4F�8K8E6<F8F�6HFGB@-

ized to treat benign paroxysmal positional vertigo. Most 

of the patients seen in the unit suffer from dysfunction 

of the organ of equilibrium, the vestibular labyrinth, or a 

disturbance of the brain mechanisms processing vestibular 

information. In others the dizziness can be understood as 

4�FC86<Â6�9BE@�B9�C;B5<4�BE�E8?4G87�CFL6;B?B:<64?�@4?47-

justment. The dizziness service is available for outpatients 

twice a week. It is led by Dr. J. Pomper (Neurology) and Dr. S. 

Wolpert (ENT).

Dystonia 
anD botulinum toxin treatment

The outpatient clinic offers a comprehensive diagnostic 

work-up and the full range of treatment options for pa-

tients with different forms of dystonia, spasticity, and other 

movement disorders. In cooperation with the headache 

clinic (PD Dr. S. Schuh-Hofer) and the clinic for otolaryngol-

ogy (Prof. Dr. H. Löwenheim), treatment with botulinum 

toxin injections for patient with chronic migraine and spas-

modic dysphonia/pharyngeal dystonia is provided.

Approximately 500 to 600 patients are treated regularly 

with botulinum toxin (BoNT) injections in intervals of 3 to 6 

months. Of those nearly 50 percent are treated for dystonia 

and tremor (including Blepharospasm and Meige-Syndrom 

as well as cervical, segmental, multifocal, generalized and 

G4F>
FC86<Â6�7LFGBA<4��4A7�946<4?�;8@<FC4F@	�ÓÚ�Ë�9BE�FC4F-

ticity and 20 % for other indications (including migraine, 

;LC8E;<7EBF<F	�4A7�;LC8EF4?<I4G<BA����BE�C4G<8AGF�J<G;�7<9Â-

cult injection sites BoNT treatment is often optimized using 

EMG-, electro stimulation-, or ultrasound-guided injection 

techniques e.g. for the treatment of deep cervical muscles 

in cervical dystonia. Since last year preoperative compo-

nent relaxation using BoNT enabling laparoscopic repair of 

complex ventral hernia in cooperation with our section of 

abdominal surgery is provided. The clinic also participates 

in several multicenter trials to evaluate new preparations as 

well as new indications for BoNT treatment.
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�LFGBA<4�C4G<8AGF�J<G;�<AFH9Â6<8AG�E8FCBAF8�GB�FG4A74E7�

treatments can be treated with deep brain stimulation 

(DBS) of the internal pallidum in collaboration with the 

clinic for deep brain stimulation and the BrainStimNet 

(www.brainstimnet.de). 

Besides pharmacologic and surgical treatment, a wide 

range of physical and ergo therapies are offered. Over 

the last years, an increasing number of outpatients with 

spasticity have been managed with a combined treatment 

of BoNT injections and physiotherapy at the local MTR 

(Medical Training and Rehabilitation Center, University of 

Tübingen). 

Appointments are scheduled every week on Tuesday, 

Wednesday and Thursday in the Outpatient Clinic of 

the Center of Neurology (contact: bewegung@med.uni-

tuebingen.de). The medical staff of this unit includes Dr. 

E. Lohmann (head), Dr. F. Thies (resident) and S. Killinger 

(technical assistant).

epilepsy

The Department of Neurology and Epileptology provides 

a large inpatient and outpatient clinic offering the whole 

spectrum of modern diagnostic procedures and therapy of 

the epilepsies and all differential diagnoses of paroxysmal 

neurological disorders, such as syncope, dissociative dis-

orders with psychogenic non-epileptic seizures, migraine, 

transient ischemia, and also rare disorders, such as episodic 

ataxias, narcolepsy and paroxysmal movement disorders.

The epilepsy outpatient clinic (Prof. Dr. H. Lerche, Dr. M. 

Schreiber) offers consulting and treatment in particular for 

A8J
BAF8G�C4G<8AGF�4A7�G;BF8�G;4G�4E8�7<9Â6H?G�GB�7<4:ABF8�

BE�7<9Â6H?G�GB�GE84G	�4A7�9BE�FC86<Â6�DH8FG<BAF�<A6?H7<A:�

contraception and pregnancy under antiepileptic treatment 

and genetic aspects. The study center offers medical and 

other clinical trials to explore novel treatment options. 

The inpatient unit with 22 beds (Ward 42/43L), running 

under the supervision of Prof. Dr. A. Grimm, Dr. P. Martin 

and Dr. M. Schreiber, includes acute care for epileptic 

seizures and status epilepticus, longterm complex treat-

@8AG�9BE�7<9Â6H?G�64F8F	�4A7�4�)<78B
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which is operated in cooperation with the Department of 

Neurosurgery. Within this unit, inpatients are continuously 

and simultaneously monitored with video and electroen-

cephalography (EEG) for differential diagnostic and presur-

gical evaluations (current lead Prof. Dr. H. Lerche). Epilepsy 

surgery, an effective treatment for patients resistant to 

anti-epileptic medication, deep brain stimulation of the 

thalamus and vagal nerve stimulation are provided in close 

cooperation with the Department of Neurosurgery (Dr. 

S. Rona, Prof. Dr. J. Honegger, Prof. Dr. A. Gharabaghi, Dr. 

G. Naros). Altogether we treat about 2,000 adult epilepsy 

patients per year.

Start and spread of an epileptic  
seizure in the EEG over 10 seconds
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next-generation genetics. Given the large share of genetic 

causes of FTD next-generation-sequencing procedures like 

panel sequencing, whole exome sequencing and whole 

genome sequencing offer a new window not only towards 

exact molecular diagnosis but also towards individualized 

counselling and therapy. We  are the leading FTD recruit-

ment center of the German Center for Neurodegenerative 

Diseases (DZNE), which is establishing a large nationwide 

cohort of patients with FTD-spectrum diseases, compre-

hensively characterized on a clinical, neuropsychological, 

imaging and biomarker level. Moreover, we participate in 

the international multi-center GENFI consortium, aggre-

gating  and characterizing symptomatic and asymptomatic 

carriers with mutations in FTD genes in a longitudinal 

fashion. This ambitious endeavor will allow to unravel the 

neuropsychological, imaging and molecular changes in FTD 

even before its clinical onset, thus offering a novel window 

for therapy in the future. In fact, we are currently preparing 

ÂEFG�G4E:8G87�@B?86H?4E�G;8E4C<8F�<A�BHE���!���6BAFBEG<H@��

This will now be heralded by the trans-European consor-

tium “GENFI-prox”, which will establish a multimodal, 

multi-omics signature allowing to stratify genetic at-risk 

FTD subjects directly prior to clinical disease onset for these 

upcoming molecular treatment trials. The clinic is run by 

Dr. C. Wilke and Dr. D. Mengel and supervised by Prof Dr. M. 

Synofzik.

heaDache anD neuropathic pain

This outpatient unit is dedicated to provide state-of-the-art 

medical treatment to patients suffering from headache/

facial pain or other neurological pain syndromes. The unit 

is specialized in the differential diagnosis and treatment 

of primary and secondary headache syndromes with a 

particular focus on chronic pain states like chronic migraine 

(CM), medication-overuse headache (MOH) or chronic 

tension-type headache (CTTH).  Another particular focus is 

on the diagnosis and treatment of rare primary headache 

syndromes like e. g. cluster headache, episodic/chronic 

paroxysmal hemicrania, hemicrania continua or SUNCT 

syndrome. Inpatient treatment will be available in selected 

cases (e. g. exacerbation of migraine, cluster headache or 

trigeminal neuralgia). 

frontotemporal Dementia anD 
early-onset Dementias

Frontotemporal Dementias (FTD) are a heterogeneous 

group of neurodegenerative diseases characterized by 

progressive changes in personality and behavior and/or 

progressive language disturbances. FTD often already starts 

between 50–60 years of age, yielding it one of the most 

common early-onset dementias (onset < 65 years).

The disease spectrum of FTD and possible differential 

diagnoses is complex, reaching from Progressive Supranu-

clear Gaze Palsy (PSP) to Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and 

often extends to phenotypes complicated by additional 

Parkinsonian syndromes or Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

(ALS). Our experts in the FTD clinic are specialists on these 

differential diagnoses, including also rare neurometabolic 

dementias like Niemann Pick Type-C (NPC) or Cathepsin 

F (CTSF)-related dementia. A special focus is given on 

an extensive clinico-neuropsychological work-up com-

C?8@8AG87�5L�?4G8FG�68E85EBFC<A4?�ÃH<7�5<B@4E>8EF�4A7�

Outpatient Clinics

Neuro-geriatric patients receive physiotherapy
for mobility training.
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Our outpatient unit is also specialized in the diagnosis and 

treatment of neuropathic pain, where we work in close 

collaboration with our in-house ‘Neuromuscular Unit’ and 

with the Departments of Anesthesiology and Neurosur-

gery. To address psychosomatic aspects and psychiatric 

comorbidities of our pain patients, our unit works in close 

collaboration with other local clinical partners (e.g. Dept. 

of Psychiatry, Dept. of Psychosomatic Medicine, Institute 

for General Medicine and Interprofessional Health Care).  

Multi-morbid patients who need concerted diagnostic and 

therapeutic measures of many different medical disciplines 

are discussed in a multi-professional team within our 

monthly held ‘Interdisciplinary Pain Conferences’, which is 

organized by the Department of Anesthesiology.

The Headache/Pain unit organizes teaching sessions for 

medical professionals as well as local patient education 

events and serves as a platform to provide access to ongo-

ing clinical studies including both multi-center trials as well 

investigator-initiated pilot trials (e.g. HeMiLa). To expand 

our knowledge on the pathophysiology of primary head-

ache disorders like migraine, our unit is involved in exper-

imental studies on the role of the neuropeptide CGRP for 

headache pathophysiology. A second focus is on the role of 

sleep for pain and headache, using psychophysical, electro-

physiological and neuroendocrinological methods. 

The outpatient clinic is run by PD Dr. Sigrid Schuh-Hofer, 

together with a team of three colleagues from the Neu-

rological Department (Dr. med. Victoria Schubert, Dr 

med. Justus Marquetand and Dr. med. Sabine Thewes). 

Patients should be referred preferably by neurologists or 

pain specialists. Appointments can be arranged by tele-

phone (07071-29-82051) and are available on Monday and 

Thursday (and in addition on an individual basis). Fur-

ther practical information is provided by our Homepage 

(https://www.medizin.uni-tuebingen.de/de/das-klini-

kum/einrichtungen/kliniken/neurologie/ambulanzen/

kopfschmerz-und-neuropathischer-schmerz). 
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Though ALS mainly is a sporadic disease, in about 10 % of 

C4G<8AGF�G;8E8�<F�4�94@<?<4?�546>:EBHA7��"HE�FC86<Â6�9B6HF�

is concentrated on the genetic work-up of both seemingly 

sporadic as well as familial cases, aiming to explore the 

frequencies of ALS genes, discovering new ALS genes and 

unravelling the molecular pathways underling genetic ALS 

4F�J8??�4F�ÃH<7�5<B@4E>8EF�9BE���&��*8�C8E9BE@�4A�<A
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and cell biobanking, which is the basis for our continuous 

research projects. Routine diagnostic tests include nerve 

conduction studies, electromyography, and evoked poten-

tials. Additional diagnostic procedures (e. g. lumbar punc-

ture, and imaging of the brain and spinal cord) are offered 

on our specialized neurodegenerative ward. Treatment of 

respiratory problems is provided in close cooperation with 

the pulmonological department. 

Follow-up of patients as well as management of symptoms 

and complications are provided by the clinic. The clinic is 

run by Dr. C. Wilke, Dr. Dr. D. Mengel and supervised by Prof. 

Dr. M. Synofzik.

myopathies anD myasthenia gravis

For the diagnosis of neuromuscular diseases the correct 

collection of medical history, including family history, is 

particularly important. In addition, the patients are exam-

ined neurologically and possibly electrophysiologically. In 

the clinic the indication to further necessary investigations 

such as MRI or muscle biopsy is provided. The therapy is 

tailored to the individual patient and his particular type 

of the disease and usually includes a medicated as well as 

physiotherapy regimen. The neuromuscular clinic is run by 

PD Dr. A. Grimm and Dr. N. Winter. We have an intensive 

cooperation with the clinic of neuropediatric disorders 

in Tuebingen, the neuromuscular center Stuttgart and 

the institute of neuropathology. Monthly meetings and 

interdisciplinary congresses are performed by our team. We 

4E8�7<E86G?L�<AIB?I87�<A�G;8�F6<8AG<Â6�5B4E7�B9�G;8�:8E@4A�

muscle society (DGM) and the german society of clinical 

neurophysiology (DGKN). 

leukoDystrophies in aDulthooD

Leukodystrophies are usually regarded as diseases of 

infancy and childhood. However, adult-onset forms are 

increasingly recognized in many leukodystrophies. In 

cooperation with the Institute of Medical Genetics and Ap-

plied Genomics in Tübingen we established whole exome 

sequencing for genetic diagnostics for our patients. On a re-

search basis also whole genome sequencing and transcrip-

tomics are used in cases that cannot be solved by standard 

procedures. In cooperation with the Department of Neuro-

pediatrics in the Children’s Hospital we assess the natural 

course of leukodystrophies and especially of adult-onset 

variants as an essential prerequisite for therapeutic trials. In 

collaboration with the Department of Neuroradiology we 

use high-end MRI techniques and MR spectroscopy to iden-

tify characteristic MRI patterns and potential progression 

markers. For an increasing number of these neurometabolic 

disorders treatment by enzyme replacement, substrate 

inhibition or stem cell transplantation become available. 

Patients are seen by Dr. H. Hengel and Prof. Dr. L. Schöls.

motoneuron Disease

Motoneuron diseases are caused by degeneration of motor 

neurons in the cerebral cortex (upper motor neuron) and/or 

the ventral horns of the spinal cord (lower motor neurons). 

The most common form of motoneuron disease – amy-

otrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) – affects both upper and 

lower motor neurons.

 

Outpatient Clinics
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neuroimmunological DisorDers

Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), neuromyelitis optica 

(NMO), and other neuroimmunological disorders are regu-

larly seen in the outpatient-clinic for neuroimmunological 

diseases. Complex cases are discussed interdisciplinarily 

with colleagues from the rheumatology (INDIRA network), 

neuroophthalmology, neuroradiology, and neuropathology 

78C4EG@8AGF��';8��8AG8E�B9�!8HEB?B:L�<F�68EG<Â�87�4F�4A�

MS priority center by the German Multiple Sclerosis Soci-

ety (DMSG) and is a member of the Clinical Competence 

Network for Multiple Sclerosis (KKNMS), the Neuromyelitis 

Optica Study Group (NEMOS) and European Susac Consor-

tium (EUSAC). 

Patients with MS are referred from other institutions for 

diagnosis, follow up, or second opinion. Counselling about 

immunomodulatory and immunosuppressive therapy 

follows the guidelines by the German “Multiple Sclerosis 

Therapy Consensus Group”. Standardized examination of 

patients is performed according to the Expanded Disability 

Status Score (EDSS) and the Multiple Sclerosis Functional 

Composite Score (MFSC). Nurses and study nurses organize 

appointments and offer training for subcutaneous injec-

tions and practical aspects of MS therapies. A large number 

of patients participate in currently approximately 17 

7<998E8AG�6?<A<64?�GE<4?F	�J;<6;�8KC?BE8�F498GL�4A7�89Â�646L�B9�

new treatments in relapsing-remitting MS, progressive MS 

and NMOSD. Clinical trials are managed by a team of study 

coordinators /nurses. In 2019, the outpatient clinic was run 

by Dr. J. Dünschede (resident) , Dr. C. Ruschil (resident), Dr. 

A. Abdelhak (resident) and supervised by PD Dr. M. Krumb-

holz and PD Dr. M. Kowarik (attending physicians) both with 

special expertise in MS and other immune-mediated neuro-

logical disorders), and Prof. Dr. U. Ziemann (director).

Visualization of a DTI 
measurement of a 
human brain. Depicted 
4E8�E86BAFGEH6G87�Â�58E�
tracts that run through 
the mid-sagittal plane.



Meningioma of a 70 year old patient, visualized by  
PET/CT, a combination of positron emmission  
tomography and computer tomography.
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neurologic memory outpatient clinic

Dementia is one of the most frequent problems of the 

elderly population and a major cause of disability and 

mortality. The most common forms of dementia are 

Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia, and dementia 

associated with Parkinsonian syndromes (including 

idiopathic Parkinson’s disease, diffuse Lewy body disease, 

progressive supranuclear palsy). The latter syndromes also 

E8CE8F8AG�G;8�6?<A<64?�4A7�F6<8AG<Â6�9B6HF�B9�BHE�@8@BEL�

clinic. Some of the dementia syndromes are treatable, 
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dementias) are potentially curable. A thorough investiga-

tion with clinical, neuropsychological, biochemical and 

<@4:<A:�@8G;B7F�B9�CEB:E8FF<I8�6B:A<G<I8�78Â6<GF�<F�

therefore essential. In a weekly memory outpatient clinic 

such a program is offered. In addition, multimodal thera-

peutic strategies including medication, cognitive training, 

and social counseling are provided, in co-operation with 

the memory clinic of the Department of Psychiatry. The 

primary research aim is the early detection of cognitive 

worsening and dementia in movement disorders, especially 

GB�78ÂA8�CEB7EB@4?�@4E>8EF�9BE�78@8AG<4�<A�#4E><AFBA]F�

disease. As a substantial impact on the activities of daily 

living function is mandatory for diagnosis of dementia, 

varying scales and objective measurements are evaluated 

that might serve as diagnostic tools even in the pre-stage of 

dementia. A particular aim of the clinical and imaging 

studies are a better understanding of the differences/

similarities between Alzheimer’s disease and dementias 

associated with Parkinsonism. Furthermore, the work 

focuses on the time course of disease progression and the 

89Â646L�B9�8K<FG<A:�4A7�A8J�GE84G@8AG�BCG<BAF��';8�!8HEB-

logic Memory Clinic is run by PD Dr. I. Liepelt-Scarfone.

neuro-oncology 

The management of neuro-oncological patients is  

coordinated in the Interdisciplinary Section of Neuro- 

"A6B?B:L��';8�78ÂA<A:�984GHE8�B9�G;<F�F86G<BA�<F��<��<GF�
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Neurology (Prof. Dr. U. Ziemann) and to the Department of 

Neurosurgery (Prof. Dr. M. Tatagiba), and (ii) the appoint-

ment of the head of the section (Prof. Dr. G. Tabatabai) as a 

full (W3) professor of Neuro-Oncology on 18 July 2014. 

As a consequence, the outpatient clinic is organized as an 

interdisciplinary outpatient clinic with neurological and 

neurosurgical appointments, and the reports use a header 

J<G;�5BG;��8C4EG@8AGF�E8Ã86G<A:�4�5E<7:<A:�58GJ88A�5BG;�

�8C4EG@8AGF�<A�G;8�Â8?7�B9�!8HEB
"A6B?B:L�



In patients with stroke lesions, we use normalized Perfu-
sion-Weighted Imaging (PWI) to identify the abnormally 
perfused brain area(s) that receive enough blood supply to 
remain structurally intact, but not enough to function nor-
mally. In order to recognize these common areas in groups 
of patients, we analyse the increase of time-to-peak (or TTP) 
lesion-inducted delays by using spatial normalization of 
PWI maps as well as symmetric voxel-wise inter-hemispheric 
comparisons. These new techniques allow comparison of 
the structurally intact but abnormally perfused areas of 
different individuals in the same stereotaxic space, and at 
the same time avoid problems due to regional perfusion 
differences and to possible observer-dependent biases.
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neuropsychology

Strokes not only lead to motor and sensory impairment, 

but often also cause disorders of higher brain functions 

such as speech, attention, perception, memory, intelligence, 

problem solving or spatial orientation. The prerequisite for 

designing a treatment strategy, which is effective and tai-

lored to the patient’s particular needs, is a careful neurop-

FL6;B?B:<64?�8I4?H4G<BA�B9�G;8�FC86<Â�6�C4GG8EA�B9�7<FBE78EF��

The Neuropsychology Outpatient Clinic determines, for 

example, whether a patient exhibits an abnormal degree 

of forgetfulness or whether signs of dementia emerge. It 

is also considered whether a patient is capable of planning 

appropriate actions to perform given tasks, whether speech 

is impaired, or which kinds of attention-related functions 

may have been damaged and need to be treated. These and 

other examinations are carried out in the Neuropsychology 

Outpatient Clinic of the Neuropsychology Section (head: 

Prof. Dr. Dr. H.-O. Karnath).

In addition, the Interdisciplinary Section of Neuro-Oncology 

is part of the Center of CNS Tumors under the roof of the 

Comprehensive Cancer Center Tübingen-Stuttgart and 

very closely cooperates with the Departments of Radiation 

Oncology, Radiology & Neuroradiology & Nuclear Medicine, 

Pathology & Neuropathology. As Prof. G. Tabatabai is also 

the elected Chair of the Center of CNS Tumors, strategies 

of the CCC can be easily and readily implemented into the 

strategical plan of the Interdisciplinary Section of Neuro-

"A6B?B:L��';8�68AG8E�;4F�E868AG?L�E868<I87�G;8�68EG<Â�64G8�B9�

the German Cancer Society (DKG).

Patients who need surgical or postoperative treatments 

or procedures will be admitted to the wards in the Depart-

ments of Neurology or Neurosurgery depending on the 

treatment and will be supervised by the Neuro-Oncology 

team in both departments.

The main objectives of the Section of Neuro-Oncology are:

-   To offer cutting-edge innovative treatments in 

clinical trials

-   To participate in national and international 

consortia and trial groups (e.g. NOA, EORTC, RTOG)

-   To diagnose, treat and monitor patients with neuro-

oncology tumors at each stage of their disease

-   To provide guidance for supportive care

and palliative treatment

-   To provide a second opinion for patients 

seeking for advice

The clinical team for patient treatment and/or clinical trials 

is composed of Prof. Dr. G. Tabatabai, Dr. F. Behling (neuro-

surgery resident), Dr. I. Gepfner-Tuma (neurology resident), 

Dr. Sophie Hirsch (neurology resident), Dr. Mohamed 

Elnaggar (neurology resident), PD Dr. S. Noell (neurosurgery 

5B4E7
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surgeon, resident), PD Dr. C. Roder (neurosurgery resident 

and coordinator of the Center of CNS Tumors), PD Dr. J. 

%<8:8E��!8HEB?B:L�5B4E7
68EG<Â�87�	�#���E�� ��&>4E78??L�

(neurosurgery attending), PD Dr. M. Renovanz (neuro-

FHE:8EL�5B4E7
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parkinson’s Disease

outpatient clinic (head brockmann)

The Center of Neurology at the University of Tübingen runs 

the largest outpatient clinic for patients with Parkinson 

syndromes in Southern Germany. More than 120 patients 

are seen every month. A major focus of the clinic is the early 

differential diagnosis of different Parkinson syndromes. The 

development of transcranial sonography by members of 

the department draws patients from all over Germany to 

6BAÂE@�G;8<E�7<4:ABF<F�J;<6;	�<9�A868FF4EL	�<F�FH5FG4AG<4G87�

by other tests, like the smelling test or neuroimaging inves-

tigations with SPECT and/or PET. Genetic testing is offered 

to patients and relatives with familial Parkinson syndromes 

who may obtain genetic counselling in cooperation with 

the Department of Medical Genetics. The Department of 

Neurodegeneration is one of two German centers that par-

ticipate in the international Parkinson Progression Marker 

Initiative (PPMI), a 10-year follow-up of de novo Parkin-

son patients to better understand aetiology and disease 

progression and the P-PPMI-(prodromal-PPMI) study, which 

follows individuals at high risk for PD to better understand 

the early phase of neurodegeneration. Both studies are sup-

ported by the Michael J Fox Foundation. Additionally, large 

scale longitudinal national and international  studies are 

being performed to better understand the different phases 

of neurodegeneration as well as symptom development 

4A7�CEB:E8FF<BA�GB�ÂA4??L�8A45?8�@BE8�FC86<Â6	�<A7<I<7H4?-

ized therapies. Importantly, we take part in the world-wide 
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pathways: Epi589-15-002 by BioElectron, MitoPD, BP39528_
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Of note, our centre is the leading clinical site for Germany 

and PDGBA patients from our outpatient clinic are part of 

G;<F�ÂEFG�C4G;J4L
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MovesPD). Appointments are scheduled daily in the outpa-

tient clinic of the Center of Neurology.

neuropsychological testing

In addition to motor and sensory impairment, stroke often 

leads to cognitive or affective disorders. These disorders 

affect attention, perception, memory, language, intelli-

gence, planning and action, problem solving, spatial orien-

tation, or sensorimotor coordination. Effective treatment 

of these impairments requires a careful neuropsychological 

examination of the impairment. Neuropsychological exami-

nations for the Center of Neurology are conducted at the 

Neuropsychology Section (head: Prof. Dr. Dr. H.-O. Karnath).

neurovascular Diseases

The Neurovascular Outpatient Clinic provides services for 

patients with neurovascular diseases including ischemic 

and hemorrhagic stroke, cerebral and cervical artery 

stenosis, small vessel disease, cerebral vein thrombosis, 

vascular malformations, and rare diseases such as cerebral 

vasculitis, endovascular lymphoma or arterial dissection. 

Its focus is on diagnosis, discussion and decision about 

treatments, secondary prevention, and neurorehabilitation 

strategies and schedules. Diagnostic tests performed 

as part of an outpatient visit include: Doppler and 

duplex ultrasound of cervical and intracranial vessels, 

transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography, 

contrast echocardiography, 24-hour Holter ECG and blood 

pressure monitoring, implantation of an event-recorder 

for long-term ECG monitoring in selected ischemic 

FGEB>8�C4G<8AGF�J<G;�FHFC86G87�4GE<4?�Â5E<??4G<BA	�4A7�

evaluation by a physiotherapist focusing on rehabilitation 

potentials. Computed tomography and magnetic 

resonance imaging are carried out in cooperation with 

the Department of Neuroradiology at the University of 

Tübingen. Echocardiograms are performed by experienced 

cardiologists under the guidance of Prof. Dr. S. Greulich 

(cardiologist and internist, shared appointment by the 

Department of Neurology & Stroke and the Clinic of 

Cardiology). 

The neurovascular outpatient clinic is run by a team 

of neurovascular residents that are supervised by the 

consultant stroke physicians Dr. A. Mengel and PD Dr. S. 

Poli, and Prof. Dr. U. Ziemann. 
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focus of research

Since Parkinson’s disease is a complex multifactorial disor-

der with a large variability in phenotypes and progression, 

BHE�9B6HF�B9�E8F84E6;�4<@F�C4G<8AG�FGE4G<Â64G<BA�466BE7<A:�

to genetic architecture and, importantly, the underlying 
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in patient biomaterials such as blood and cerebrospinal 
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dysfunction.

In this context, special interest lies in genetically-associated 

forms of the disease such as patients carrying a mutation 

in the GBA or LRRK2 gene. Moreover, we focus on one of 

the most important milestone in the course of the disease, 

namely dementia. Next to pathophysiological aspects, we 

aim to evaluate risk factors and prodromal symptoms for 

the development of dementia as well as impact on quality 

of life.

outpatient clinic for deep brain stimulation and 

continous application (head weiß)

Another focus is the treatment of patients in later stages of 

the disease with severe non-motor symptoms or drug-re-

lated side effects. In some of these patients, treatment may 

be optimized in co-operation with the Ward for Neurodege-

nereative Diseases by intermittent or continuous apomor-

phine or duodopa application, which is supervised by a 

specially trained nurse. Other patients are referred for deep 

brain stimulation (DBS). Various multicenter drug trials, 

for patients in different stages of Parkinson’s disease but 

also atypical Parkinsonian syndromes offer the possibility 

to participate in new medical developments. Moreover, 

close cooperation with the outpatient rehabilitation center 

guarantee the involvement of additional therapeutic 

approaches.

With the improvement of motor control by new treatment 

strategies, non-motor symptoms in patients with advanced 

Parkinsonian syndromes are an area of increasing impor-

tance. In particular, dementia and depression have been 

recognized to be frequent in these patients. Standards in 

diagnosis of these symptoms are being established and 

optimized treatment is offered. Seminars and courses 

BA�FC86<Â6�GBC<6F�E8?4G87�GB�7<4:ABF<F�4A7�GE84G@8AG�9BE�

neurologists, in cooperation with the lay group for Parkin-

son’s patients (Deutsche Parkinson Vereinigung, dPV) are 

organized. 

The outpatient unit cooperates with German Center for 

Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE) under a common roof, 

called the Integrated Care and Research Center (ICRU).

Appointments are scheduled daily in the outpatient clinic  

of the Center of Neurology.
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Further, we installed the peripheral nerve lesion team, 

which gives us the possibility for interdisciplinary patient 

examinations twice a week together with the department 

of neurosurgery and reconstructive surgery of the BGU 

hospital. The Tübinger Nerve Team is an interdisciplinary 

staff, which is an innovative group, that handles 

therapeutic concepts and organizes observational studies 

concerning peripheral nerve traumata. Our department is 

involved with four colleagues (Prof. Grimm, Dr. Stahl, Dr. 

Kegele and Dr. Winter) and the team of the EMG. 

polyneuropathies anD nerve trauma

Up to 1000 patients/year with polyneuropathy, including 

immune-mediated neuropathies, hereditary neuropathies 

or acquired neuropathies are diagnosed an treated by 

our team of Dr. Winter, Dr. Willikens, Dr. Stahl and Prof. 

Grimm. We perform several treating and observational 

studies concerning imaging and electrophysiology of the 

peripheral nerve system. Also rare polyneuropathies, such 

as the hereditary TTR-amyloidosis or the POEMS syndrome 

are diagnosed and treated. There is a broad cooperation 

with other University hospitals, i.e. Aachen, Jena and Basel 

as well as with internal partners, i.e. the department of 

human genetics and neuropediatrics. 

Over the last years, an increasing 
number of outpatients with 
spasticity have been managed 
with a combined treatment of 
BoNT injections and physiother-
apy at the local Medical Training 
and Rehabiliation Center.
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rare neurological Diseases

The outpatient clinic for rare neurological diseases is part 

of the Rare Disease Center in Tübingen and is dedicated to 

patients with rare diseases of unknown cause. Doctors and 

patients are asked to submit a standardized questionnaire 

together with their medical records, family history and 

imaging data for interdisciplinary consideration by a 

board of neurologists, geneticists and neuroradiologists. 

If substantial indicators for a rare disease are evident, 

recommendations of additional investigations, an 

outpatient visit or admission to the ward are prepared 

<A6?H7<A:�FC86<Â6�A8HEB?B:<64?�CEB687HE8F	�:8A8G<6�

diagnostics or neuro-imaging. The clinic is run by Dr. L. 

Zeltner and Prof. Dr. L. Schöls.

spastic paraplegias

The outpatient clinic for hereditary spastic paraplegias 

(HSP) offers a specialist setting for the differential diagnos-

tic workup and genetic characterization of patients with 

spastic paraplegia using the facilities of the Hertie Institute 

for Clinical Brain Research and cooperation with the In-

stitute of Medical Genetics and the Department of Neu-

roradiology. Targeted HSP gene panels and whole exome 

sequencing are used for genetic diagnostics on a routine 

basis. Therapeutic options depend essentially on the under-

lying cause of the disease. Symptomatic treatment includes 

antispastic drugs, intrathecal application of Baclofen, local 

injections of Botulinum toxin and functional electrical 

stimulation. Tübingen is the disease coordinator for HSP in 

the DZNE network (German Center for Neurodegenerative 

Diseases) and in the NEUROMICS project funded by the EU 

G;4G�4<@F�GB�7<F6BI8E�A8J�:8A8F	�:8A8�@B7<Â8EF�4F�J8??�4F�

metabolic factors that cause or modify hereditary neurode-

generative diseases taking advantage of a broad spectrum 

of OMICS techniques like genomics, transcriptomics and lip-

idomics. The clinic is run by PD Dr. R. Schüle, Dr. S. Wiethoff, 

Dr. T. Rattay and Prof. Dr. L. Schöls.

 

tremor synDromes

Essential tremor is with a prevalence of 1 to 5 % among 

the most frequent movement disorders. Diagnosis and 

especially differential diagnosis is often challenging. In the 

outpatient clinic for tremor a thorough standardized assess-

ment battery has been established to facilitate diagnosis 

and decision for therapeutic strategies. Beyond pharamco-

logical treatment and ergotherapy, deep brain stimulation 

is considered in resistant tremor. The outpatient clinical for 

tremor is conducted by Dr. I. Wurster and PD Dr. D. Weiß.

tms

The transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) outpatient 

clinic was established at the Center of Neurology in 2019 
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of-the-art advanced therapeutic brain stimulation treat-

ment options to support neurorehabilitation in patients 

with chronic stroke. The clinic closely collaborates with 

rehabilitation and physiotherapy centers and has a treat-

ment capacity of more than 2.000 sessions annually. The 

treatment focuses on motor symptoms and aphasia. The 

F6<8AG<Â6�@<FF<BA�B9�G;<F�6?<A<6�<F�GB�47I4A68�G;8�G;8E4C8HG<6�
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novative personalized closed-loop stimulation approaches. 

To this end, working closely with the center for clinical 

trials, it provides the expertise and infrastructure to design 
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clinical TMS trials conforming to a high GCP standard. The 

TMS outpatient clinic part of the department of vascular 

neurology (director: Prof. Ziemann) and is staffed with a 

dedicated team of medical doctors, scientists, study nurses 

and administrative personnel.



Electroencephalography (EEG) is used to record the sponta-
neous electrical activity of the brain by multiple electrodes 
placed on the scalp in a standardized manner. Abnormali-
ties in EEG due to epileptiform brain activity represent the 
major diagnostic feature of epilepsy.
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Clinical Laboratories

eeg laboratory

The electroencephalography (EEG) laboratory is equipped 

with four mobile digital and two stationary recording 

places (IT-Med). For analysis, six additional PC-based EEG 

terminals are available. The  recording and analysis work-

stations are connected via an internal network, and digital 

EEG data are stored on local servers making all previous 

and current EEGs available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

At the neurological intermediate care and stroke unit, a 

digital 4-channel EEG unit is available and is used to con-

tinuously monitor patients with severe brain dysfunction 

such as status epilepticus, or various forms of coma. Each 

year, approximately 3,000 EEGs are recorded in outpatients 

and inpatients. The typical indications are epilepsy, coma 

or milder forms of altered consciousness, and the  differ-

ential diagnoses of brain tumors, stroke, brain injury, and 

neurodegenerative disorders. EEG training is conducted ac-

cording to  the guidelines of the German Society for Clinical 

Neurophysiology and  Functional Imaging (DGKN). The EEG 

training course lasts for 6 months and is provided for 4 neu-

rological residents at a time. Laboratory  staff: B. Wörner, R. 

Mahle, K. Vohrer (staff technicians), Prof. Dr. Y. Weber (head 

of the laboratory) and Dr. M. Schneider.

clinical chemistry laboratory for 
neurology

The Clinical Chemistry Laboratory collects more than 1,800 
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the University Medical Center. Oligoclonal bands in CSF 

and serum are detected by isoelectric focusing and silver 

staining. Junior staff are routinely trained to perform basic 

CSF examination techniques and the interpretation of 

results as part of their speciality training. The laboratory 

takes part in quality management activities of CSF 

parameters. Immunopathology includes the determination 

of a set of autoantibodies for the diagnosis of certain 

neuroimmunological disorders: autoantibodies to 

468GL?6;B?<A8�E868CGBEF	�@HF6?8�FC86<Â6�GLEBF<A8�><A4F8�

(MuSK), titin (myasthenia gravis), aquaporin-4 (NMOSD), 

MOG (“MOGAD”), autoantibodies associated with 

neurological paraneoplastic syndromes and autoimmune 

encephalitis, myositis-associated antibodies, and 

autoantibodies to gangliosides for immunoneuropathies. 

Cell populations in CSF and blood samples are examined 

5L�ÃBJ�6LGB@8GEL�HF<A:�4����&64?<5HE�6LGB@8G8E��';8F8�

include determination of CD20+ cells in patients under 

B cell depleting therapies, CSF CD4/CD8 ratio in patients 

suspected to have neurosarcoidosis, assessment of 

CD4+CD62L+ cells in patients treated with natalizumab 

as well as detailed immunophenotyping in patients with 

6B@C?8K�<AÃ4@@4GBEL�7<F84F8F�B9�G;8�A8EIBHF�FLFG8@���A�

addition, CSF-levels of amyloid beta42, tau, phospho-tau 

and NFL are measured to differentiate various forms of 

dementia/neurodegenerative diseases. In case samples 

that have to be sent to external reference laboratories 

(e.g. CSF JCV testing for natalizumab-associated PML in 

reference center), the neurochemical laboratory takes care 

of preparing and sending the samples, as well as organizing 

the reports. The laboratory is supervised by PD Dr. R. Schüle 

and PD Dr. M. Krumbholz.



Transcranial magnetic stimulation for testing integrity
of the central motor system.
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In addition, the new diagnostic tool of high resolution ul-

trasound (Phillips Epiq 7, 18 MHz Probe and Mindray T7, 14 

MHz Probe) was introduced in 2015. Since this year we have 

a new high-resolution probe of up to 24 Mhz (Canon Med-

ical Systems Aplio 800i). A further portable system with 1 

up to 14Mhz broad band linear probe is also available. With 

the ultrasound of the peripheral nervous system as well 

as of the muscles, several neuromuscular disorders, e.g. 

polyneuropathies, motoneuron diseases, myopathies, nerve 

tumours, entrapment syndromes and traumata can be vi-

sualized. In 2019 more than 2000 ultrasound examinations 

J8E8�C8E9BE@87��';<F�GBB?�4@C?<Â8F�G;8�<AG8E7<F6<C?<A4EL�

cooperation with the colleagues from the Nerve Surgery 

Department of the UKT as well as of the BG Hospital for 

Traumatology. 2018 the Tübinger nerve team was funded, 

consisting f medical staff of Neurosurgery (Prof. Schuh-

mann and Dr. Herlan) of the BG hospital (Prof. Daigeler, PD 

Dr. Koolbenschlag, Dr. Meier), Neuroradiology (Dr. Lindig) 

and our team (Dr. Stahl, Dr. Winter, Dr. Willikens, Dr. Kegele 

and Prof. Grimm). Prof. Dr. A. Grimm is the vice president 

of the german ultrasound society, department Neurology 
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Rattay, C. Ruschil, N. Winter, N. Dammeier, V. Schubert and 

M. Koch. 

The laboratory is equipped with two digital systems 

(Dantec Keypoint G4). A portable system (Nicolet Viking 

Quest) is available for bedside examinations. In 2019, more 

than 3100 patients were seen. In most cases (approximate 

70 %), a combination of neurography and electromyography 

is requested. In addition, a Neurosoft Evidence 9000MS 

stimulator is available for transcranial magnetic stimulation 

and recording of motor evoked potentials in approximately 

800 patients per year. Further, 2000 patients were exam-

ined by neuromuscular ultrasound ni 2019. 

In 2019, the EMG Laboratory was run by a team of technical 

assistants ( S. Berger, A. Deutsch, V. Servotka, J. Wittlinger) 

and residents (N. Winter, J. Tünnerhoff, H. Richter, J. Kegele, 

H. Hengel, B. Bender, L. Roncoroni, S. Hamzehian, J. Mar-

quetand)under the supervision of Prof. Dr. A. Grimm and 

�E��#�� 4EG<A���A�ÒÚÛØ�9HEG;8E�6B??84:H8F�;4I8�588A�68EG<Â87�

by the DGKN for EMG (V. Schubert) and by the DEGUM 

for nerve and muscle ultrasound (C. Ruschil, N. Winter, V. 

Schubert).

electromyography, neurography anD 
neuromuscular ultrasounD

The EMG Laboratory offers all the standard electromyogra-

phy and neurography procedures for the electrodiagnosis 

of neuromuscular diseases including polyneuropathies, 

entrapment neuropathies, traumatic nerve lesions, myop-

athies, myasthenic syndromes, and motor neuron diseases. 

In selected cases, polygraphic recordings for tremor regis-
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are performed. In addition, the new diagnostic tool of high 

resolution ultrasound (Phillips Epiq 7, 18 MHz Probe and 

Mindray T7, 14 MHz Probe) was introduced in 2015. With 

the ultrasound of the peripheral nervous system as well 

as of the muscles, several neuromuscular disorders, e.g. 

polyneuropathies, motoneuron diseases, myopathies, nerve 

tumours, entrapment syndromes and traumata can be 

visualized.



Transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE) showing a left atrial 
myxoma protruding through the mitral valves in a young 
patient with multiple embolic strokes.
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Clinical Laboratories

Around 2,500 examinations are performed every year on 

more than 1,600 patients. The recordings are conducted by 

A. Deutsch, K. Fuhrer and  I. Köhnleinand are supervised by 

Prof. Dr. A. Grimm, Dr. P. Martin and Prof. L. Schöls. The EP 

recordings are analyzed and interpreted during daily con-

ferences according to the guidelines of the German Society 

for Clinical Neurophysiology (DGKN), and visited by up to 

four interns. 

neurocarDiology laboratory

As diseases of the heart are responsible for up to 30 % of 

all strokes and usually cause territorial embolic ischemic 

infarcts, cardiac investigations are urgently required in 

FGEB>8�C4G<8AGF�GB�ÂA7�CBG8AG<4?�64E7<46�64HF8F�4A7�<A�BE78E�

to reduce the risk of stroke recurrence. Therefore, all stroke 

patients undergo a detailed cardiac investigation which is 

performed by the neurocardiology laboratory. 

nvom laboratory  
(former eng laboratory)

With the formation of the “Tübinger Zentrum für Schwin-

del- und Gleichgewichtserkrankungen (TüSG)” (also see 

Dizziness Service) the ENG laboratory is becoming part 

of the laboratory for Neuro-Vestibular and Oculo-Motor 

diagnostics (NVOM). This NVOM Laboratory covers the 

whole spectrum of medical tests established to recognize 

9HA6G<BA4?�78Â6<GF�B9�G;8�I8FG<5H?4E�4A7�B6H?B@BGBE�FLFG8@��

For example, caloric and rotatory stimuli with distinct 

accelerations are used (chair rotation, head-impulse-test, 

head-shaking). Eye movements are usually studied by de-

ploying video-oculography. The integrity of otolith organs 

and their central connections are examined by applying 

acoustic stimuli and the evaluation of evoked myogenic 

potentials of neck or facial muscles (cVEMP, oVEMP) com-

plemented by the measurements of the Subjective Visual 

Vertical. For more complex questions, e.g., isolated testing 

of single canals, movements of the eyes and head as a 

function of head rotation and visual stimulation are mea-

sured in three dimensions using magnetic search coils. The 

projected cutting-edge techniques comprise high-precision 

analysis of eye movements like microsaccades, standard-

ized psychophysical measures related to motion perception, 

4A7�7<MM<A8FF	�4F�4�6BAF8DH8A68�B9�FC86<Â6�I<FH4?�8KC8E<-

ences  or distinct disturbances  of eye movements, and the 

standardized combination of measurements by means of 

multivariate analyses. The NVOM laboratory is led by Dr. J. 

Pomper (Neurology) and Dr. S. Wolpert (ENT). The record-

ings are conducted by a team of technical assistants. Prof. Z. 

Hafed and Prof. U. Ilg (both HIH) contribute their expertise 

in the study of eye movements and eye movement-related 

vision to clinical research projects.

evokeD potentials (ep) laboratory

The EP (evoked potentials) laboratory provides a full range 

of evoked potential procedures for both inpatient and 

outpatient testing. All recordings are performed using a 

4-channel system and can be conducted in the labora-

tory as well as in patient rooms, intensive care units and 

operating rooms. Procedures include visual evoked poten-

tials, brain stem auditory evoked potentials, short latency 

somatosensory evoked potentials of the upper and lower 

extremities, and spinal evoked potentials.



Transcranial B-mode sonography procedure:  
The probe is placed at the temporal bone window  
in a patient in supine position to assess the brain  
in standardized scanning planes.
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The laboratory itself is situated within the outpatient clinic 

of the Department of Neurology and is mainly used for 

non-acute or elective ultrasound examinations of in- and 

outpatients. The mobile Doppler and duplex units are used 

for examinations of acutely ill patients on our Stroke Unit 

allowing for the full range of neurosonological assessment 

at the bedside immediately after admission.

Routine diagnostic tests include duplex imaging of extra-

cranial carotid, vertebral, and subclavian arteries, as well 

as the transcranial Doppler and duplex sonography of the 

vertebrobasilar circulation and the Circle of Willis (with and 

without contrast). Functional testing for vertebral steal, 

bubble tests for assessment of right to left shunts (e.g. per-

sistent foramen ovale), and continuous Doppler monitoring 

B9�G;8�68E85E4?�5?BB7�ÃBJ��8�:��589BE8	�7HE<A:�4A7�49G8E�

neuroradiological interventions) or for detection of cerebral 

microembolisms (high-intensity transient signals) are also 

routinely performed.

Each year, the total number of Doppler/duplex examina-

tions conducted at our laboratory amounts to approxi-

mately 4,000 of extracranial arteries and approximately 

3,000 of intracranial arteries.

The neurocardiology laboratory, headed by the cardiologist 

and internist PD Dr. S. Greulich, provides the full spectrum 

of non-invasive cardiac work-up, such as transthoracic and 

transesophageal echocardiography including M-Mode, 2-D 

mode, pulse wave, continuous-wave and color Doppler 

investigations as well as contrast-enhanced echocardiogra-

phy for the detection of intracardiac shunts or intracardiac 

thrombi. A close rhythm monitoring using 24-hour Holter 

����9BE�G;8�78G86G<BA�B9�4GE<4?�Â5E<??4G<BA�<F�C8E9BE@87�<A�

selected stroke patients. Other diagnostic tools include 24-

hour blood pressure monitoring, and selection of patients 

for cardiac MRI or CT in cooperation with the department 

of radiology. For invasive diagnostic and/or treatment, 

patients are referred to the department of cardiology. 

Other patients of the neurology department, which are 

frequently examined in the neurocardiology laboratory, are 

patients with suspected heart failure, chest pain, Parkinson 

patients with planned deep brain stimulation and patients 

with unexplained syncope.

Yearly, we conduct approximately 1,800 echocardiographic 

examinations, over 1,200 Holter ECGs, and about 800 

24-hour blood pressure measurements. All investigations 

are done according to the guidelines of the German and 

European Societies of Cardiology.

neurosonology laboratory

The neurosonological laboratory is equipped with two col-

or-coded duplex sonography systems: a Toshiba Aplio and 

a Philips Epiq7. Additionally, two portable CW/PW Doppler 

systems – a DWL Multi-Dop pro and a DWL Multi-Dop T 

digital – are available. Neurosonological examinations are 

performed by the ultrasound assistants N. Ruckwied,  

M. Früchel, J. Wittlinger and a neurovascular resident  

under supervision of the consultant stroke neurologists, 

Dres. A. Mengel and S. Poli.
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Occupational, Physical and Speech Therapy

occupational therapy

The treatment program is focused on patients with 
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diseases, movement disorders, neurodegenerative diseases 

and disabilities from disorders of the peripheral nervous 

system. In 2019, 2,103 patients were treated.

Occupational therapy provides the following training 

programs: training in motor function to improve patient’s 

ability to perform daily activities, training in sensorimo-

tor perception, adaptive equipment recommendations 

and usage training, cognitive training, and counselling of 

spouses and relatives. Currently eight occupational thera-

pists are working within the “Therapie-Zentrum” respon-

sible for the neurological wards under the supervision of 

Lena Rempfer. physiotherapy
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movement disorders, pain syndromes, and degenerative 

spinal column disease are allocated to individualized phys-

iotherapy. Currently twelve  physiotherapists under the 

supervision of MSc Marion Himmelbach are working within 

the “Therapie Zentrum” responsible for the neurological 

wards. The physiotherapist treatment is based on guide-

lines, which had been worked out for special disease groups 

according to the current knowledge. This includes for exam-

ple lumbar disc proplaps, stroke, ataxia, Parkinson’s disease. 

Within the year 2019, 2,549 patients were treated.



Fiberoptic endoscopic 
evaluation of swallowing
(FEES) of a patient with 
dysphagia.
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speech therapy

Neurological patients with swallowing and speech/lan-

guage disorders receive speech therapy while staying in 

hospital. The main focus within the team of 14 speech 

therapists under the supervision of M.Sc. Natalie Rommel 

lies on the assessment and treatment of patients with 

dysphagia.

Every acute stroke patient receives a bedside and, if neces-
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treatment planning. Every acute stroke patient also receives 

a bedside speech and language examination. The aim of  

speech therapy in these patients is to improve their com-

munication ability. In 2019, 1,961 patients with dysphagia, 

aphasia and dysarthria received speech therapy.



The Hertie 
Institute for 
Clinical Brain 
Research
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The Hertie Institute for Clinical Brain Research (HIH) 
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since its founding 18 years ago, the 

hertie institute has grown to more 

than 400 employees at all levels, from 

technicians to phD students to full 

professors. the institute’s achieve-

ments include discoveries related to 

the molecular, genetic and physio-

logical basis of a number of major 

neurologic diseases. 

The institute presently consists of six 

departments. They combine basic and 

clinical research with patient care, 

albeit to different degrees and with 

variable emphasis: four departments 

focusing on Stroke, Epileptology, 

Neurodegenerative Disorders, and 

Neuro-Oncology treat outpatients in 

specialty clinics, but also inpatients 

with the whole spectrum of neurologi-

cal diseases, while the Departments of 

Cognitive Neurology and Cellular Neu-

rology provide specialized diagnostic 

services and care in an outpatient set-

ting only, focusing on neurocognitive 

impairments and Alzheimer’s disease, 

respectively. 
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The institute is home to a total of 24 

professors and 32 research groups. 

Twenty-nine belong to the aforemen-

tioned departments, three are set up 

as independent research groups. The 

independent research group of Prof. 

Dr. Markus Siegel has joined the HIH 

in 2019, investigating neural dynamics 

and magnetoencephalography.

In 2019, scientists at the Center of 

Neurology obtained more than 9 

million Euros in third party funding 

and published more than 220 papers 

in peer-reviewed journals.

In February 2019, Theresia Bauer, 

Baden-Württemberg’s Minister of 

Science, visited the HIH to learn more 

about the research at the institute. 

She emphasized the importance of 

the HIH as the only center in Germany 

G;4G�6B@5<A8F�54F<6�A8HEBF6<8AG<Â6�

and research with patient care under 

one roof.
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The Neuroscience Campus Get 

Together, which was jointly orga-

nized and funded by the HIH and its 

neighbors, the German Center for 

Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE) 

and the Werner Reichardt Center for 

Integrative Neuroscience (CIN) in the 

year 2015 and has continued since 

then on a yearly basis, met again with 

great success among scientists and 

staff members in July 2019. 

Tübingen is one of six top research 

locations in Germany that have been 

granted funding in December 2019 

as part of the newly initiated “Hertie 

Network of Excellence in Clinical Neu-

roscience”. The Hertie Foundation’s 

network and junior researcher support 

programme, which is funded with 

ÂI8�@<??<BA�8HEBF	�4<@F�GB�946<?<G4G8�
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neurosciences.

 

Prof. Dr. Thomas Gasser 

Prof. Dr. Mathias Jucker 

Prof. Dr. Holger Lerche 

Prof. Dr. Peter Thier

Prof. Dr. Ulf Ziemann



Das Hertie-Institut für klinische Hirnforschung (HIH) 

18 Jahre nach seiner Gründung durch 

die Gemeinnützige Hertie-Stiftung, 

die Universität Tübingen und das 

Universitätsklinikum Tübingen gehört 

das HIH auf dem Gebiet der klinischen 

Hirnforschung zum Spitzenfeld 

europäischer Forschungseinrichtungen. 

Herausragende Forschungsergebnisse 

haben das Institut auch über die 

Grenzen Europas hinaus bekannt 

gemacht. 

im Rahmen von Spezialambulanzen 

beteiligt. Die klinischen Abteilungen 

sind für die Versorgung von Patienten 

mit der gesamten Breite neurolo-

gischer Erkrankungen gemeinsam 

verantwortlich. 

In den Abteilungen sind zurzeit 24 

Professorinnen und Professoren und 

400 Mitarbeitende in 32 Arbeitsgrup-

pen tätig, wovon drei unabhängige 

Forschungsgruppen darstellen. Die 

unabhängige Forschungsgruppe 

von Prof. Dr. Markus Siegel verstärkt 

seit 2019 das HIH. Sie beschäftigt 

sich mit neuronaler Dynamik und 

Magnetenzephalographie.

Die Arbeitsschwerpunkte des HIH 

liegen im Bereich neurodegenerativer 

und entzündlicher Hirnerkrankungen, 

der Schlaganfallforschung, Epilepsien 

und der Erforschung der Grundla-

gen und Störungen von Wahrneh-

mung, Motorik und Lernen. Zu den 

Das HIH besteht derzeit aus sechs 

Abteilungen: der Abteilung Neurologie 

mit Schwerpunkt neurovaskuläre Er-

krankungen und Neuroonkologie (Prof. 

Dr. med. Ulf Ziemann), der Abteilung 

Neurologie mit Schwerpunkt neuro-

degenerative Erkrankungen (Prof. Dr. 

med. Thomas Gasser), der Abteilung 

Neurologie mit Schwerpunkt Epilepto-

logie (Prof. Dr. med. Holger Lerche), der 

Abteilung Kognitive Neurologie (Prof. 

Dr. med. Hans-Peter Thier) und der 

Abteilung für Zellbiologie Neurologi-

scher Erkrankungen (Prof. Dr. sc. nat. 

Mathias Jucker). Ende 2019 wurde das 

HIH um die sechste Abteilung Neurolo-

gie mit interdisziplinärem Schwerpunkt 

Neuroonkologie (Prof. Dr. Dr. Ghazaleh 

Tabatabai) erweitert. Die ersten drei 

Genannten sowie die neueste Abteilung 

sind bettenführende Abteilungen in 

der Neurologischen Klinik, die anderen 

beiden sind an der Patientenversorgung 

Theresia Bauer, Ministerin für 
Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst 

Baden-Württemberg, zu Besuch 

am HIH.  
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bedeutenden Forschungserfolgen des 

HIH zählen die Entdeckung wichtiger 

genetischer und molekularer Grund-

lagen der Entstehung und Progression 

neurologischer Erkrankungen. Das HIH, 

ein Modellprojekt für Public Private 

Partnership, hat auch im Jahr 2019 

rund 9 Millionen Euro an Drittmit-

teln eingeworben und mehr als 220 

Veröffentlichungen in wissenschaftli-

chen Fachzeitschriften publiziert. Diese 

Zahlen belegen unter anderem die wis-

senschaftliche Leistungsfähigkeit des 

Zentrums. Die Gemeinnützige Hertie-

Stiftung wendete bisher 60 Millionen 

Euro für das HIH auf und plant ihre 

Förderung fortzusetzen. 

Theresia Bauer, Ministerin für 

Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst  

Baden-Württembergs besuchte im 

Februar das HIH, um sich über dessen 

Forschungsaktivitäten zu informie-

ren. Dabei hob sie die Bedeutung des 

HIH als bislang einziges Zentrum in 

Deutschland hervor, das neurowissen-

schaftliche Grundlagenwissenschaft 

und Forschung mit der Patientenversor-

gung unter einem Dach verbinde.

In den Abteilungen sind zurzeit 24 
Professoren und etwa 400 Mitar-
beiter in 32 Arbeitsgruppen tätig. 
Die Gemeinnützige Hertie-Stiftung 
wendete bisher rund 60 Millionen 
Euro für das HIH auf und plant ihre 
Förderung fortzusetzen. 

Das Neuroscience Campus Get To-

gether, das gemeinsam mit seinen 

Nachbarn, dem Deutschen Zentrum 

für Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen 

(DZNE) und dem Werner Reichardt 

Centrum für Integrative Neurowissen-

schaften (CIN), im Jahr 2015 initiiert 

und seitdem jährlich fortgeführt 

wurde, stieß auch im Juli 2019 auf 

großen Erfolg bei Wissenschaftlerin-

nen und Wissenschaftlern und allen 

Mitarbeitenden. 

Tübingen ist einer von deutschland-

weit sechs Spitzenstandorten, die 

seit Dezember 2019 im Rahmen des 

neu initiierten „Hertie Network of 

Excellence in Clinical Neuroscience“ 

gefördert werden. Das mit fünf 

Millionen Euro geförderte Netzwerk 

und Nachwuchsförderprogramm der 

Gemeinnützigen Hertie-Stiftung zielt 

darauf ab, im Bereich der klinischen 

Neurowissenschaften die Umsetzung 

von wissenschaftlichen Erkenntnissen 

in die klinische Praxis zu erleichtern.

Prof. Dr. Thomas Gasser

Prof. Dr. Mathias Jucker

Prof. Dr. Holger Lerche

Prof. Dr. Peter Thier 

Prof. Dr. Ulf Ziemann
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the Department of neurology 

with neurovascular medicine and 

neuro-oncology covers a wide 

spectrum of neurological diseases. 

it is part of the university medical 

center and also provides primary 

care in the district of tübingen for 

patients with neurological disorders. 

';8�6?<A<64?�4A7�F6<8AG<Â�6�8KC8EG<F8�

of the Department of Neurology 

with Neurovascular Medicine and 

Neuro-Oncology (Director: Prof. 

Ulf Ziemann) covers complex neu-

rovascular diseases (ischemic stroke, 

intracranial hemorrhage, cerebral 

vasculitis, vascular malformations, 

rare neurovascular diseases such as 

endovascular lymphoma, paraneo-

plastic coagulopathy, or reversible 

cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome), 

neuroimmunology (multiple sclerosis, 

neuromyelitis optica, myasthenia 

gravis, autoimmune neuropathies 

and others), and brain tumors and 

brain metastases. Specialized teams 

in stroke medicine (intensive care 

and stroke unit, acute stroke re-

habilitation), neuroimmunology 

and neurooncology provide expert 

multidisciplinary care for patient with 

these disorders. Stroke medicine is 

also represented in the Center of Neu-

rovascular Disease Tübingen (ZNET) 

that coordinates patient care and 

Departmental 
Structure

Prof. Dr. Ulf Ziemann is head of the Department 
of Neurology with Neurovascular Medicine and 
Neuro-Oncology
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research at the interdisciplinary inter-

face of Neurology, Neurosurgery and 

Neuroradiology. The ZNET has also 

formed a network with surrounding 

hospitals (Reutlingen, Albstadt, Calw, 

Rottenmünster, Kirchheim) to provide 

emergency care for acute stroke pa-

tients. As an integral part of the Com-

prehensive Cancer Center (CCC), the 

Departments of Neurology, Neurosur-

gery, Radiooncology, Neuroradiology 

and Neuropathology form the Center 

of Neurooncology. The Interdisciplin-

ary Section of Neuro-Oncology (Head: 

Prof. Ghazaleh Tabatabai) is a unique 

section associated with this Depart-

ment and the Clinic of Neurosurgery 

to coordinate clinical service and 

research in Neurooncology. Special-

ized outpatient clinics in Neurovascu-

lar Diseases, Neuroimmunology and 

Neurooncology offer expert coun-

seling of patients, the best available 

therapy, and provide the infrastruc-

ture for clinical trials and investiga-

tor-initiated research. By the end of 

2019, the department was renamed 

“Department of Neurology & Stroke” 

to account for the advancement of 

the Section of Neuro-Oncology into a 

new department within the Center of 

Neurology: “Department Neurology 

with Interdisciplinary Focus Neu-

ro-Oncology” (director: Prof. Ghazaleh 

Tabatabai).

The Department of Neurology with 

Neurovascular Medicine and Neu-

ro-Oncology provides the clinical 

basis for its Research Groups at the 

Hertie Institute for Clinical Brain 

Research. All Research Groups have 

strong interest in bridging neurosci-

ence and health care in translational 

research concepts. Currently, six 

Research Groups exist with focus on 

brain networks & plasticity (Prof. Dr. 

Ulf Ziemann), stroke and neuropro-

tection (PD Dr. Sven Poli), clinical and 

experimental neuro-oncology (Prof. 

Dr. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai), molec-

ular neuro-oncology (Prof. Dr. Ulrike 

Naumann), speech disorders (Prof. Dr. 

Hermann Ackermann) and the newly 

formed group on neurological B-cell 

immunology (PD Dr. Markus Kowarik). 

The research laboratories are located 

in immediate proximity of the clinical 

services in the CRONA hospital build-

ing, in the Hertie Institute for Clinical 

Brain Research, and in the Center of 

Integrative Neuroscience building. 

Close collaborations exist with the 

other departments and research 

groups at the Hertie Institute. The 

department also cooperates closely 

with the physiotherapy department 

at the University Medical Center  

(Zentrum für ambulante Rehabilita-

tion), which has a focus on physio-

therapy for stroke rehabilitation. 

The Department offers lectures for  
medical students, physicians in trai-
ning, nursing staff, physiotherapists 
and speech therapists.

The Department of Neurology  

with Neurovascular Medicine and 

Neuro-Oncology offers lectures for 

medical students, physicians in train-

ing, nursing staff, physiotherapists 

and speech therapists. The neurology 

F6<8AG<Â6�6B??BDH<H@�984GHE8F�:H8FG�

researchers who present their current 

work that typically covers transla-

tional aspects of brain research, and 

is of broad interest for clinicians, clini-

cian scientists and medical scientists 

alike. The neurology therapy seminar 

gives up-to-date overviews on recent 

advances in neurology, internal 

medicine, neurosurgery, neuro-oph-

thalmology, neuroradiology and other 

areas relevant to the treatment of 

patients with neurological diseases. 

The lectures of basic and clinical neu-

rology, the seminar on neurology, and 

the training course on neurological 

examination skills are integral parts of 

the Medical School curriculum and are 

usually honored by the evaluation of 

the students. 
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the human brain has an amazing capacity to reorganize, which ensures functional adaptation in an ever-changing 

environment. this capacity for neural plasticity becomes even more important for rehabilitation after cerebral injury 

such as stroke. our group focuses on understanding principles of neural plasticity in the human cortex, and on ap-

plying novel techniques of non-invasive brain stimulation, in particular personalized stimulation using information 

of instantaneous brain states based on real-time eeg analysis to highly efficiently modify neuronal networks. our 

goal is to further the understanding of mesoscopic principles of brain network dynamics in the awake human and to 

develop new rehabilitative strategies of patients with brain network disorders. 

Das menschliche Gehirn besitzt eine erstaunliche Fähigkeit zur Reorganisation, die Voraussetzung für die Anpassung an sich 

ständig ändernde Umweltbedingungen ist. Diese Fähigkeit zur Plastizität ist von herausragender Bedeutung für Erholungspro-

zesse nach Schädigungen des Gehirns, wie einem Schlaganfall. Unsere Arbeitsgruppe setzt ihren Fokus auf die Untersuchung 

von Plastizität der motorischen Hirnrinde auf systemneurowissenschaftlicher Ebene und der Entwicklung innovativer Metho-

den der nicht-invasiven Hirnstimulation, insbesondere die personalisierte hirnzustandsabhängige Stimulation unter Nutzung 

der EEG-Echtzeitanalyse von instantanen elektrophysiologischen Zuständen des Gehirns, um neuronale Netzwerke zielge-

F=7<H9H�IB8�<C7<�9:È�N=9BH�NI�AC8=È�N=9F9B��)BG9F�.=9@�=GH
�8=9�A9GCG?CD=G7<9B�$F=BN=D9B�89F��=FBB9HNK9F?8MB5A=?�=A�K57<9B�

Menschen besser zu verstehen und innovative und effektive neurorehabilitative Strategien bei Patienten mit Hirnnetzwerker-

krankungen zu entwickeln.

bi-Directional real-time interaction 

with brain networks

Our group has pioneered the devel-

opment of real-time digital biosignal 

processing methods to estimate 

instantaneous brain states from the 

ongoing electroencephalography (EEG) 

signal. We are capable of triggering 

transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(TMS), based on the amplitude and 

C;4F8F�B9�FC86<Â�6�8A7B:8ABHF�BF6<?


lations at millisecond precision. We 

design individually optimized spatial 

Â�?G8EF�GB�<FB?4G8�G4E:8G�5E4<A�BF6<??4


tions at multiple sites including inter- 

and intrahemispheric network states. 

This major advancement towards 

closed-loop stimulation allows us to 

GE<::8E�' &�4G�CE8
FC86<Â�87�5E4<A�

states as they naturally occur. While 

our focus is on the sensorimotor 

mu-alpha oscillation and its role in 

modulating motor cortical excitability 

and connectivity and gating TMS-in-

duced plasticity in the motor cortex, 

we also tar-get beta oscillations in the 

motor cortex, and alpha and theta 

oscillations in prefrontal cortex, which 

are important for regulating working 

memory and emotion.

*8�;4I8�78@BAFGE4G87	�9BE�G;8�Â�EFG�

time in the human, that EEG-triggered 

TMS can (i) reveal phase-dependent 

excitability shifts during the sensori-

motor mu-alpha oscillation and (ii) 

that repetitive targeting of the more 

excitable mu-alpha trough (but not 

the peak) by TMS bursts can induce 

long-term potentiation (LTP)-like 

plasticity in the motor cortex. Using 

dual-coil paired-pulse protocols 

triggered by the phase of left and 

right motor cortex we demonstrated 

phase synchronization-dependent in-

ter-hemispheric effective connectivity. 

We are currently working on further 

advancing this technique by reading 

out the relevant oscillatory states 

HF<A:�@BE8�FBC;<FG<64G87�FC4G<4?�Â�?G8EF�

and developing source space-based re-

al-time signal analyses. The approach 

of EEG-triggered TMS has the poten-

G<4?�GB�F<:A<Â�64AG?L�<@CEBI8�G;8E4C8H


tic brain stimulation in the near future 

by taking the current brain state into 

account. This will enable individual-

ized modulation of neuronal networks 

of the human brain with the necessary 

precision in space and time.

ý
BF6<??4G<BA�C;4F8
GE<::8E87�FG<@H?4G<BA�B9�;H@4A�@BGBE�6BEG8K�
the EEG-TMS approach

Neuroplasticity
brain networks & plasticity (bnp) laboratory

Head:  Prof. Dr. Ulf Ziemann

Team:  29 members
Key words:  human motor cortex / motor learning / plasticity /  
 connectivity / stroke rehabilitation / non-invasive  
 brain stimulation / brain-state-dependent stimula 
 tion / closed-loop stimulation / EEG / MEG / MRI /  
 fMRI / TMS-EEG / EEG-TMS / neuropharmacology /  
 working-memory network / motor network
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translational clinical research  

toward personalized therapeutic 

brain stimulation

A major goal in the BNP lab is to trans-

late the insights gained from innova-

tive fundamental research research 

using TMS in healthy subjects, in 

particular in combination with EEG in 

closed-loop-EEG-TMS approaches, into 

clinical research and eventually ther-

apeutic applications. The BNP lab is 

conducting two investigator initiated 

trials with patients, one in collabora-

tion with the department for Psychi-

atry with patients with depression 

(BOSSFRONT) and one in  subacute 

stroke patients (STROKEBOSS). We 

were successful in acquiring a federal 

funding grant (EXIST) to develop a 

therapeutic personalized brain-stim-

ulation device (NEUROSYNC) and a 

Synergy grant from the European 

Research Council (ConnectToBrain) 

that will develop highly innovative 

therapeutic whole-brain closed-loop 

stimulation in collaboration with 

partners at Aalto University (Finland) 

and Chieti University (Italy). Finally, 

we have established a TMS outpatient 

clinic to offer established and novel 

brain-state-dependent TMS treatment 

protocols in patients with chronic 

stroke. This clinic is unique in Germany 

at the level of university hospitals. 

pharmaco-tms-eeg

Several projects aim at improving our 

understanding of the physiological 

underpinnings of TMS-evoked EEG 

potentials: Combining TMS and EEG 

constitutes a powerful tool to directly 

assess human cortical excitability 

and connectivity. TMS of the primary 

motor cortex elicits a sequence of 

TMS-evoked EEG potentials (TEPs) and 

TMS-induced oscillations. Building 

on our earlier work in the GABAergic 

system, we have now studied the 

89986GF�B9�FC86<Â6�4AG<8C<?8CG<6�7EH:F�

(such as carbamazepine, brivara-

cetam, and tiagabine), and drugs with 

action in the glutamatergic system 

(perampanel, dextromethorphan). 

The pharmaco-TMS-EEG approach 

opens a novel window of opportunity 

GB�FGH7L�G;8�89986GF�B9�FC86<Â6�7EH:F	�

which are relevant for neurological 

disorders such as epilepsy or ische-

mic stroke, on brain excitability and 

effective connectivity. We currently 

also experimentally address the 

problem that TEPs are contaminated 

by peripherally evoked potentials due 

to somatosensory stimulation of the 

scalp and auditory stimulation by the 

TMS pulse. We do this by developing a 

realistic sham condition and repeating 

pharmaco-TMS-EEG experiments. The 

aim is to provide TEPs that represent a 

“clean” brain response to TMS. 
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our research projects comprise preclinical translational 

studies on neuroprotection and clinical trials on a broad 

spectrum of acute stroke care and diagnostics.

Unsere Forschungsprojekte reichen von translationalen 

präklinischen Studien zur Neuroprotektion bis hin zu 

klinischen multizentrischen Studien zu einem breiten 

Spektrum der akuten Schlaganfalltherapie und -diagnostik.

Stroke and Neuro-
protection Laboratory 
Head:  PD Dr. Sven Poli

Team:  13 members

Key words:  stroke / neuroprotection / temperature 

 management / hypothermia / oxygen therapy /  

 cryptogenic stroke / hemostasis / central retinal  

 artery occlusion / prehospital stroke care

The focus of our preclinical stroke re-

F84E6;�<F�BA�<78AG<Â�64G<BA	�8I4?H4G<BA�

and optimization of neuroprotective 

strategies that might help to minimize 

brain damage after experimental 

ischemic and haemorrhagic stroke. 

In this context, we aim to study and 

characterize the underlying molecular 

mechanisms involved in brain tissue 

protection from ischemic-hypoxic and 

reperfusion-reoxygenation-induced 

brain damage. Our goal is to provide 

translational research with a close link 

to clinical application. Currently we 

test novel technologies for selective 

brain hypothermia and ischemic tissue 

(hyper)oxygenation. 

Furthermore, we run an interdisci-

plinary study center for clinical stroke 

research. We have initiated and run 

a broad spectrum of clinical trials on 

cooling technologies, hyperoxygen-

ation in thrombectomy candidates, 

neurosonology, detection of atrial 

Â�5E<??4G<BA	�F86BA74EL�CE8I8AG<BA�49G8E�

cryptogenic stroke, thrombolysis in 

acute central retinal artery occlusion, 

hemostasis in intracerebral hem-

orrhage, point-of-care coagulation 

testing in DOAC-treated patients, and 

others. We cooperate at an interna-

tional level.
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The central nervous system (CNS) can be affected by primary or by metastatic tumors. The majority of meningiomas, ves-
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recurrent or progressive disease occurs in these diseases, too. For most other histological entities, including astrocytoma, 

oligodendroglioma or ependymoma, even multimodality treatments only lead to a transient window of stable disease, de-

pending on the additional molecular features that are present in the tumor, for example: presence or absence of mutations 

in the isocytrate dehydrogensase (IDH), presence or absence of methylation of the O6-methylguaninmethyltransferase 

(MGMT), presence or absence of deletions of chromosomal regions 1p and/or 19q, presence or loss of alpha-thalassemia/

mental retardation X-linked (ATRX), presence or absence and location of mutations in the human telomerase reverse tran-

scriptase (TERT).  Moreover, clinical evidence-based standards for metastatic CNS tumors are rare, because these patients 

have been mainly excluded from clinical trial enrollment until recently. Taken together, basic and translational research is a 

necessity to better understand molecular mechanisms of tumor initiation and acquired therapy resistance. 

Im Zentralen Nervensystem (ZNS) entstehen verschiedene primäre oder metastatische Tumoren. Zwar führt bei den meisten 

Patienten mit Meningeomen, Schwannomen und Hypophysenadenomen bereits die alleinige neurochirurgische Resektion 

zu einer Heilung. Jedoch gibt es auch hier wiederkehrende Tumoren. Bei den meisten anderen histologischen Entitäten, z.B. 

die Gruppe der Astrozytome, Oligodendrogliome or Ependymome, führen hingegen sogar kombinierte multimodale Thera-

piestrategien nur zu einer vorübergehenden Stabilisierung, deren Dauer von weiteren molekularen Charakteristika in diesen 

Tumoren abhängt. Für Patienten mit ZNS-Metastasen, also Absiedlungen von Tumoren außerhalb des ZNS, sind klinische 

evidenzgesicherte Therapiestrategien selten, weil diese Patienten bis vor kurzem von einer Teilnahmen in klinischen Studien 

ausgeschlossen wurden. Folglich sind grundlagenwissenschaftliche und translationale Forschungsprojekte darauf ausgerich-

tet, eine conditio sine qua non, um die molekularen Grundlagen der Tumorbiologie besser zu verstehen und darauf basierend 
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(students, technicians, postdoctoral 

researchers and physicians) are  

(i) To understand molecular prin-

ciples of tumor initiation and 

recurrence, particularly by study-

ing cancer stem cell biology and 

mechanisms of acquired therapy 

resistance

(ii) To generate novel and precise 

treatment strategies, particularly 

by using cell-based vehicles, onco-

lytic viruses, immunotherapeutic 

strategies

(iii) To understand and overcome 

acquired therapy resistance

(iv) To conduct innovative clinical 

trials 

combining immune checkpoint 

inhibitors and csf1r antibodies in 

experimental glioma

Glioblastoma is an aggressive primary 

tumor of the central nervous system 

with a median overall survival in the 

range of 1.5 years despite multimodal 

treatment regimens. Novel therapeu-

tic strategies are urgently needed. 

Targeting the immunosuppressive 

glioblastoma-associated microenvi-

ronment is an interesting approach 

in this regard. Yet, clinical experience 

with anti-PD1 antibodies in glioblast-

oma so far does not suggest the same 

89Â�646L�6B@C4E87�J<G;�BG;8E�GH@BE�

entities, e.g. melanoma. Rational 

combination therapies to enhance 

G;8�89Â�646L�4E8�G;8E89BE8�J4EE4AG87��

Tumor-associated macrophages re-

present a highly abundant population 

B9�GH@BE
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have tumor-promoting features. The 

colony stimulating factor-1/ colony 

stimulating factor-1 receptor (CSF-1/

CSF1R) axis plays an important role 

for macrophage differentiation and 

survival. We thus aimed at investi-

gating the anti-glioma activity of 

co-targeting of CSF1R and PD1. We 

investigated CSF1R staining in human 

primary and matching progressive 

glioblastoma samples. We performed 

different combination treatments 
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with anti-CSF1R and anti-PD1 anti-

bodies and respective controls in the 

orthotopic syngeneic SMA-560/VMDk 

experimental glioma mouse model. 

We evaluated post-treatment effects 

by histology and immunochemistry. 

The monotherapy with CSF1R anti-

body increased the latency until the 

onset of neurological symptoms in 

SMA-560-bearing VMDk mice. Com-

binations of anti-CSF1R and anti-PD1 

antibodies prolonged survival in vivo 

particularly if applied sequentially 

with PD1 blockade following CSF1R 

blockade. Post-treatment samples in-

dicated reduced cluster of differentia-

tion (CD)204 and CD11b positive cells 

after CSF1R antibody, an increased 

CD8+/ CD4+ and CD8+/FoxP3+ ratio 

in vivo after combinations of anti-CS-

F1R and anti-PD1 antibodies. Our 

results identify CSF1R as a promising 

therapeutic target for glioblastoma, 

particularly in combination with PD1 

inhibition.

molecular diagnostics for the 

detection fgfr3 overexpression in 

glioblastoma

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 

(FGFR) inhibitors are currently in 

advanced clinical development. A 

subset of glioblastomas carries gene 

fusion of FGFR3 and transforming 

acidic coiled-coil protein 3 (TACC3). 

The prevalence of other FGFR3 altera-

tions in glioma is currently unclear. 

We performed a screening by rever-

se transcriptase polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-PCR) in 101 glioblasto-

ma samples to detect FGFR3–TACC3 

fusions (“RT-PCR cohort”). Then, we 

performed FGFR3 immunohistoche-

mistry (IHC) and correlated all RT PCR 

results with FGFR3 stainings. Further, 

we applied FGFR3 IHC in 548 tissue 

microarray (TMA) glioma samples 

(“TMA cohort”) and validated these 

results in two external cohorts with 

319 patients. Gene panel sequencing 

was carried out in 88 samples (“NGS 

cohort”) to identify other possible 

FGFR3 alterations. Molecular model-

ling was performed on newly detected 

mutations. In the “RT-PCR cohort”, 
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2/101 glioblastomas, both cases stron-

gly expressing FGFR3 in IHC. Positive 

IHC staining was observed in 74/1020 

TMA samples which 11 being stron-

gly positive. In the “NGS cohort” we 
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FGFR3 gene mutations in 7/88 cases in 

targeted sequencing. All FGFR3 fusions 
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K649R missense mutation were asso-

ciated with strong FGFR3 protein ex-

CE8FF<BA��F8AF<G<I<GL�4A7�FC86<Â6<GL�B9�

93 and 95% respectively, at cutoff IHC 

score 8). Modelling of these data indi-

cated that Tyr647, a residue phospho-

rylated as a part of FGFR3 activation 

is affected by the K649R mutation. 

FGFR3 immunohistochemistry is a 

useful screening tool for the detection 

of FGFR3 alterations. Given the clinical 

relevance of FGFR3 as a therapeutic 

target, FGFR3 IHC could be included 

<A�G;8�<@@HAB;<FGB?B:<64?�JBE>ÃBJ�

for IDH wildtype glioma diagnostics. 

Samples with positive FGFR3 staining 

could then be selected for NGS-based 

diagnostic tools.

early phase clinical trials for the use 

of personalized multipeptide vaccina-

tion for glioblastoma patients

We participated in the phase I trial 

of the GAPVAC-101 of the Glioma 

Actively Personalized Vaccine Con-

sortium (GAPVAC), coordinated by 

Immatics Tübingen. In this phase I 

trial, we integrated highly individua-

lized vaccinations with both types of 

tumour antigens into standard care 

for glioblastoma patients positive 

for human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-

A*02:01 or HLA-A*24:02. The multipep-

tide vaccines were used with poly-ICLC 

(polyriboinosinic-polyribocytidylic 

acid-poly-L-lysine carboxymethylcel-

lulose) and granulocyte-macro-

phage colony-stimulating factor as 

adjuvants. This GAPVAC approach 

displayed favourable safety and 

strong immunogenicity. In an ongoing 

collaboration with the Department of 

Immunology, we are working on the 

next phase I clinical trial using a new 

adjuvans for further augment immune 

responses. We estimate a start of our 

trial in 2021.
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Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most 

common and lethal brain neoplasm 

with a median patient survival after 

standard therapy of 12 to 15 month. 

Only few therapeutic regimens pro-

vide a short increase in survival. The 

failure of effective therapy regimens 

is based on its malignant character-

istics: glioma cells are mainly resis-

tant to chemotherapeutic drugs and 

irradiation, they are highly motile, 

this way invading the healthy brain, 

and actively suppress the function of 
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research projects we are interested 

to receive information concerning 

the tumor immunology, to identify 

factors that regulate the capability of 

a glioma cells to move, and to analyze 

how glioma cells manipulate their 

surrounding micro-milieu to optimize 

survival and growth. Oncolytic aden-

oviruses (OAV) that replicate selec-

tively in tumor, but not in normal cells 

are used as potent and safe agents 

GB�Â�:;G�64A68E��';8F8�I<EHF8F�;4I8�
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not only cancer cells, but also cancer 

stem cells. In collaboration with Dr. 

Holm (TU Munich) we have analyzed 

the research group molecular neuro-oncology is interested in various aspects of the biology of glioblastomas (gbm), 

the most frequent and lethal human brain tumor. characteristics of this tumor are its rapid and invasive growth into 

the healthy brain, its capability to suppress immune cells to attack the tumor as well as its resistance to chemothera-

peutic drugs and radiation therapy. to know the biology of gbm in detail is important for the development of novel 

therapeutic strategies. in one of our research projects we focus to combine immunotherapy and oncovirotherapy 

and to optimize the shuttle of oncolytic viruses towards invaded glioma cells. besides, we examine the impact of 

pericytes on glioma neoangiogenesis. in a further project we evaluated the therapeutic impact of viscumins, natural 

plant lectins, in the treatment of glioblastoma.  

Die Arbeitsgruppe für Molekulare Neuro-Onkologie befasst sich mit Fragestellungen zur Tumorbiologie des Glioblastoms 

���!�
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nur 12 bis 15 Monaten. Die Bösartigkeit dieses Tumors basiert darauf, dass GBM schnell und invasiv in gesundes Hirngewebe 

einwachsen. Gliomzellen hindern zudem Immunzellen daran, sie zu attackieren und sind größtenteils resistent gegenüber 

Standardtherapien wie Bestrahlung oder Chemotherapie. Die Biologie des GBM zu kennen ist deshalb eine Grundvorausset-

zung für die Entwicklung neuer Therapieansätze. In einem zentralen Projekt beschäftigen wir uns mit der Wirkung „onkoly-

tischer“ Adenoviren, die für die GBM-Therapie eingesetzt werden können. Um die Onkovirotherapie zu optimieren, wird diese 

mit immuntherapeutischen Ansätzen kombiniert sowie Virus-beladene Zellen als „Trojanische Pferde“ verwendet, um Viren 

auch zu invadierten GBM-Zellen zu transportieren. In einem zweiten Projekt untersuchen wir, wie Gliome Perizyten hinsicht-

@=7<�8=9G9F��IB?H=CB�699=BÉ�IGG9B�IB8�G=9�NI��@=CA�585DH=9FH9B
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von Gefäßen in den Tumor, die Gefäßstruktur und die Integrität der Blut-Hirn-Schranke modulieren. In einem weiteren Projekt, 

gesponsert durch die Innovationsstiftung Sauer (ISUS) und die Software AG Stiftung, welches wir 2019 erfolgreich beenden 

?CBBH9B
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sowohl in vitro als auch in vivo zeigen, dass Visumine anti-tumorale Eigenschaften besitzen und, wenn adjuvant appliziert, in 

Synergie mit der GBM-Standardtherapie wirken.

Migrating glioblastoma cell
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the antitumoral effects of an YB-1 

dependent OAV, named XVir-N31. We 

have demonstrated that in vitro XVir-

N31 works synergistically with the 

irradiation, which is commonly used 

to treat GBM. In a mouse model using 

highly TMZ-resistant GBM stem cells, 

intratumoral injection of XVir-N31 

induced tumor lysis and prolonged the 

survival of tumor bearing mice. This 

effect can be improved by irradiation 

of the tumor before oncovirotherapy 

due to the fact, that irradiation has 

been shown to potentiate XVir-N31 

replication. In ongoing experiments, 

funded by the German Research and 

the German Cancer Foundation, we 

developed next generation OAVs 

that express the immune checkpoint 

inhibitor alpha-PD-L1and will com-

bine oncovirotherapy and cancer 

immunotherapy. To further optimize 

the impact of OAVs we will use vi-

rus-loaded cells as “Trojan Horses” to 

shuttle the oncolytic viruses towards 

invaded glioma cells.

One pathological hallmark that 

distinguishes GBM from lower grade 

glioma is its abundant and aber-

rant vasculature resulting in bizarre 

vascular formations. The malformed 

GBM vasculature is accompanied by 

vessel permeability and the break-

down of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). 

Since we have observed that gene 

expression in pericytes is modulated 

by glioma-secreted cytokines and 

that pericytes with these altered gene 

expression are exclusively found on 

glioma-associated vessels, we were 

interested whether “glioma-pericytes” 

are involved in formation of novel tu-
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the structure of these vessels and the 

integrity of the BBB. In a strong collab-

oration with Prof. Michel Mittelbronn 
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TGF-ß as a central GBM-secreted 
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of pericytes regarding their metabolic 

activity, proliferation and motility. 
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examined the effects of viscumins as 

adjuvant drugs to treat GBM. Viscum-

ins, lectins from the semiparasitic 

plant Viscum album L., are often used 

by patients to adjuvantly treat cancer. 

In this project, sponsored by the ISUS 

and Software AG Foundation, we have 

shown that viscumins reduce glioma 

cell proliferation, induce cell death 

and enforce immune cells to attack 

and to kill GBM cells. Additionally, 

viscumins mitigate GBM cell motility, 

paralleled by a reduced expression 

of genes known to push and by an 

enhanced expression of genes known 

to delimitate cancer progression. 

Besides, viscumins strengthen the 

effects of the glioma standard therapy 

both in cell culture and in glioma 

bearing mice. 
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blind subjects deploy visual cortex in 

order to better understand spoken 

language 

Blind individuals may learn to com-

prehend ultra-fast speech at a rate of 

up to about 22 syllables per second 

(syl/s), exceeding by far the maximum 

performance level of normal-sighted 

listeners (8-10 syl/s). Based on the 

results of two subsequent projects 

over the last years (a group study and 

a training experiment),  the hypoth-

esis of a “visual” strategy could be 

further supported, comprising the 

engagement of right primary visual 

cortex in blind subjects for early 

perceptual processing. Evidence could 

be provided in terms of hemodynamic 

activity in visual cortex, structural 

changes in optical radiation pathways 

4A7	�4F�G;8�@BFG�E868AG�Â�A7<A:	�C;4F8�

locking between the speech signal 

and magnetic activity in visual cortex 

(Hertrich et al., 2018).

the neurophonetics group investigates the neural bases 

of speech communication – a unique capability of our 

species – based upon psycholinguistic methods and 

functional-imaging technology.

Die Arbeitsgruppe untersucht die neurobiologischen 

Grundlagen von Sprechmotorik und Sprachwahrnehmung 

insbesondere unter Verwendung funktionell-bildgebender 

Methoden.

studies in neurophonetics and 

psycholinguistics
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with Project B2 of the DFG-Sonder-

forschungsbereich 833, University 

of Tübingen, which addressed the 

semantic processing of so-called 

presuppositions. Previous behavioral, 

electroencephalographic (EEG), and 

magnetoencephalographic (MEG) 

studies had shown that presuppo-

sitions - depending on linguistic 

context - may give rise to (i) increased 

reaction times, (ii) evoked EEG re-

sponses such as the N400 and P600, 

and (iii) altered auditory processing 

4F�E8Ã�86G87�<A� ���E8FCBAF8F���A�

cooperation with the Institute of 

Evolutionary Cognition of the Univer-

sity or Tübingen, an fMRI study was 

performed in order to better localize 

the brain activity associated with the 

processing of presuppositions. Presup-

position-related pragmatic discourse 

violations yielded three different ac-

tivation patterns, corresponding to (i) 

a reference process including working 

memory functions (inferior frontal 

the role of supplementary motor 

area (sma) and pre-sma in speech 

perception 

SMA and pre-SMA are linked to the 

anterior parts of the language net-

work by subcortical loops and via the 

frontal “Aslant tract”. As outlined in 

a review paper, these structures have 

a cognitive control function with pre-

dominantly inhibitory characteristics 

(Hertrich et al., 2016). As, among other 

things, indicated by our investigations 

of ultra-fast speech perception, pre-

SMA seems to be involved in top-down 

mechanisms of speech perception 

under the condition of increased task 

demands comprising both “phonolog-

ical” and “semantic” aspects of speech 

perception. A Transcranial Magnetic 

Stimulation (TMS) experiment showed 

that transient impairment of pre-SMA 

affects its inhibitory function that 

normally eliminates erroneous speech 

material prior to speaking or, in case of 

perception, prior to its integration into 

a semantically/pragmatically mean-

ingful message (Dietrich et al., 2018, in 

cooperation with the Brain Networks 

& Plasticity Lab). 

Neurophonetics and Trans-
lational Neurorehabilitation
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Whole-head fMRI analyses (14 blind,  
12 sighted subjects) revealed activation 
clusters in right hemisphere primary- 
visual cortex (V1), left fusiform gyrus 
(FG), bilateral pulvinar (Pv) – not  
visible – and supplementary motor 
area (SMA), in addition to perisylvian  
“language zones”.

gyrus), (ii) retrieval and integration 

of semantic/pragmatic information 

(inferior parietal lobe and angular 

gyrus), and (iii) cognitive control of in-

consistency management in terms of 

accomodation processes (pre-supple-

mentary motor area and basal ganglia 

(Dietrich et al., 2019).  

modeling the language network in 

the brain

Currently, two review papers are in 

preparation considering language in 

the brain from a theoretical point of 

I<8J��';8�ÂEFG�BA8�<F�8AG<G?87�^';8�

margins of the language network in 

the brain” (submitted). Starting with 

historical views such as the Broca- 

Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind 

@B78?	�4�@BE8�E8ÂA87�^6BE8_�?4A-

guage model has been outlined which 

is surrounded by additional modules, 

i.e., the “margins”. These margins 

serve various functions that are 

required to integrate linguistic pro-

cessing into ecologically meaningful 

behavior and thinking. In particular, 

they comprise (1) the embodiment of 

language in sensory and motor sys-

tems, motivational and affective pro-

cessing, context integration linking 

verbal working memory to nonverbal 

memory structures, and theory of 

mind functions. The second review 

paper considers the particular role 

of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

for language processing. This region 

seems to be particularly involved in 

cognitive control functions enabling 

us to use language in an “intelligent” 

way, for example, by releasing the 

attachment to literal word meanings 

in case of irony or metaphors. 

right left

an evolutionary perspective on 

spoken language: vocal continuity 

between non-human and human 

primates

Vocal learning is an exclusively human 

trait among primates. However, song-

birds demonstrate behavioral features 

resembling human speech learning. 

Two circuits have a preeminent role 

in this human behavior; namely, the 

corticostriatal and the cerebrocere-

bellar motor loops. While the striatal 

contribution can be traced back to 

the avian anterior forebrain pathway 

(AFP), the sensorimotor adaptation 

functions of the cerebellum appear to 

58�;H@4A�FC86<Â6�<A�46BHFG<6�6B@@H-

nication. The ongoing discussion on 

how birdsong translates into human 

speech was addressed in a review 

paper (Ziegler & Ackermann, 2017). 

The review focusses on motor aspects 

of speaking, bringing together genetic 

data with clinical and developmen-

tal evidence to outline the role of 

cerebrocerebellar and corticostriatal 

interactions in human speech.
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the research group “neurological b-cell immunology” 

is focused on the role of b cells in neuro-inflammatory 

diseases including multiple sclerosis (ms) and 

neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (nmosD). 

whereas aquaporin (aQp4) autoantibodies could be 

clearly linked to nmosD pathophysiology, the exact role 

of b cells in multiple sclerosis still remains unknown. 

however, b cell depleting therapies have been shown 

to be highly effective in multiple sclerosis, indicating 

that b cells play an important role in ms pathogenesis. 

our primary aim is to further understand the specific 

functions of b cells in multiple sclerosis and other 

autoimmune diseases. by using a multiomics approach 

including next generation mass sequencing and 

proteomics, we are able to gain a deeper understanding 

of immunoglobulin repertoire changes under conditions 

of autoimmunity and immunomodulation.

Die Forschungsgruppe „Neurologische B-Zell Immunologie“ 

beschäftigt sich mit der Rolle von B-Zellen bei neuro-

=BÉ�5AA5HCF=G7<9B��F?F5B?IB;9B�89G�.9BHF5@B9FJ9BGMGH9AG�

(ZNS) wie der Multiplen Sklerose und Neuromyelitis-

optica-Spektrum-Erkrankung (NMOSD). Während bei 

der NMOSD die Produktion von pathologisch relevanten 

Antikörpern gegen Aquaporin-4 Wasserkanäle eindeutig 

nachgewiesen werden konnte, ist die Rolle von B Zellen 

bei der Multiplen Sklerose aktuell noch nicht hinreichend 

verstanden. Durch den erfolgreichen Einsatz von B-Zell 

depletierenden Therapien in der Multiplen Sklerose konnte 

9=B�F9@9J5BH9F��=BÉ�IGG�JCB���.9@@9B�=B�89F�$5H<C;9B9G9�

jedoch klar belegt werden. Ziel der Arbeitsgruppe ist es, die 

Rolle von B Zellen bei der Multiplen Sklerose als auch bei 

anderen Autoimmunerkrankungen im Detail zu verstehen. 

Mittels eines Multiomics Ansatzes („Next Generation“ 

Massensequenzierung, Proteomics) untersuchen wir im 

Detail die Veränderungen des B Zell Kompartments auf 

Ebene des Immunglobulin Repertoires.

GE84G@8AG�J<G;�<AG8E98EBA
ÿ	�:?4G<E


amer acetate, dimethyl fumarate, 

Â�A:B?<@B7	�BE�A4G4?<MH@45���<:HE8�

1). Across the examined treatments, 

decreased percentages of memory B 

cells were found in dimethyl fuma-

E4G8	�<AG8E98EBA
ÿ�4A7�Â�A:B?<@B7�

treated patients, which highlights 

a potential role of memory B cells 

during immunomodulation in MS. The 

exact role of the double negative B 

cell population – a so far less charac-

terized B cell population developing 

in a germinal center independent way 

– in MS is currently unclear and needs 

further examination.

insights in the different drugs’ mode 

of action and the role of B cells during 

MS pathogenesis itself.

Differential effects of disease 

modifying drugs on b cell subsets in 

multiple sclerosis patients 

In order to get a basic understanding 

of treatment associated effects on 

B cells, we perform systematic FACS 

4A4?LF8F�B9�FC86<Â�6�FH5F8GF�B9�C8E<C;


eral blood B cells of MS patients under 

various therapies. In a current study, 

we found differential effects on B cell 

subsets including naïve B cells, non-

class switched and class-switched 

memory B cells, double negative 

B cells and plasmablasts following 

b cells in multiple sclerosis

Multiple lines of evidence indicate 

that B cells play an important role in 

the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis 

(MS). Beside the persistence of intra-

thecal oligoclonal IgG bands, elevated 

B cell numbers within the cerebrospi-

A4?�Ã�H<7���&���4A7�78G86G<BA�B9���68??F�

in MS lesions, B cell depleting ther-

apies have been shown to be highly 

effective in MS. Moreover, various MS 

treatments exert differential effects 

on B cell subsets but the exact mech-

anisms during immunomodulation 

often remain inconclusive. Our aim is 

GB�FGH7L�GE84G@8AG�FC86<Â�6�89986GF�BA�

B cells during various immunomod-

ulating MS therapies in order to gain 
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Figure 1: Displayed are the percentages 
of the B cell subsets among the total 
��ÛØ����68??�CBB?��!�!��ABA
<AÃ4-
mmatory neurological disease, UT= 
untreated MS patients, NAT= natali-
zumab, DMF= dimethyl fumarate, FTY= 
ÂA:B?<@B7	����'��:?4G<E4@8E�468G4G8�
4A7���!��<AG8E98EBA
��GE84G87� &�
patients).

Immunoglobulin repertoire analyses 

on a transcriptome and proteome 

level

Cooperations: quantitative biology 

center (Sven Nahnsen, QBIC), sequenc-

ing core facility (Nicolas Casadei) and 

proteome core facility (Karsten Boldt) 

Tübingen

Beside the analysis of B cell sub-

F8G
FC86<Â6�6;4A:8F	�J8�4E8�4?FB�

interested in functional effects 

of different immunomodulating 

treatments on the B cell compound. 

We perform next generation mass 

sequencing of immunoglobulin (Ig) 

transcripts in order to get deeper 

insights in Ig transcriptome changes. 

We additionally perform Ig proteome 

analysis by mass spectrometry and 

overlap the recovered Ig peptides 

with Ig transcriptome libraries. This 

multiomics approach offers the 

unique opportunity to examine im-

munoglobulin repertoire alterations 

and B cell maturation in great detail 

under conditions of immunomodu-

lation and auto-immunity itself. We 

recently established an advanced data 

and downstream processing pipe-

line in cooperation with the QBIC to 

study treatment effects of dimethyl 

9H@4E4G8	�G8E<ÃHAB@<78	�6?47E<5<A8	�

and other therapies. Preliminary 

results suggest that certain therapies 

(e.g. dimethyl fumarate) not only 

diminish absolute B cell numbers but 

also alter Ig repertoires in terms of 

reduced numbers of Ig sequences and 

4?G8E87���68??�6?BA4?<GL�<A�FC86<Â6���68??�

subsets. In contrast, other treatment 

FH6;�4F�G8E<ÃHAB@<78�7<7�ABG�6;4A:8�

G;8��:�E8C8EGB<E8�F<:A<Â64AG?L�BA�4A�

overall level. A deeper understanding 

of the different drugs’ mode of action 

J<??�;8?C�GB�9HEG;8E�78ÂA8�GE84G@8AG�

algorithms for MS patients in the 

future.

future directions

The CSF is metabolically active liquid 

that maintains homeostatic functions 

and serves as an important surrogate 

to monitor microenvironmental CNS 

changes in MS. Distinct changes in the 

number and composition of immune 

68??F�4A7�6LGB><A8�CEBÂ?8F�64A�58�B5-

served in the CSF during MS. Whereas 

previous work on CSF was mainly re-

stricted to FACS analyses of immune 

cell subtypes and the detection of 

a limited number of e.g. cytokines, 

new techniques offer the opportunity 

to get deeper insights into cellular 

changes within the CSF. Our aim is 

to further extend our experimental 

approach to the CSF compartment. 

We will apply a multiomics approach 

4A7�FGH7L� &�FC86<Â6��&��6;4A:8F�5L�

massively correlating transcriptome 

data of immune cell subsets with 

cytokine assays and proteome data 

in the CSF. We thereby aim to identity 

disease driving CSF immune cell 

sub-populations and cell associated 

disease markers.   
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As part of the Center of Neurology 

and together with the other Neuro-

logical Departments, the Department 

of Neurology and Epileptology is 

responsible for the clinical care of all 

neurological patients at the University 

Clinic Tübingen. A team of nurses, 

therapists and physicians trained for 

neurological disorders is available for 

the inpatient and outpatient clinics. 

The department’s activities have been 

focusing on effective structures to 

successfully support basic and clinical 

E8F84E6;�<A�G;8�Â�8?7�B9�8C<?8CGB?B:L�

and associated paroxysmal neurolog-

ical disorders and provide excellence 

in patient care. Beside epileptology, 

other foci are headache and neuro-

pathic pain disorders, and neuromus-

cular diseases. The clinic offers the 

whole spectrum of modern diagnostic 

and therapeutic procedures. The 

inpatient unit with 22 beds (Wards 

42/43L), running under the super-

vision of Prof. Dr. A. Grimm, Dr. M. 

Schreiber, and Dr. P. Martin, includes 

acute care for epileptic seizures and 

status epilepticus, longterm complex 

GE84G@8AG�9BE�7<9Â�6H?G�64F8F	�4A7�4�

Video-EEG-Monitoring Unit which is 

operated in cooperation with the De-

partment of Neurosurgery. Within this 

unit, inpatients are continuously and 

simultaneously monitored with video 

and electroencephalography (EEG) for 

differential diagnostic and presur-

gical evaluations. Epilepsy surgery, 

an effective treatment for patients 

resistant to anticonvulsive medication, 

Departmental 
Structure

Prof. Dr. Holger Lerche heads the Department 
of Neurology and Epileptology
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vagal nerve and other brain stimula-

tion paradigms are provided in close 

cooperation with the Department of 

Neurosurgery (Dr. S. Rona, Prof. Dr. J. 

Honegger, Prof. Dr. A. Garabaghi, Dr. 

G. Naros). The epilepsy outpatient 

clinic (Prof. Dr. H. Lerche and Dr. M. 

Schreiber) offers consulting and treat-

@8AG�<A�C4EG<6H?4E�9BE�7<9Â6H?G�64F8F�

4A7�FC86<Â6�DH8FG<BAF�<A6?H7<A:�CE8:-

nancy under antiepileptic treatment 

and genetic aspects. 

The other outpatient clinics are 

focused on headache and neuropathic 

pain syndromes (PD Dr. S. Schuh-

Hofer), on neuromuscular diseases 

(Prof. Dr. A. Grimm, Dr. P. Martin), and 

rare, genetically determined parox-

ysmal neurological and ion channel 

7<FBE78EF��#EB9���E������8E6;8���&C86<Â6�

genetic diagnostic testing using next 

generation (whole exome) sequencing 

is established together with the Insti-

tute of Medical Genetics and Applieed 

Genomics (Medical Faculty/UKT, Prof. 

O. Riess and Dr. T. Haack) and with PD 

Dr. S. Biskup at CeGaT GmbH, Tübin-

gen. The department’s study center 

has been involved in diverse medical 

trials to explore novel treatment 

options. The department supports the 

@87<64?�4A7�A8HEBF6<8AG<Â6�87H64-

tion at the University of Tübingen by 

providing a comprehensive offer of 

lectures, seminars and courses.

The department stimulates synergies 

between physicians in the Neurolog-

ical Clinic and basic research groups 

in the Hertie Institute with the aim to 

work on clinically driven basic research 

questions and rapidly transfer scien-

G<Â6�CEB:E8FF�<AGB�6?<A<64?�CE46G<68�

Our main research topics are

(i)  the genetics and pathophysiology, 

and increasingly personalized 

treatment options of hereditary 

epilepsy syndromes and related 

neurological disorders

(ii)  the closely related biophysics and 

physiology of ion channels and 

transporters, as well as the mech-

anisms of the excitability of nerve 

cells and neuronal networks 

(iii)  the genetics and molecular pa-

thophysiology of rare monogenic 

(e. g. hemiplegic migraine) as well 

as common types of migraine and 

other primary headache disorders

(iv)  clinical characterization, ultra-

sound and genetics of neuromus-

cular diseases

(v)  structural and functional brain 

imaging to detect epileptogenic 

lesions and foci, as well as epilep-

togenic networks in the brain in 

acquired and genetically deter-

mined epilepsies (in cooperation 

with the MEG Center and the 

Departments of Neuroradiology 

and Neuroimaging)

For electrophysiological recordings  
of neuronal activity in brain slices,  
4�:?4FF�@<6EBC<C8GG8�J<G;�4�I8EL�ÂA8�
tip (left) is brought in tight contact 
with a neuronal cell under microscopic 
control (middle). Recorded neurons are 
?458??87�J<G;�ÃHBE8F68AG�7L8F��E87�� 
to identify them after recordings;  
the picture shows a collage with a 
symbolized pipette and an original 
recording of a series of action  
potentials (right). 



the goal of our research is to link the molecular mechan-

isms of mainly genetic, neurological diseases caused by dis-

turbed neuronal excitability to their clinical symptoms and 

a personalized treatment. we are recruiting well-defined 

cohorts of patients with epilepsies and related disorders, 

searching for disease-causing genetic defects with mod-

ern sequencing techniques, particularly in ion channels or 

transporters, and analyzing their functional consequences 

to understand the pathomechanisms. a particular focus is 

on finding and exploring new personalized therapies for 

genetic disorders. to study mechanisms of neuronal hyper-

excitability on the molecular, cellular and network level, 

we use non-neuronal screening tools such as automated 

electrophysiology in oocytes and mammalian cells, neur-

onal expression systems including neurons derived from 

induced pluripotent stem cells and human brain slices, and 

gene-targeted mouse models. 

Das Ziel unserer Forschung ist es, die molekularen Mechanis-

men vor allem genetischer, neurologischer Krankheiten mit 

einer gestörten neuronalen Erregbarkeit mit ihren klinischen 

Symptomen zu verknüpfen und personalisierte Therapien zu 

9FA±;@=7<9B��+=F�F9?FIH=9F9B�;IH�89È�B=9FH9��C<CFH9B�JCB�$5�

tienten mit Epilepsien und verwandten Krankheiten, suchen 

nach den genetischen Defekten mit modernen Sequenzier-

methoden, insbesondere in Ionenkanälen oder -transportern, 

und untersuchen deren funktionelle Auswirkungen, um die 

Pathomechanismen zu verstehen. Ein besonderer Schwer-

DIB?H�@=9;H�5I:�89F��89BH=È�?5H=CB�IB8�(9GHIB;�B9I9F�D9FGCB5�

lisierter Therapien für genetische Syndrome. Wir untersuchen 

die Mechanismen neuronaler Übererregbarkeit auf moleku-

larer, zellulärer und Netzwerkebene mit Screening-Metho-

den, wie automatisierter Elektrophysiologie in Oozyten oder 

Säugerzellen, in neuronalen Expressionssystemen einschließ-

lich induzierter pluripotenter Stammzellen und humanen 

Hirnschnitten, und in genetisch veränderten Mausmodellen.

Mouse primary hippocampal neurons expressing a GFP-tagged voltage gated potassium channel.

Epilepsy affects up to 3% of people 

during their life time, with a genetic 

component playing a major patho-

physiological role in almost 50% of 

cases. To analyze the genetic architec-

ture of epilepsy we have been involved 

in national (National Genome Net-

work, IonNeurONet/Treat-ION, DFG 

FOR-2715), European (FP6: Epicure, 

ESF: EuroEPINOMICS, FP7: EpiPGX, 

ERANet Neuron: SNAREopathies) and 

international (ILAE consortium on the 

genetics of complex epilepsies, col-

laboration with Epi4k, Epi25) research 

A8GJBE>F�6BAÂ�A87�GB�G;8�E86EH<G@8AG�

of large cohorts of affected individu-

als and/or families and their genetic 

analyses. A major achievement in 

2017, emerging as a consequence of 

our continued work on this topic, was 

the establishment of a Research Unit 

funded by the DFG (FOR 2715) under 

our guidance, entitled ‘Epileptogen-

esis of Genetic Epilepsies’. Important 

examples from recent studies are the 

<78AG<Â�64G<BA�B9�@HG4G<BAF�<A���!�Ò�

causing three distinct forms of epilep-

tic encephalopathies correlating with 

gain- or loss-of-function mutations 

(Syrbe et al. Nat Genet 2015; Masnada 

et al., Brain 2017), or in genes encod-

ing different Ca2+, Na+ channels (e.g. 

CACNA1E and SCN8A Helbig, Lauerer 

et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019) or GABAA 

receptor subunits (May et al., 2018) 

found in rare or common forms of 

epilepsy. 

Beside gene discovery and pathophys-

iology, we are increasingly focusing on 

FC86<Â�6�G;8E4C<8F�9BE�:8A8G<6�7<FBE


ders which can partially ‘correct’ the 

genetic defect. Three recent examples 

are (i) the treatment of patients with 

KCNA2 gain-of-function mutations 

with 4-aminopyridine (a K+ channel 

blocker) which we performed with 

Â�EFG�FH668FF�<A�A
B9
Û�GE<4?F�C4EG<6H?4E?L�

in young children (Hedrich, Lauxmann 

et al., in revision) and for which we 

obtained the Eva-Luise Köhler prize 

2018 for rare diseases, (ii) a systematic 

retrospective clinical study com-

bined with functional work on the 

Na+ channel gene SCN2A, in which 

we showed that early onset disease 

J<G;<A�G;8�Â�EFG�G;E88�@BAG;F�B9�?<98�

is caused by gain-of-function muta-

tions responding well to Na+ channel 

blockers, whereas a later onset after 

three months of age is caused by 

loss-of-function mutations and those 

patients do not respond well or even 

Experimental Epileptology

Head:  Prof. Dr. Holger Lerche

Team:  25 members

Key words:  channelopathies / genetics / seizures / 

 imaging / neuronal networks
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deteriorate on Na+ channel blockers 

(Wolff et al. 2017) and (iii) functional 

analysis of variants in the SCN8A gene 

encoding the Na+ channel NaV1.6 

revealing distinct neuropsychiatric dis-

eases ranging from severe epilepsy to 

intellectual disability which were cor-

E8?4G87�J<G;�FC86<Â6�:4<A
�BE�?BFF
B9


function features (Liu et al., 2019) and 

J<G;�FC86<Â6�C;4E@46B?B:<64?�89986GF�

of sodium channel blockers. 

With the BMBF-funded Treat-ION con-

sortium on Neurological Ion Channel 

and Transporter Disorders we focus on 

therapeutic studies in cellular, animal 

and human models, which are comple-

mented by in silico searches for new 

treatments, better predictions for the 

functional consequences of mutations 

for therapeutic purposes and cellular 

drug screens. The use of approved and 

available ‘repurposed’ drugs such as 

4-aminopyridine is an additional goal 

to enable personalized treatment. Our 

ÂA7<A:F�J<??�58�7<E86G?L�78?<I8E87�GB�

patients through a structured molec-

ular therapeutic board attached to 

the German academy of rare neuro-

logical diseases (DASNE). Functional 

implications of selected mutations 

are examined in neuronal expression 

systems, such as transfected murine 

primary neurons, in utero electropo-

rated neurons and genetically-altered 

animal models carrying a human 

mutation (so-called “humanized 

mouse models”). The advantage of 

both in utero electroporated neurons 

and gene-targeted mouse models is 

that altered channels can be studied 

in their natural environment and addi-

tionally, the consequences on intrinsic 

neuronal properties and network 

activity can be studied using single 

cell patch clamp, extracellular record-

ing or multielectrode array (MEA) 

techniques. We perform 256 electrode 

MEA recordings and high-resolution 

electrical imaging (CMOS with 4000 

electrodes) to analyze single cell 

compartments and neuronal network 

activity in brain slices of transgenic 

animals and study network dysfunc-

tion of our mouse models in vivo 

together with O. Garaschuk (Inst. 

Neurophysiology) using Ca2+ imaging 

in the frame of the newly established 

DFG Research Unit. To gain insight 

into the exact mechanisms as to how 

epilepsy develops as a consequence of 

a genetic defect, we investigate brain 

E8:<BA
�4A7�G<@8
FC86<Â6�%!��8KCE8F-

sion using single cell RNA sequencing 

in distinct neuronal subpopulations in 

mouse models. 

Finally, we have been establishing 

GB�E8CEB:E4@�Â5EB5?4FGF�4A7�>8E4-

tinocytes obtained from patients 

carrying different epilepsy-causing 

mutations in ion channel genes to 

generate human induced pluripotent 

cells (hiPSC). Like embryonic stem 

cells iPSCs can be differentiated into 

cortical neurons and glial cells by 

addition of different growth factors, 

78ÂA87�6H?GHE8�6BA7<G<BAF�BE�5L�BI8E-

expression of transcription factors. 

Thus, it is possible to investigate 

cortical cells, which were previously 

inaccessible, from patients carrying 

:8A8G<6�7<I8EF<GL�BE�FC86<Â6�@HG4G<BAF�

of epileptic syndroms. 

Furthermore , we generated a new 

model system using human slice 

cultures which can be maintained for 

up to four weeks with good neuro-

physiological properties when human 

68E85EBFC<A4?�ÃH<7���&���<F�HF87�4F�

culture medium, whereas these cul-

tures die within a week in commonly 

HF87�4EG8Â6<4?��&���';8�HF8�B9�8K�I<IB�

brain slices derived from adult human 

neurosurgical-resected tissue allows 

to probe electrophysiological proper-

ties at single cell and at small network 

level. We now demonstrate robust 

preservation of the complex neuronal 

cytoarchitecture and electrophysio-

logical properties of human pyramidal 

neurons in long-term brain slice cul-

tures. Further experiments delineate 

G;8�BCG<@4?�6BA7<G<BAF�9BE�89Â6<8AG�

viral transduction of cultures, enabling 

\;<:;�G;EBH:;CHG]�ÃHBE8F68A68
@87<-

ated 3D reconstruction of genetically 

targeted neurons, and demonstrate 

feasibility of long term live cell imag-

ing of human cells in vitro (Schwarz et 

al., 2019).
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Expression of the glucose transporter type 1 
(Glut1) in Xenopus laevis oocytes.

Clinical Genetics of Paroxysmal 
Neurological Diseases
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Team:  10 members
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 epilepsies / developmental and epileptic

 encephalopathies

paroxysmal neurological disorders include a broad spec-

trum of clinical entities. the research group is focused 

on the clinical genetics of epilepsies and paroxysmal 

dyskinesias, paroxysmal neurological disorders with 

overlapping clinical and pathophysiological features. in 

the last years, the main topics were the analysis of a spe-

cial type of epilepsies the “Developmental and epileptic 

encephalopathies” (formerly epileptic encephalopathie, 

ee), the standardization of genetic biomarkers for a 

precision medicine in epilepsy and the analysis of novel 

epilepsy genes with a focus on the synaptic metabol-

ism. additionally, completely novel research fields were 

started namely the development of a seizure detection 

system together with a start-up company and a so-called 

clinical Decision support system (cDss) which provides 

the practioners all necessary research informations to 

find an individual therapy for the patient.

Der Überbegriff der paroxysmalen neurologschen Erkrankun-

gen beinhaltet ein breites Spektrum an klinischen Entitäten. 

Der wissenschaftliche Schwerpunkt der Arbeitsgruppe ist die 

klinisch genetische-genetische Untersuchung von Epilepsien 

IB8�D5FCLMGA5@9B��MG?=B9G=9B
�8=9�< IÈ�;�D5H<CD<MG=C�

logische Uüberlappenungen zeigen und ebenfalls zum 

Krankheitsspektrum der paroxyxmalen neurologischen 

Erkrankungen zählen. In den letzten Jahren lag der Fokus 

auf speziellen Epilepsieformen, nämlich den entwicklungs-

bedingten und epileptischen Epilepsien (früher epileptische 

Enzephalopathien, EE), der Standardisierung von geneti-

schen Biomarkern für eine individualiserte Therapie sowie 

der Analyse von neuen Epilepsiegenen mit Fokus auf dem 

synaptischen Metabolismus. Darüber hinaus wurde ein 

komplett neues Forschungsfeld mit der Entwicklung eines 

Anfallsdetektors zusammen mit einem Start-up-Unterneh-

men begonnen sowie die Entwicklung eines sog. Clinical 

Decision Support Systems, das dem Kliniker alle Informatio-

nen zur Verfügung stellt, um eine individualisierte Therapie 

festzulegen. 
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Epilepsy is a very common neurolog-

ical disease with a life time incidence 

of up to 3 % in the general population. 

Epilepsies are divided in focal and gen-

eralized forms as well as in structural 

(induced by e. g. scars, dysplasias or 

strokes), infectious, autoimmune, met-

abolic and genetic forms looking from 

a pathophysiological point of view. Up 

to 30 % of epilepsies are genetically 

determined. Epileptic encephalopa-

thies (EE, development and epileptic 

8A68C;4?BC4G;<8F��4E8�78ÂA87�4F�84E?L�

onset and pharmaco-resistant epilep-

sies associated to developmetal delay 

or regression. Several subtypes are 

known such as West syndrome or Len-

nox-Gastaut syndrome encompassing 

FLA7EB@8�J<G;�78ÂA87�4:8�B9�BAF8G	�

seizures types and EEG characteristics. 

Epilepsies are commonly related to 

other diseases such as mental retarda-

tion, ataxia or paroxysmal dyskinesias 

since thoses diseases can be found in 

the same family and can be based on 

the same genetic defect. Paroxysmal 

dyskinesias can be symptomatic (e. g. 

multiple sclerosis lesions found in 

the basal ganglia), but most of the 

described cases are of idiopathic/ge-

netic origin. 
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activities in 2019

We detected a novel gene for a 

developmental and epileptic enceph-

alopathy AP2M1 which is relevant in 

the vesicle metabolism of the syn-

apse (Helbig et al. 2019). Together 

with others we described several 

novel genes such as KMT2E (O’Don-

nell-Luria et al. 2019) and were part 

of an international initiative sequenc-

ing the biggest epilepsy cohort ever 

(Epi25 collaborative 2019). We were 

interested in the analysis of somatic 

mutions in epilepsy surgery tissue 

(Niestroj et al. 2019) and published 

one of the biggest cohorts of gene 

exome panel analysis for epilepsy 

patients demonstrating that the anal-

ysis of 30-50 genes in DEE patients is 

FH9Â6<8AG�GB�ÂA7�C4G;B?B:<64?�:8A8G<6�

changes in up to 4% of patients 

(Heyne et al. 2019). Furthermore, the 

seizure detection system was further 

developed together with a start-up 

company especially concerning the 

self-learning algorithm. 
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our group is interested in clinical and genetic aspects of migraine and other (primary) headache disorders, aiming at a bet-

ter understanding of pathophysiology and establishing novel (translational) treatment options. our portfolio in migraine 

genetics covers the entire spectrum from rare monogenic forms to the common, genetically complex types. we further 

study epidemiological aspects, (vascular) comorbidities of migraine and symptomatic entities (e.g. reversible cerebral vaso-

constriction syndrome). finally, our interests include general clinical neurology, the role of placebo effects in neurology and 

medical teaching in neurology.

Unsere Gruppe interessiert sich für klinische und genetische Aspekte der Migräne und anderer (primärer) Kopfschmerzer-

krankungen, mit dem Ziel eines besseren pathophysiologischen Verständnisses und der Etablierung neuer (translationaler) 

Therapiestrategien. Unser Portfolio umfasst das gesamte Spektrum der Migräne-Genetik von seltenen monogenen bis hin zu 

89B�< IÈ�;9B�;9B9H=G7<�?CAD@9L9B��CFA9B��+=F�IBH9FGI7<9B�K9=H9F<=B�9D=89A=C@C;=G7<9��GD9?H9
��J5G?I@ F9���CACF6=8=H H9B�

der Migräne und sekundäre Kopfschmerz-Entitäten (z.B. reversibles cerebrales Vasokonstriktionssyndrom). Zuletzt gilt unser 

Interesse allgemeinen neurologischen Fragestellungen, der Rolle von Placebo-Effekten in der Neurologie und Aspekten der 

neurologischen Lehre.

One major focus of our research is 

hemiplegic migraine (HM), a severe 

monogenic subtype of migraine with 

some degree of unilateral motor 

weakness during the aura. We have 

access to one of the worldwide 

largest HM cohorts, which is actively 

expanded through ongoing recruit-

ment as well as clinical and genetic 

work-up, with new insights into the 

mutational spectrum, genotype-phe-

notype correlations (e.g. Schubert et 

4?��ÒÚÛÙ��4A7�<@4:<A:�Â�A7<A:F��%BG;�

et al. 2018). In a sporadic HM patient, 

J8�;47�CE8I<BHF?L�<78AG<Â�87�4�ABI8?�

missense mutation in SCL1A3, the 

gene encoding the astrocytic gluta-

mate transporter hEAAT2. In collabo-

ration with C. Fahlke (Jülich) we have 

comprehensively characterized this 

ABI8?�I4E<4AG�GB�Â�A7�4�?BFF
B9
9HA6G<BA�

effect, highlighting impaired K+ bind-

ing to hEAAT1 as a novel mechanism 

(Kovermann et al. 2017).

To comprehensively study mecha-

nisms underlying cortical hyperex-

citabilitiy in HM, we are performing 

multimodal analysis of a transgenic 

Scn1a knock-in HM mouse model. 

By in vivo analyses we could show 

increased susceptibility to cortical 

spreading depolarisation (CSD), the 

likely correlate of migraine aura. 

Further, this model allowed us to es-

tablish increased activity of interneu-

rons as a potential novel mechanism 

of CSD generation (Auffenberg et 

al., in preparation). Ongoing analy-

ses focus e.g. on the the differential 

pathophysiology of migraine vs. 

epilepsy and stroke susceptibility in 

migraine (cooperation with N. Plesnila, 

ISD, Munich).

We are also interested in improving 

clinical care of HM patients. Building 

on research support from the Centre 

of Rare Diseases (ZSE) as well as the 

intramural AKF program, we were able 

GB�?4HA6;�G;8�Â�EFG�@86;4A<F@
54F87�

translational prospective treatment 

trial in HM evaluating the role of the 

sodium channel blocker lamotrigine 

in preventing HM attacks (HeMiLA, 

HeMiLa, Prophylactic treatment of 

hemiplegic migraine with Lamotrig-

ine; EudraCT-Nr. 2016-003223-30). In 

477<G<BA	�J8�4E8�<A�<A�G;8�Â�A4?�CEB68FF�

of setting up another translational 

Migraine and Primary 
Headache Disorders
Head:  Prof. Dr. Tobias Freilinger

Team:  5 members

Key words:  migraine / channelopathies / genetics / mouse 

 models / biomarkers / translational therapy / 

 general neurology / teaching

Thalamocortical brain slice of a mouse strain expressing GFP 
in GAD67-positive inhibitory neurons
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Representative traces from multipara-
metric in vivo monitoring of transgenic 
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Graphical representation (‘Manhattan 
plot’) of several risk loci for the com-
mon types of migraine (adopted from 
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trial, which will focus on acute treat-

ment of attacks by means of non-in-

vasive vagal nerve stimulation (grant 

from ZSE). 

As a second focus we are interested 

in the common genetically complex 

types of migraine. As a founding 

member of the International Headache 

Genetics Consortium (IHGC), we were 

prominently involved in the identi-

Â�64G<BA�B9�4??�6HEE8AG?L�8FG45?<F;87�

risk variants as well as more recent 

downstream analyses (e.g. Gormley et 

al. 2018, Yang et al. 2018, Brainstorm 

Consortium et al. 2018). Our group 

has a special interest in the migraine – 

vascular diease connection, and we are 

looking further into this (e.g. Winsvold 

8G�4?��ÒÚÛ×�	�4<@<A:�4G�<78AG<Â�64G<BA�B9�

novel genetic as well as other types of 

biomarkers.

Finally, our portfolio covers aspects 

of general clinical neurology (e.g. 

Auffenberg et al. 2018; Hoffmann et 

al. 2019; Niller et al. 2020; Schubert et 

al., in preparation) as well as medical 

teaching in neurology;  a recent pilot 

project was dedicated to developing a 

novel interactive learning and teaching 

toolbox for medical students compris-

ing more than 20 case vignettes on 

classical neurological disease entities 

(Neuro-CliPS Tübigen; support from 

intramural funding).
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Cortical structual connectivity derived 
9EB@�J;B?8�5E4<A�Â�5E8�GE46><A:

Focal cortical dysplasia at 3T 
(including voxel-based morphometry) 
and at 9.4T, as well as regionally in-
creased functional connectivity based 
on resting-state MEG  (left to right).

Translational Neuroimaging 
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the focus of our group is structural and functional imaging in neurological 

diseases with a particular focus on epilepsy. we are interested in better under-

standing the biology of pathological, neurological processes and translating 

these results to improved patient care and earlier diagnosis. we apply several 

computational, post-processing methods including voxel-based morphometry, 

machine learning and network analysis based on mri, meg, hD-eeg and pet. 

Der Schwerpunkt unserer Forschungsgruppe ist die strukturelle und funktionelle 

Bildgebung neurologischer Erkrankungen mit besonderem Fokus auf die 

Epileptologie. Wir nutzen die technischen Methoden multi-modaler Bildgebung, 

um das Verständnis der Erkrankungsentstehung zu verbessern und in klinisch 

nutzbare Anwendungen zu überführen („Translation“). Ziele sind frühere 

Diagnosestellungen, automatisierte Läsion-Detektionen und Entwicklung 

bildgebungs-basierte Biomarker für die Klinik. Hierfür verwenden wir zahlreiche, 

Computer-basierte Techniken wie Voxel-basierte Morphometrie, Maschinen-

Lernen und Netzwerk-Analysen basierend auf MRT, MEG, HD-EEG und PET. 
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In epilepsy, we are interested in better 

78ÂA<A:�G;8�FGEH6GHE4?�4A7�9HA6G<BA4?�

abnormalities associated with seizure 

generation (“epileptogenic zone”) by 

@84AF�B9�<@4:<A:�<A6?H7<A:�;<:;
Â8?7�

MRI (3T and 9.4T) and post-processing. 

Moreover, we apply diffusion-tensor 

imaging to analyze how epilepsy and 

seizures affect the structural net-

works of the brain. On the functional 

side, we use functional MRI together 

with high-density EEG (256 channels) 

and MEG to assess functional net-

works characteristics and spread of 

ictal discharges i.e. epileptic activity. 

We also apply PET to study metabolic 

disease effects. This broad range of 

non-invasive methods provides us 

with comprehensive access to brain 

networks in humans and in-vivo.  

imaging modalities

`�  %���FGEH6GHE4?�4A7�9HA6G<BA4?�<A6?���

 simultaneous EEG-fMRI) 
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 simultaneous PET-MRI-EEG)

recent results

In patients with idiopathic/genetic ge-

neralized epilepsy (IGE/GGE) we could 

demonstrate microstructural network 

alterations based on diffusion tensor 

imaging although routine MR imaging 

was completely normal (Focke et al., 

2014). Moreover, based on functio-

nal imaging (MEG) we could show 

increased network connectivity in IGE/

GGE in the resting state (Elshahabi et 

al., 2015). Also, we have worked on 

integrating and systematically com-

paring different functional imaging 

modalities (Klamer et al., 2015a) and 

improving structural VBM for lesion 

detection in epilepsy (Lindig et al., 

2017, Kotikalapudi et al., 2019) as well 

as systematically assessing VBM as a 

tool for presurgical epilepsy diagno-

stics (Martin et el., 2017). Furthermo-

re, we have worked on assessing and 

improving the reliability of network 

analysis based on DTI (Bonilha et al., 

2015), MEG/EEG (Marquetand et al. 

2019) and enabling ultra-fast fMRI 

(Sahib et al., 2016 and Sahib et al., 

2018).
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the goal of our research is to visualize the peripheral nerves and the muscles by high-resolution ultrasound. next to 

the development of normative nerve size data, we examine nerve pathology, i.e. nerve enlargement, atrophy, changed 

echointensity and perineural tissue in neuropathies, nerve traumata, nerve tumours and systemic nerve disorders, such as 

motoneuron diseases, lysosomal storage diseases or automimmune disorders. moreover we want to know, what happens 

during therapy or after surgery. how do nerves regenerate in humans and can we visualize this process by ultrasound? we 

further look after muscle morphology changes in als, myopathies and radiculopathies as well as in nerve trauma. we try 

to find out the way of muscle changes during disease course. as peripheral nerve disorders are a common problem, we can 

reach well defined cohorts and thus establish our method in sufficient sample sizes. 

Das Ziel unserer Forschung ist es, die Struktur peripherer Nerven und Muskeln im Ultraschall darzustellen, und das sowohl 

bei gesunden Probanden als auch Patienten mit Polyneuropathien, Nervenverletzungen, -tumoren und Patienten mit 

Systemerkrankungen, z.B. ALS oder lysosomalen speichererkrankungen. Dabei achten wir auf Veränderungen der Nervengröße, 

der Nervenechogenität und des umliegenden Gewebes. Uns interessieren außerdem Veränderungen, die die Regeneration von 

Nerven nach Operationen oder nach medikamantösen Therapien erklären könnten. Zuletzt sehen wir uns den Muskel an, sei es 

bei Motoneuronerkrankungen, Myopathien oder auch Wurzel- und Nervenschädigungen. 

Different types of polyneuropathy 

may show different sonomorpholo-

gical abnormalities. In general, nerve 

enlargement is most often seen in 

demyelinating neuropathies, both 

inherited and acquired. Massive nerve 

enlargement is particularly characte-

ristic of Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) 

disease type 1A, but can also be seen 

<A�6;EBA<6�<AÃ�4@@4GBEL�78@L8?<


nating polyneuropathy (CIDP) and 

leprosy. Nerve enlargement to a lesser 

degree has been described in several 

BG;8E�78@L8?<A4G<A:�BE�<AÃ�4@@4GBEL�

neuropathies. Other axonal neuropa-

thies typically have either no or very 

mild nerve enlargement, with rare 

exceptions including some patients 

with diabetic neuropathy. By estab-

lishing the ultrasound pattern sum 

F6BE8��(#&&�	�J8�6BH?7�78Â�A8�4�GBB?�

for operationalizing these sonompor-

C;B?B:<64?�Â�A7<A:F�4A7�G;HF�F<@C?<9L�

an examiner-independent scanning 

process (Grimm A et al., 2018). 

In another study, we could show that 

this UPSS together with electrodia-

gnostics can be handled as follow-up 

tool in immune-mediated neuropa-

thies under treatment. Generally 

spoken, hypoechoic nerve sweeling 

<F�4�@BE8�G;8E4CL
FHF68CG<5?8�<AÃ�4@


mation type than hyperechoic nerve 

swelling. Compared to histology, 

<A6E84F87�86;BF<:A4?�F88@F�GB�E8Ã�86G�

axonal damage and scare tissue, 

which might be a consequence of a 

more harmful and chronic damage. 

Those patients without nerve swelling 

at all seem to be the less reactive to 

treatment (Haertig et al., 2018). 
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Median nerve (marked with a star) image with tumefactive nerve 
enlargement before therapy in ultrasonography in long-axis (A1, 
90° skipped). In MRI, the nerve is hyperintense in T2 with almost 
homogeneous gadolinium enhancement in T1, length>6cm in MRI 
(A2 and A3, only partially shown in ultrasonography). A4: ultraso-
nography (and corresponding T2-MRI, A5) before treatment, cross-
sectional area CSA 177mm², hyperechoic and B: after treatment 
with steroids (CSA 40mm², length 4.5cm [not shown]).
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Further, the UPSS seems to be a 

suitable method to follow-up and dif-

98E8AG<4G8�46HG8�9EB@�6;EBA<6�<AÃ4@-

matory neuropathies, which is not 

always possible by electrophysiology 

and clinical course alone (Grimm et 

al., 2019). This work also received the 

Felix-Jerusalem Prize of the German 

muscle society.  

Ultrasound has been further proven, 

GB�78G86G�G;8�<AÃ4@@4GBEL�54F8�B9�

several mononeuropathies of un-

known origin (Winter et al. , 2019). 

So far, the cause of those sporadic 

mononeuropathies remained often 

unclear as it only showed axonal 

damage in electrophysiology without 

clarifying the underlying pathology. 

By ultrasound however, our group 

6BH?7�ÂA7�GE8@8A78BHF�A8EI8�FJ8?-

ling and edema, which decreased 

with treatment and correlated to the 

clinical improvement (Figure). This 

ÂA7<A:�<F�8@8E:<A:�9BE�@4AL�C4G<8AGF�

as it might facilitate early therapeutic 

steps. Ongoing studies handle the 

;H:8�Â8?7�B9�;8E87<G4EL�A8HEBC4G;<8F	�

lysosomal storage diseases and their 

nerve ultrasound presentation.

Next to polyneuropathies, our 

group established normative data in 

6;<?7E8A	�J;<6;�<F�F<:A<Â64AG�9BE�G;8�

diagnosis of pediatric nerve disorders 

(Schubert C et al., 2020). Nerve growth 

correlates with age just until the late 

adolescence and then reaches adult 

values. During adulthood nerve sizes 

remain stable in healthy individuals. 

Only in the extreme of age, nerve area 

decreases a little. 

We also have cooperations with the 

colleagues of pediatric neurology con-

cerning nerve dusorders in children. 

&B@8�JBE>�;4F�4?E847L�588A�ÂA<F;87�

(Küpper et al., 2020), other studies 

are still ongoing. Moreover, we have 

projects with our department of Neu-

rosurgery as well as the BG hospital 

concerning nerve traumata, their 

treatment as well as nerve morpholo-

gy in those patients, which is granted 

by the German Ultrasound Society.  
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The Department of Neurodegen-

erative Diseases was founded with 

the support of the Charitable Hertie 

Foundation and started operations 

on September 1, 2002. Since 2009, 

it is also a part of the Tübingen site 

of the German Center for Neurode-

generative Diseases (DZNE). Prof. 

Peter Heutink, speaker of the DZNE 

Tübingen and head of the Research 

Group on Genome Biology of Neu-

rodegenerative Diseases, holds an 

49Â?<4G<BA�J<G;�G;8��8EG<8��AFG<GHG8�

and is a member of the Department 

for Neurodegenerative diseases. The 

department pursues a comprehensive 

approach towards basic and clinical 

E8F84E6;�<A�G;8�Â8?7�B9�A8HEB78-

generative diseases and movement 

disorders, from their genetic basis and 

early diagnosis to innovative treat-

ment and patient care. Through its 

clinical division, the department cares 

for patients with neurodegenerative 

diseases and movement disorders in 

one inpatient unit of 21 beds (Ward 

45) and several specialized outpatient 

clinics. The clinical work is carried out 

by specially trained staff on all levels, 

including nurses, physiotherapists, 

occupational and speech therapists, 

as well as neurologists and neuropsy-

chologists. A structured training, the 

Movement Disorders Curriculum for 

medical residents in training for board 

68EG<Â64G<BA�;4F�588A�<@C?8@8AG87	�

that covers a wide variety of move-

ment disorders and rare neurogenetic 

diseases and includes clinic rotations, 

talks and journal clubs.

The clinical branch of the department 

offers specialized and up-to-date 

diagnostic procedures for neuro-

degenerative diseases, including 

transcranial sonography of the brain 

parenchyma and genetic testing. 

Innovative treatment for patients 

with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 

other movement disorders include 

Departmental  
Structure

Prof. Dr. Thomas Gasser is Chairman of the  
Department of Neurodegenerative Diseases.
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deep brain stimulation (in close 

collaboration with the Department of 

Neurosurgery), but also continuous 

apomorphine or levodopa infusion 

treatment in Parkinson’s patients with 

F8I8E8�ÃH6GH4G<BAF	�BE�5BGH?<AH@�

toxin treatment in patients with dys-

tonias and spastic gait disorders. The 

close collaboration of the specialized 

inpatient unit with the outpatient clin-

ics for PD, dementia, dystonia, motor 

neuron diseases, ataxias, spastic para-

plegias, and other rare neurogenetic 

disorders allows highly individualized 

patient management. The equally 

close interaction of clinicians with 

basic scientists within the Hertie Insti-

tute for Clinical Brain Research and the 

DZNE, on the other hand, allows truly 

translational research. This innovative 

concept includes active education and 

GE4<A<A:�B9�F6<8AG<Â6�4A7�6?<A<64?�=HA<BE�

staff. In 2020, the clinical department 

was named for the sixth time in a row 

as one of Germany’s Top Ten hospital 

departments in Parkinson’s Disease by 

the Magazine Focus. 

Research is currently organized within 

9 research groups and four associated 

groups. The group of Prof. T. Gasser 

investigates the genetic basis of 

Parkinson’s disease and other move-

ment disorders with high throughput 

array and next generation sequencing 

techniques. The group works closely 

with the Clinical Parkinson’s Research 

group with its focus on clinical cohort 

studies, phenotyping and neuroimag-

ing. This group is lead by Dr. Kathrin 

Brockmann. The research section for 

Clinical Neurogenetics, headed by 

Prof. L. Schöls focuses on clinical and 

fundamental aspects of inherited 

ataxias, spastic paraplegias, motor 

neuron diseases, leukodystrophies and 

other rare neurogenetic conditions 

and pursues innovative approaches of 

gene therapy. Prof Dr. D. Weiß heads  

the deep brain stimulation (DBS) 

Departmental  
Structure

:EBHC�J<G;�4�FC86<4?�9B6HF�BA�7<9Â-

cult to treat symptoms of PD like gait 

disorders and freezing. Prof. P. Kahle’s 

group (Section of Functional Neuro-

genetics) investigates fundamental 

aspects of neurodegeneration mainly 

related to tau and alpha-synuclein 

aggregation. The group of Prof. Dr. 

M. Synofzik applies systems neuro-

biologic and genetic approaches to 

elucidate the basis and develop novel 

treatments of complex movement 

disorders including ataxias, but also 

dementias and motor neuron diseases, 

while PD Dr. R. Schüle focuses on the 

genetic basis of spastic paraplegias, 

also spanning the entire translational 

FC86GEH@�9EB@�:8A8�<78AG<Â64G<BA�GB�

individualized treatments. In 2016, 

Dr. Ebba Lohmann has joined the 

department to run the outpatient 

unit for botulinum toxin treatment of 

dystonias and spasticity, linking this 

clinical approach with the search for 

the genetic basis of these hyperkinetic 

movement disorders.Dr. Julia Fitzger-

ald has become junior group leader, 

studying the mitochondrial biology 

of PD. Two research groups with a 

CE<@4EL�49Â?<4G<BA�J<G;�G;8��-!�	�

Jun-Prof. Dr. Dr. Michela Deleidi, and 

PD Dr. Johannes Gloeckner are also 

members of the Department. Two pre-

vious members, Prof. Daniela Berg and 

Prof. Rejko Krüger, have both accepted 

chairs for Neurology at the University 

of Kiel and Luxembourg, respectively. 

';8L�5BG;�FG<??�;B?7�49Â?<4G<BAF�4G�

the Department and provide their 

expertise in research and teaching 

and closely collaborate in a number of 

externally funded projects.

Thus, the wide spectrum of activities 

in the department covers all aspects 

from basic research to highly compe-

tent care of patients with Parkinson’s 

disease and other neurodegenerative 

diseases.

Both, fundamental mechanisms of 
neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s 
disease and the effects of deep brain 
stimulation are investgated in Profes-
sor Krüger’s group.

To study the effects of mutations 
related to Parkinson’s disease, induced 
pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) with 
FC86<Â6�:8A8G<6�4?G8E4G<BAF�;4I8�588A�
generated (red: iPSC, co-cultured with 
embryonal connective tissue (blue) 
from mice).

Insertion of an electrode during deep 
brain stimulation for Parkinson’s 
disease.
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As in most complex neurodegenera-

G<I8�7<FBE78EF	�FC86<Â�6�@HG4G<BAF�<A�

some genes can cause rare inherited 

forms of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Mu-

tations in the LRRK2-gene, for example 

cause the most prevalent autoso-

mal-dominant form of PD, which was 

discovered by us and collaborators in 

2004 (Zimprich et al., Neuron 2004). A 

contribution of more common genetic 

sequence variants, often called single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 

in the etiology of the much more 

common sporadic (=non-familial) form 

is now equally well established. 

In an attempt to identify these risk 

variants for the sporadic disease, we 

;4I8�6BA7H6G87�G;8�Â�EFG�?4E:8�:8


nome-wide association study (GWAS), 

funded in part by the National 

Genome Research Network, NGFN2, 

in a collaboration with the laboratory 

for neurogenetics of the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH). (Simon-

Sanchez et al., Nat Genet 2009). Since 

this initial study, we have worked 

with numerous collaborators in the 

International Parkinson’s disease 

Genomics Consortium (IPDGC), so that 

current analyses are now based on a 

sample size of more than 35,000 cases 

and 1.500,000 controls. The latest 

@8G4
4A4?LF<F�E8FH?G87�<A�G;8�6BAÂ�E


mation of a total of over 80 risk loci 

J<G;�:8AB@8�J<78�F<:A<Â�64A68��!4??F�

et al., Lancet Neurology 2019). 

although most patients with parkinson’s disease (pD) do not have affected 

parents or siblings, it is becoming increasingly clear that genetic factors 

greatly influence the risk to develop the disease and determine its course. 

as members of several international consortia, we are striving to identify 

these genetic variants by state-of-the-art high throughput techniques in 

conjunction with in depth clinical and fluid biomarker analyses.

Obwohl bei den meisten Parkinson-Patienten keine weiteren Familienmitglieder 

von dieser Erkrankung betroffenen sind, wird immer klarer, dass genetische 

Faktoren dennoch auch in diesen Fällen das Erkrankungsrisiko und den Verlauf 

K9G9BH@=7<�699=BÉ�IGG9B���BB9F<5@6�;FC�9F�=BH9FB5H=CB5@9F��CBGCFH=9B�5F69=H9B�

wir daher mit modernen Hochdurchsatzmethoden verbunden mit genauen 

klinischen Analysen daran, die hierfür verantwortlichen genetischen Varianten zu 

=89BH=È�N=9F9B�IB8�8=9�!97<5B=GA9B�=<F9F��IGK=F?IB;9B�NI�J9FGH9<9B�

A large genome-wide 
FGH7L�<78AG<Â�87�GJB�
genetic risk loci for 
sporadic PD. One is 
MAPT, containing the 
gene for the micro-
tubule associated 
protein tau.

Parkinson Genetics

Head:  Prof. Dr. Thomas Gasser

Team:  7 members

Key words:  parkinson’s disease / genetics / association studies /   

 GWAS / mutation / induced pluripotent stem cells
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As genome-wide association stud-

ies only capture relatively common 

I4E<4AGF	�4�F<:A<Â64AG�CEBCBEG<BA�

of the total genetic risk remains to 

be discovered. This is sometimes 

called the “missing heritability”, and 

thought to be conferred mainly by 

rare genetic variants of moderate 

effect size. In order to identify the 

relevant variants, we are conducting 

whole-exome sequencing studies. 

Based in part on these studies, we 

have contributed to the development 

of a genotyping array, a novel tool to 

capture a large proportion of common 

and rare genetic variability contrib-

uting to neurodegenerative diseases. 

Using this array, we have lead an 

international consortium, funded by 

the Joint Programming in Neurode-

generative Diseases (JPND) program, 

to genotype a large independent 

cohort of more than 20,000 patients 

(CouragePD-project). Novel strate-

gies of statistical analysis including 

machine learning approaches allow 

us to analyze these large multimodal 

datasets in order to better understand 

the development of the disease.
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Knowing the genetic underpinnings of 

a complex neurodegenerative disorder 

such as PD is important, but it does 

not yet answer the question how 

these genetic abnormalities lead to 

disease. Therefore, more recently, we 

have also started to pursue research 

a network of neurons (i.e. nerve cells) with long neuronal  
extensions (in green). They were generated from reprogrammed 
Â5EB5?4FGF��F><A�68??F��B9�4�#4E><AFBA\F�C4G<8AG���BC4@<A8E:<6�
neurons (in red) are also generated according to a special protocol 
for the maturation of stem cells into neurons. These are the cells 
that are most sensitive in Parkinson‘s patients and therefore die 
off more quickly. This allows us to work on dopaminergic neurons 
of Parkinson‘s patients in the “test tube“. Cell nuclei are shown in 
blue.  

into biomarkers by targeting brain-de-

rived exosomes and to use single-cell 

sequencing strategies on post-mor-

tem brain to understand the patho-

genic pathways that constitute the 

chain of events that lead from genetic 

mutation to a diseased brain.
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A major, longstanding focus of our 

research is the autophagic removal of 

damaged mitochondria (mitophagy) 

controlled by the recessive Parkinson’s 

disease (PD) gene products PINK1 and 

parkin. It is known that depolarization 

of the inner mitochondrial membrane 

potential prevents the import of 

nuclear encoded proteins. As a result, 

the mitochondrial protein kinase 

PINK1 accumulates at the mitochon-

drial outer membrane (MOM), where 

it phosphorylates ubiquitin as well as 

the mitochondria recruited ubiquitin 

ligase parkin. By this mechanism, 

PINK1 activates parkin to ubiquitiny-

late several MOM proteins in a coordi-

nated process mediating mitophagy. 

Screening for parkin-mitophagy ubiq-

uitinylation regulating enzymes, we 

6BH?7�6BAÂ�E@�G;8�CE8I<BHF?L�E8CBEG87�

H5<DH<G<A
FC86<Â�6�CEBG84F8�(&#Ûß�

as a direct deubiquitinylating (DUB) 

enzyme antagonizing the action of the 

ubiquitin ligase parkin when inducing 

mitophagy with the mitochondrial un-

coupling agent CCCP. Importantly, we 

discovered a novel DUB, USP36 as a 

very strong regulator of parkin-depen-

dent mitophagy. Surprisingly, USP36 

is localized exclusively within the nu-

cleus and does not move to mitochon-

dria even under mitophagy-promoting 

conditions. Thus, USP36 cannot be 

a direct mitophagy DUB but affects 

this process by a novel mechanism. 

Functional Neurogenetics

Head:  Prof. Dr. Philipp Kahle

Team:  6 members

Key words:  parkinson’s disease / amyotrophic lateral sclerosis / 

 frontotemporal dementia / synuclein / ubiquitin / 

 mitochondria / parkin / TDP-43 / post-translational   

� @B7<Â�64G<BAF

parkinson’s disease and lewy body dementia as well as frontotemporal 

dementia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis are neuropathologically 

characterized by intracellular protein inclusions of ɲ-synuclein and tDp-43, 

respectively. we investigate the molecular, cellular, and histopathological 

mechanisms underlying aggregation of these proteins and their impact on 

neural dysfunction. pathological pathways are modeled in cell culture and 

animal models. investigated mechanisms include protein aggregation and 

post-translational modifications, mitophagy, and nucleocytoplasmic protein 

transport. we wish to understand the molecular basis how intracellular 

protein aggregation affects particular neuronal functions, which cause the 

characteristic syndromes of neurodegenerative movement disorders and 

dementias. 

Die Parkinson’sche Krankheit und Lewy-Körper-Demenz sowie frontotemporale 

Demenz und amyotrophe Lateralsklerose sind neuropathologisch gekennzeichnet 

durch Ablagerungen der Proteine ɲ-Synuklein und TDP-43. Wir untersuchen 

molekulare, zelluläre und histopathologische Mechanismen, welche diesen 

Proteinablagerungen zugrunde liegen, und wie sie neuronale Fehlfunktionen 

bewirken. Pathologische Vorgänge werden in Zellkulturen und Tiermodellen 

dargestellt. Wir untersuchen Mechanismen der Proteinaggregation und post-

HF5BG@5H=CB5@9F�!C8=È�?5H=CB9B
�!=HCD<5;=9�IB8�BI7@9C7MHCD@5GA5H=G7<9B�

Transport. Wir versuchen die molekularen Grundlagen intrazellulärer 

$FCH9=B5;;F9;5H=CB�NI�J9FGH9<9B�IB8�K=9�8=9G9�*CF; B;9�8=9�GD9N=È�G7<9B�

neuronalen Funktionen stören, die für die charakteristischen Symptome dieser 

neurodegenerativen Bewegungsstörungen und Demenzen verantwortlich sind.
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We discovered that USP36 modulated 

histone H2B mono-ubiquitinylation 

during parkin-mediated mitoph-

agy, pointing to epigenetic control. 

We found that USP36 knockdown 

promoted the expression of an iso-

form of the phosphatase PTEN that 

antagonizes PINK1-mediated ubiquitin 

phosphorylation and repressed the 

expression of the key autophagy reg-

ulators Beclin-1 and ATG14L. Indeed, 

restoration of ATG14L levels could 

rescue the mitophagy phenotype 

after USP36 knockdown. In summary, 

G;8�FGH7L�5L��8<F?8E�8G�4?��<78AG<Â87�

USP36 as a major regulator of parkin-

mediated mitophagy affecting several 

components of the PINK1 pathway 

and autophagy machinery in a com-

plex manner. Currently we are contin-

uing our research on the regulation 

of parkin-mediated mitophagy in the 

framework of a DFG Research Training 

Group “MOMbrane”. We are perform-

ing systematic mass spectrometry 

analyses of phospho-proteomes 

and ubiquitinylomes at distinct time 

points of CCCP treatments in cells ex-

pressing wild-type and mutant parkin. 

We wish to get a comprehensive view 

on the sequential post-translational 

@B7<Â64G<BAF�7HE<A:�C4E><A
@87<4G87�

mitophagy for full understanding of 

this important cellular process, hope-

fully leading to the discovery of novel 

PD targets.
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For ɲ-synuclein we contributed our 

well-established transgenic mouse 

model to the study of Keane et al. 

assessing the PD-relevant nigral 

dopamine neurodegeneration by the 

toxins trichloroethylene and TaClo. We 

also provided tools for the generation 

of an in vivo (Drosophila melano-

gaster) system to monitor ɲ-synuclein  

oligomerization (Prasad et al.)

For tDp-43 we continued our studies 

BA�CBFG
GE4AF?4G<BA4?�@B7<Â64G<BAF��

We examined cellular pathways that 

promote the pathological TDP-43 

ubiquitinylation we found in our 

previous research. As might have been 

expected, stress granule (SG) form-

ing conditions were most powerful 

inducers of TDP-43 ubiquitinylation 

and insoluble protein aggregation. 

Surprisingly, pharmacological inhibi-

tion of SG formation per se did not 

prevent pathological TDP-43 ubiquiti-

nylation. Thus, our results do not sup-

port the original hypothesis that SGs 

act as seeds for TDP-43 aggregation. 

�AFG847	�J8�6BAÂE@87�G;4G�4EF8A<G8�

confers its effects via oxidative stress 

on TDP-43 directly. Our investigation 

of sorbitol-treated cells points to a 

novel pathway leading to pathological 

TDP-43 ubiquitinylation. This study is 

completed and accepted for publica-

tion. Moreover, the study of TDP-43 

acetylation indicates regulation of 

nucleocytoplasmic shuttling at the 

nuclear localization sequence and ex-

citingly liquid-liquid phase separation 

and TDP-43 aggregation after acetyla-

tion within RNA-binding domain, For 

this purpose we have adapted a novel 

method to incorporate acetyl-lysine 

4G�78ÂA87�F<G8F�<A�'�#
ÔÓ�GE4AF986G87�

cells. The manuscript is in prepara-

tion. This research is supported by the 

German Center for Neurodegenerative 

Diseases and the NOMIS foundation.
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Patient recruitment is based on the 

departmental outpatient clinic for 

botulinum toxin treatment, which is 

run by Dr. E. Lohmann since end of 

2015. She brought a large number of 

patient samples from her previous 

position at the University of Istan-

bul in Turkey, where she founded a 

neurogenetic research group and 

was supported by a Margarete von 

Wrangell-stipend. Dr. E. Lohmann 

continued her work with funding 

from the German Research Founda-

tion (DFG). Detailed phenotyping and 

a thorough work-up of the families 

provide the basis for genetic analysis. 

Interestingly, phenotypes such as 

parkinsonism, spasticity and motor 

neuron diseases are often overlapping 

with genetic forms of dystonia.

Dystonia

Acting Head:  Dr. Ebba Lohmann

Team:   5 members

Key words:   dystonia / torticollis / genetics / 

  botulinum toxin

An artists depiction of a dystonic 
syndrom (above and below).

Dystonia is the third most common movement disorder, and mutations in 

a growing number of genes have been identified as causes for hereditary 

forms in many cases. the aim of the group, which brings together clinical 

experience in the diagnosis and treatment of the dystonias with expertise 

in molecular genetics, is to define the role of known genes in the etiology of 

dystonia, but especially to find new genes and therefore gain novel insight 

into the molecular pathogenesis of the disorder. 

�=9��MGHCB=9��F?F5B?IB;9B�GH9<9B�5B�8F=HH9F�'H9@@9�89F�< IÈ�;�JCF?CAA9B89B�

Bewegungsstörungen, und Varianten in einer zunehmenden Anzahl von Genen 

konnten in vielen Fällen als Ursache einer genetisch bedingten Dystonie-Er-

krankung nachgewiesen werden. Ziel unserer Arbeitsgruppe, welche sich durch die 

Zusammensetzung von Dystonie-erfahrenen Klinikern und molekulargenetisch 

ausgebildeten Experten auszeichnet, ist es zum einen, die Rolle der bereits bekan-

BH9B��MGHCB=9��9B9�69GG9F�NI�89È�B=9F9B
�IB8�NIA�5B89F9B
��B9I9��9B9�NI�È�B89B
�

um die molekularen Mechanismen  der Dystonie besser zu verstehen.  
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the section of clinical neurogenetics is dedicated to 

translational research in neurogenetic diseases like cere-

bellar ataxia, hereditary spastic paraplegia, choreatic 

disorders and leukodystrophies. to discover the ge-

netic cause of the diseases we use transciptomics and 

proteomics beside exome and genome sequencing to 

provide a definite diagnosis for our patients and open a 

window into pathogenesis and potential interventions 

in early stages of the disease process. in our specialized 

outpatient clinics we see many patients with these rare 

diseases and include them into clinical studies to estab-

lish measures of disease progression that can be used to 

monitor therapeutic effects. we establish biorepositories 

of Dna, rna, serum, csf and fibroblasts for the develop-

ment of biomarkers indicating disease activity. clinical 

studies are matched by basic research generating in-

duced pluripotent stem cells (ipsc) from skin biopsies of 

our patients. ips cells are re-differentiated into neurons 

which constitute cell culture models that are genetically 

identical with our patients and represent the cell type 

that is primarily affected by the disease. this helps us 

to study very early consequences of the disease causing 

mutations and to identify new targets for therapeutic 

approaches. these neuronal cell culture models also 

help to screen new compounds before they are tested in 

animal models and finally come to the clinic in interven-

tional trials.

Die Sektion Klinische Neurogenetik ist auf translationale 

Forschung bei neurogenetischen Erkrankungen wie zere-

bellären Ataxien, Hereditären Spastischen Spinalparalysen 

(HSP), Chorea-Erkrankungen und Leukodsytrophien fokus-

siert. Wir nutzen Transkriptom- und Proteomanalysen als 

Ergänzung zur Exom- und Genomsequenzierung um die 

genetischen Ursachen dieser Erkrankungen aufzudecken und 

so für unsere Patienten die molekulare Diagnose zu sichern 

und ein Fenster zur Erforschung der Pathophysiologie und 

Entwicklung kausaler Therapien zu öffnen. In unseren Spe-

zialambulanzen wirden Patienten in Studien eingeschlossen, 

die Maße für die Progression dieser seltenen Erkrankungen 

entwickeln. Außerdem bitten wir unsere Patienten um Blut- 

und Gewebeproben wie DNA, RNA, Serum, Liquor und Haut-

biopsien, die wir für die Entwicklung von Biomarkern nutzen, 

die Erkrankungsaktivität anzeigen.Die klinischen Studien 

werden im Labor durch Zellkulturmodelle der Erkrankun-

gen komplementiert. Aus Hautbiopsien werden induzierte 

pluripotente Stammzellen (iPSC) reprogrammiert, die dann 

zu Neuronen differenziert werden, die genetisch identisch 

mit den Patienten sind und genau die Zellen repräsentieren, 

die von der Erkrankung betroffen sind. So können wir sehr 

frühe Schritte in der Krankheitsentstehung untersuchen und 

�BG5HNDIB?H9�:·F�B9I9�(<9F5D=9B�=89BH=È�N=9F9B��*=9@J9FGDF9�

chende Substanzen mit positiven Effekten in neuronalen 

Zellkulturen, können dann in Therapiestudien für Patienten 

weiter untersucht werden.

Immunocytochemical staining of iPSC-derived cortical 
neurons (in green: neuronal marker ß-III-tubulin; in red: 
cortical marker CTIP2; in blue: nucleus)

ataxia

In preparation for interventional trials 

in spinocerebellar ataxias (SCA) we are 

part of the EU funded ESMI problem 

we established diagnostic consortium 

that is setting up a trial ready cohort 

for the most frequent genotype, SCA3. 

Here we coordinate the movement 

78I8?BC�&��	�<��8��Â�EFG�78:E88�E8?4G<I8F�

of patients (Ilg et al., in preparation). 
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of lifestyle factors on the course of 

ataxia. In the European SCA consor-

G<H@���(%"&����J8�CEBI<787�Â�EFG�74G4�

recording project that is supposed to 

provide an objective outcome measure 

for trials. We proved the superiority 

of this motion capture system over 

clinical measures in the assessment of 

disease progression in a multi-center 

setting and in individuals at risk to 

Clinical Neurogenetics

Head:  Prof. Dr. Ludger Schöls

Team:  15 members

Key words:  ataxias / spastic paraplegias / rare neurogenetic 

 diseases / induced pluripotent stem cells / biomarker  

 development / translational medicine / clinical trials
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on long-term survival of SCA patients 

in a longitudinal prospective cohort 

study (Diallo et al. Lancet Neurol 2018).

The increasing complexity of auto-

somal recessive ataxias has been 

reviewed by our group in Neuron 

(Synofzik et al. 2019) with a focus on 

genetics and trial readiness. We clearly 

F;BJ�G;4G�:8A8G<6�FGE4G<Â64G<BA�B9�

cohorts and quantitative markers of 

disease activity are key for the devel-

opment of new therapeutic options in 

hereditary ataxias. 

hereditary spastic paraplegia (hsp)

HSP is a group of neurodegenerative 

diseases of the spinal cord with the 

clinical hallmark of progressive spastic 

gait disorder. Although rare, HSP is 

highly heterogeneous with more than 

ÙÚ�:8A8G<64??L�78ÂA87�FH5GLC8F��*8�

took advantage of a large cohort of 

>1000 HSP patients seen in Tübingen 

and collaborative centers to analyse 

the phenotypic spectrum and course 

of disease in SPG35 as an ultra-rare 

subtype of HSP caused by mutations 

in the fatty acid 2-hydroxylase (FA2H). 

�A�ÛØ�&#�Óß�C4G<8AGF�J8�<78AG<Â87�4�

broad spectrum of disease manifesta-

G<BA�<A6?H7<A:�6B:A<G<I8�78Â6<GF	�4G4K<4	�

dystonia, rigidity and bristly hair in 

most cases. Further characteristics in-

clude manifestation in early childhood, 

a rapid progression to wheelchair 

within an average of 7 years and char-

acteristic changes on MRI (WHAT sign: 

white matter changes, hypointensity 

of globus pallidus on T2 images, atro-

phy of the cerebellum and thin corpus 

callosum) (Rattay et al. Brain 2019). 

Many autosomal recessive types of 

HSP are caused by loss of function 

mutations in the respective genes. 

This makes supplementation of DNA 

(by gene transfer), RNA or protein 

promising approaches. We set-out to 

explore the therapeutic potential of 

a RNA-based therapy in SPG5 that is 

caused by loss of function mutations 

in CYP7B1 coding for a cytochrome 

important for oxysterol degradation 

in the liver (Schöls et al. Brain 2017). 

In cooperation with the CureVac 

Company in Tübingen, we tested the 

application of human CYP7B1 RNA to 

mice that lack the endogenous Cyp7b1 

gene. We found a single-dose injec-

tion of CYP7B1 RNA to decrease the 

amounts of oxysterols drastically in 

liver as well as in blood within 2 days. 

Pharmacokinetic studies indicated the 

effect to last for about 5 days. Repeti-

tive applications of RNA were safe for 

at least 4 injections and resulted in 

4�F<:A<Â64AG�E87H6G<BA�B9�A8HEBGBK<6�

oxysterols not only in liver and serum 

but also to some extend in the brain 

after 17 days (Hauser et al. Mol Ther 

Methods Clin Dev 2019). 

leukodystrophies 

Leukodystrophies and hereditary 

leukoencephalopathies are frequently 

regarded as disorders of childhood. 

In Tübingen we see more than 300 

patients with adult forms of these rare 

diseases. Hereditary diffuse leukoen-

cephalopathy with axonal spheroids 

(HDLS) is an autosomal dominantly 

inherited and rapidly progressive 

disease due to mutations in the CSF1R 

gene. In preparation of gene therapeu-

G<6�GE<4?F�J8�8FG45?<F;87�A8HEBÂ?4@8AG�

light chain (NfL) as a biomarker that 

is highly increased in CSF as well as in 

serum of all HDLS patients. Compared 

to healthy controls we found NfL to be 

slightly increased already in presymp-

tomatic mutation carriers indicating 

some minor disease activities several 

years prior to clinical manifestation. 

Monitoring of NfL may help to identify 

the optimal time point for hematopo-

etic stem cell transplantation (Hayer et 

al. Neurology 2018).

trilateral project in arab societies

In a DFG funded project that brings to-

gether Israeli, Palestinian and German 

groups we aim to disclose the genetic 

cause of disease in consanguineous 

families of the Arab population. More 

than 100 families have been identi-

Â87�<A��FE48?�4A7�G;8�*8FG54A>�4A7�

underwent cutting edge genetics that 

4??BJ87�9BE�G;8�<78AG<Â64G<BA�B9�G;8�

molecular cause of the disease in more 

than 50% of families (Hengel et al Eur J 

Hum Genet 2020). In addition four new 

7<F84F8�:8A8F�;4I8�588A�<78AG<Â87�<A�

this cohort including UGDH that has 

been shown to be a rather frequent 

cause of developmental epileptic 

encephalopathy (Hengel et al. Nature 

Comm 2020).
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the concept

For these diseases, we have imple-

mented a comprehensive methodo-

logical spectrum which  allowed us to 

establish a translational pipeline for 

rare neurodegenerative diseases;

`�CEB6887<A:�9EB@�:8A8G<6�FGE4G<Â�


cation of patients with so far molec-

ularly unsolved diseases, leveraging 

latest whole exome, whole genome 

and transcriptome sequencing;

`�I<4�786<C;8E<A:��HA78E?L<A:�@B?86
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biomarkers, using both targeted and 

unbiased omics approaches;

`�<78AG<Â�64G<BA�4A7�I4?<74G<BA�B9�

digital-motor outcome measures, 

exploiting sensor wearables both in 

the lab as well as in the real-life home 

setting;

`�6BA7H6G<A:�788C�6?<A<64?	�A8HEBCFL
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neurorehabilitative proof-of-principle 

treatment studies.

Systems 
Neurodegeneration 
Head:  Prof. Dr. Matthis Synofzik

Team:  14 members (including MD students)
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 trial-readiness

our translational research focuses on the investigation 

of the genetic basis, systems neuroscience and paradig-

matic therapy approaches in

a�ACJ9A9BH�8=GCF89FG��9�;��89;9B9F5H=J9�5H5L=5G
�=B�D5F�

ticular early-onset ataxias, neurometabolic diseases, 

and rare complex movement disorders)

a�:FCBHCH9ADCF5@�89A9BH=5G�5B8�CH<9F�7CAD@9L�

dementias (e.g. early-onset dementias, rare variants of 

alzheimer’s disease, genetic dementias)

a�ACHCF�B9IFCB�8=G95G9G���AMCHFCD<=7� 5H9F5@�'7@9FCG=G
�

in particular genetic variants; als-ftD spectrum dis-

eases, lysosomal motor neuron diseases)

Unsere Forschungsgruppe ist spezialisiert auf die trans-

lationale Erforschung genetischer Grundlagen, system-

neurologischer Charakteristika und paradigmatischer 

Therapieansätze bei

a��9K9;IB;GGH±FIB;9B��J�5��89;9B9F5H=J9��H5L=9B
�=BG69�

sondere frühbeginnende Ataxien; neurometabolische 

Erkrankungen; komplexe seltene Bewegungsstörungen)

a�:FCBHCH9ADCF5@9��9A9BN9B�IB8�5B89F9�?CAD@9L9��9�

menzen (u.a. frühbeginnende Demenzen, seltene Varian-

ten der Alzheimer-Demenz, genetische Demenz-Formen)

a�!CHCFB9IFCB9F?F5B?IB;9B���AMCHFCD<9� 5H9F5@G?@9FCG9
�

v.a. hereditäre Formen; ALS-FTD-Spektrum-Erkrankungen; 

lysosomale Motorneuronerkrankungen).

FDG-PET in a patient with frontotemporal dementia due to a C9orf72 repeat expansion

early-onset ataxias and other rare 

movement disorders

Building on the prospective longitudi-

nal international multicenter Early-On-

set Ataxia registry (EOA) established 

by us already back in 2012, we were 

since then able to establish a large 

national and international network 

on autosomal-recessive and other 

early-onset ataxias. Our registry and 

our work in next-generation genomics 

was the basis for: (i) the translational  

EU E-Rare JTC consortium „PREPARE“ 

which prepares targeted treatment 

trials for rare autosomal-recessive 

ataxias (launched in 2015); (ii) the 

trial-readiness  EU EJP RD consortium 

“PROSPAX” which charts the natu-

ral progression of spastic ataxias by 

rigorous multi-center trial-readiness 

studies (launched in 2020, together 

with Dr. Schüle, HIH); (iii) the transla-

tional global network “ARCA GLOBAL”, 

which coordinates and harmonizes 

trial-readiness research on auto-

somal-recessive ataxias across the 

leading centers around all continents 

(launched in 2019).  

Often jointly with the HIH groups of 

Prof. Ludger Schöls and Dr. Rebecca 

Schüle, we helped to expand and 

delineate the phenotypic spectrum 

of  >20 ataxia genes, including SYNE1, 

PNPLA6, STUB1 [1], SERAC1 [2}, POLR3A 

[3], PLA2G6 [4], and ATP13A2 [5].Our 

large web-based cohort of >1700 

ataxia exome data-sets, allowed us to 

identify > 7 novel  ataxia/hereditary 

spastic paraplegia genes, like DNAJC3  

or KCNA2. 

frontotemporal dementias and other 

complex dementias

In cooperation with Prof. Peter Heutink 

(HIH/DZNE Tübingen) we established 

a cohort of >2500 whole exome 

data-sets from subjects with FTD or 

with other early-onset dementias. 
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This comprehensive cohort allowed 

us to run an in-depth analysis on the 

genes that underlie frontotemporal 

dementia (FTD) and their respective 

frequencies, demonstrating that FTD 

is a converging downstream result of 

multiple different molecular pathways 

(Blauwendraat et al, 2018). Moreover, 

it allowed us to delineate the pheno-

typic and mutational spectrum of FTD 

genes like TBK1 . Our contributions 

to the global GENFI consortium“ have  

helped to systematically aggregate 

longitudinal clinical, imaging and bio-

material data  from presymptomatic 

and symptomatic subjects from fam-

ilies with hereditary FTD allowing to 

4?E847L�FG4EG�ÂEFG�G4E:8G87�@B?86H?4E�

treatment trials in  genetic FTD.  Such 

trials will be facilitated by the identi-

Â64G<BA�B9�CBFF<5?8�ÃH<7�5<B@4E>8EF�
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acid protein as described by us, and 

4F�4?E847L�I4?<74G87�<A�ÂEFG�FGE<A:8AG�

longitudinal biomarker studies in 

genetic FTD by our GENFI consortium, 

including biomarker mapping of the 

“conversion phase” from the presymp-

tomatic to the symptomatic stage in 

FTD (van der Ende et al, 2019) as well 

as other neurodegenerative diseases 

like Parkinson’s Disease (Wilke et al, in 

press). This  very early-stage disease 

phase which might be uniquely 

amendable for molecular treatments 

will now be characterized molecu-

larly in-depth by our novel EU JPND 

“GENFI-prox” consortium (launched 

in 2020).

trial-readiness: preparing treatments 

for neurodegenerative disease 

To achieve trial-readiness, we have 

developed digital-motor outcome 

@84FHE8F�64CGHE<A:�4G4K<4
FC86<Â6�

gait changes even already at the 

preataxic stage in at-risk subjects (Ilg 

et al, 2016), and also in symptomatic 

subjects’ real-life by body-worn sensor 

wearables (Ilg et al, in press, Neurol-

ogy), thus demonstrating ecological 

validity as required for regulatory 

approval as trial outcome measures.  
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Also our digital-motor parameters of 

speech allowed us to detect speech 

changes in at-risk subjects already 

at the preataxic stage (Vogel et al, in 

press, Neurology), thus complement-

ing our molecular biomarkers (see 

above) in stratifying a window for 

treatment before the clinical mani-

festation of the disease has started. 

�F��ÂEFG�HF8�64F8F�9BE��GE84G@8AG�

interventions in degenerative ataxias, 

we utilized different types of comput-

er-based intensive neurorehabilitative 

training which allows training by 

subjects themselves in their home-

settings.  Our two intra-individually 

controlled, rater-blinded trials  of vid-

eogame-based coordinative training 

demonstrated that such exergame 

training is effective in improving gait 

and trunk ataxia even in subjects in 

an advanced, multisystemic disease 

state (Schatton et al, 2017). Likewise, 

computer-based speech training 

might improve dysarthric speech also 

in subjects with multisystemic ataxia 

(Vogel et al, 2019).
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Hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSP) 

and ataxias are rare neurodegenera-

tive disorders primarily affecting the 

corticospinal tract motoneurons and/

or cerebellar Purkinje cells. Initially de-

Â�A87�4F�<A78C8A78AG�7<F84F8�:EBHCF�

the clinical and genetic overlap be-

tween HSPs and ataxias is increasingly 

recognized. With over 150 known 

disease genes causing the conditions 

known, they are one of the genetically 

most heterogeneous groups of Men-

delian diseases. 

Mutations in known genes still 

explain only about half of the cases. 

To identify novel mutation types, 

novel disease genes and ultimately 

novel therapeutic targets we combine 

whole exome / genome sequencing 

with other omics technologies includ-

ing transcriptomics, metabolomics 

and proteomics. This work has led 

GB�G;8�<78AG<Â�64G<BA�B9���ÒÚ�ABI8?�

genes for Hereditary Spastic Paraple-

gias, Spastic Ataxias and Hereditary 

Ataxias. Among the recent highlights 

B9�G;8�JBE>�J8E8�G;8�<78AG<Â�64G<BA�B9�

UBAP1 mutations as a frequent cause 

of autosomal dominant HSPs, the rec-

ognition of IP3 receptor signaling as a 

mutational hotspot for motoneuron 

7<F84F8F�4A7�4G4K<4F�4A7�G;8�<78AG<Â�


cation of deep-intronic mutations in 

POLR3A which are a frequent cause 

of spastic ataxia. This genomic work 

is funded by the European Union 

G;EBH:;�9HA7<A:�9BE�G;8��BE<MBAÒÚÒÚ�

programme Solve-RD, the BMBF  and 

the NIH in an RO1 grant awarded to 

Rebecca Schüle and her collaborator 

Stephan Zuchner from the University 

of Miami, Florida.

To promote trial readiness in HSP we 

have initiated and coordinate the 

TreatHSP translational network for 

HSPs and related disorders. TreatHSP 

is funded by the Bundesministerium 

für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF). 

TreatHSP.net concentrates its trans-

lation-oriented research approach 

on pathophysiological key pathways 

of HSP (mitochondrial – ER/microtu-

bule-related – endo-lyso-autopha-

gosomal related) that unify multiple 

and frequent forms of HSP. To make 

substantial progress towards im-

plementation of novel therapies 

TreatHSP.net (i) is generating a 

rare disease by definition affect not more than 5 in 

10.000 people and yet, about 6–8 % of the population 

are affected by on of ~6.000 rare disease recognized 

by the european union. our team systematically 

adresses challenges specific to rare diseases, including 

definition of standard of care, validation of trial 

outcome parameters, performance of natural history 

studies, identification of novel disease genes and new 

therapeutic targets, disease modeling in cell culture 

and ips-derived human model systems, preclinical and 

clinical trials. supported by the federal ministry for 

education and research (bmbf), the european union, 

the national institutes of Health (niH), the spastic 

paraplegia foundation inc. and others we team up 

with collaborators all over the world to promote trial 

readiness in rare diseases. 
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shared infrastructure that provides 

federated access to clinical data, 

biological samples and OMICS data 

for TreatHSP.net and beyond, (ii) 

is systematically developing and 

validating outcome parameters for 

clinical trials including sensor-based, 

patient- and caregiver-reported as 

well as molecular outcomes, (iii) is 

using unbiased high-throughput 

approaches in murine as well as stem 

cell-derived human models of HSP to 

identify shared pathways and novel 

therapeutic targets, and (iv) prioritizes 

drug-repurposing strategies to eval-

uate novel therapeutic approaches in 

preclinical trials that promise rapid 

translatability to human trials.

The Clinical Research in ALS and 

Related Disorders for Therapeutic 

Development (CReATe) Consortium is 

an NIH funded network led by Michael 

Benatar at the University of Miami, 

Florida. The goals of CReATe are to 

promote therapeutic development for 

neurodegenerative disorders through 

study of genotype-phenotype correla-

tion and discovery and development 

of biomarkers. Diseases in the focus of 

CReATe include amyostrophic lateral 

sclerosis, frontotemporal dementia, 

primary lateral sclerosis, hereditary 

spastic paraplegia and progressive 

muscular atrophy. With the PI Dr. R. 

Schüle the University of Tübingen is 

the only European partner in this oth-

erwise U.S. American consortium.

A. Endogenous KIF1C: In the mouse motor-neuron like 
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ÓÔ	�8A7B:8ABHF����Û��<F�9BHA7�
throughout the cell body with an accumulation in the 
pericentrosome, along the neurites, and strong accumu-
?4G<BA�4G�G;8�A8HE<G8�G<CF���A�Â5EB5?4FG
?<>8��"&
×�68??F	�
endogenous KIF1C is sparsely distributed throughout the 
cell and accumulates perinuclear in a reticular pattern. In 
COS-7 cells displaying cellular processes, accumulation at 
the tips of these processes can be seen (not shown).

B. Overexpressed, mCherry-tagged KIF1C accumulates at  
G;8�G<CF�B9�68??H?4E�CEB68FF8F�<A�G;8��"&
×�@BA>8L�Â5EB-
blast cell line (left). The same localization pattern can be 
B5F8EI87�9BE�@�;8EEL
G4::87����Û�#EBÛ×Ö�8H��@<77?8���
�A�6BAGE4FG	�@�;8EEL
G4::87����Û��?LÛÚÒ�?4��E<:;G��94<?F�
to reach cellular processes and instead is observed in a 
reticular pattern around the nucleus. 

�����a�ÒÚÚH@�F64?8�54E

subcellular localization of endogeneous and overexpressed Kif1c.
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clinical studies: making Dbs available 

for resistant axial symptoms

Axial symptoms like freezing of gait, 

falls, and dysphagia characterize the 

late stage of PD. These symptoms 

heavily interfere with quality of 

life, and cause substantial caregiver 

dependence, morbidity and mortality. 

Standard DBS regimens and dopa-

minergic therapy often fall short to 

control these symptoms, underscoring 

the need for improved stimulation 

strategies. The main concept in recent 

years was to modulate the nigro-pon-

tine circuitry that is deregulated 

as a consequence of both dopa-

minergic depletion and brainstem 

neurodegeneration.

In this framework, we take advan-

tage to co-stimulate the substantia 

nigra pars reticulata in addition to 

the subthalamic nucleus as distal 

electrode tip of a subthalamic lead. 

First clinical observations were made 

58GJ88A�ÒÚÚØ�a�ÒÚÛÛ�.Û0	�4A7�9HEG;8E�

substantiated by a monocenter 

randomized controlled trial. This trial 

pointed to an additional effect of 

nigral co-stimulation to attenuate 

otherwise resistant freezing of gait 

.Ò0��';8�'´5<A:8A�JBE><A:�:EBHC�9BE�
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Moreover, a monocenter trial is close 

to its end and supported by the 

Michael J Fox Foundation in order to 

Deep Brain Stimulation

Head:  Prof. Dr. Daniel Weiß

Team:  11 members

Key words: deep brain stimulation / gait / freezing    

the research group for deep brain stimulation (Dbs) 

strives for refining and expanding neurostimulation 

therapy for movement disorders therapy by interfering 

with functional large-scale functional circuits. We give 

particular emphasis to modulate otherwise resistant 

axial symptoms of parkinson’s disease (pD) – namely 

gait, freezing of gait, falls, and dysphagia. moreover, 

we combine neurophysiological and kinematic methods 

in order to characterize the network correlates of gait 

impairment in parkinson’s disease.
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study the effect of nigral stimulation 

with respect to resistant dysphagia in 

PD. This approach is plausible from pa-

thophysiological reasoning, i.e. nigral 

overactivity may lead to defective 

neuronal integration of PD swallowing 

and oral transport in the substan-

tia nigra pars reticulata –superior 

colliculus circuit. The ongoing clinical 

trials have potential to inform future 

personalized both DBS implantation 

and re-programming strategies in PD 

patients.
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De-mystifying the pathophysiology 

of freezing phenomena

�E88M<A:�C;8AB@8A4�<A�#4E><AFBA]F�

disease were paraphrased as ‘enig-

@4G<6�C;8AB@8A4]�� BFG�B5I<BHF?L	�
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pathophysiological understanding 

about the underlying brain and circuit 

@86;4A<F@F��*8<FF�8G�4?�	�ÒÚÛØ��

Technological advancement enabled 

only in recent years to obtain mobile 

recordings from PD patients during 

real gait experiments and characteri-

zation of defective neuromuscular gait 

integration on high both temporal and 

spatial resolution. We conduct fully 

synchronized and mobile recordings 

with motion kinematics, EEG, EMG, 

and videotaping in freely moving PD 

patients (supported by the German 

Research Foundation). With combined 

electrophysiological and kinematic 

data, we are able to decipher both 

brain activation and neuromuscular 

coupling with respect to single steps 

and to capture the pathophysiologi-

cal processes in freezing phenomena 

in comparison to healthy subjects 

.Ó
ß0���I8A�@BE8�<@CBEG4AG	�J8�4E8�

increasingly able to characterize the 

transition periods between regular 

gait and freezing in PD patients. This 

is of utmost importance to develop 

freezing forecasts, i.e. to predict the 

disruption of locomotion several sec-

onds before the network disturbance 

becomes clinically apparent in terms 

of freezing of gait. 
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parkinson’s disease

To overcome the gap iin knowledge 

on PD progression and improve our 

understanding of disease biology, our 

group is conducting a number of large 

prospective longitudinal studies in na-

tional and international collaborations 

in patients with PD and individuals at 

E<F>����C4EG<6H?4E�9B6HF�<F�G;8�<78AG<Â�


cation and the better understanding 

of subgroups of PD, i. e. genetic forms 

BE�9BE@F�<A�J;<6;�FC86<Â�6�C4G;BC;LF


iological aspects play a major role 

(lysosomal dysfunction, mitochondrial 
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according to genetic architecture and 

the underlying pathologic processes, 

E8Ã�86G87�5L�CEBÂ�?8F�<A�C4G<8AG�5<B@


aterials such as CSF to introduce pa-

G<8AGF�GB�GE4AF?4G<BA4?�C4G;J4L
FC86<Â�6�

therapies. Such a scenario with recent 

E8F84E6;�Â�A7<A:F�9EB@�BHE�:EBHC�<F�

8K8@C?<Â�87�9BE����
4FFB6<4G87�#��

(PD
GBA

).

since parkinson’s disease (pD) is a complex multi-

factorial disorder with a large variability in phenotypes 

and progression, our focus of research aims at patient 

stratification according to genetic architecture and, 

importantly, the underlying pathologic processes, 

possibly reflected by distinct profiles in patient 

biomaterials such as blood and csf. this in turn is a 

most needed prerequisite to introduce patients to 

pathway-specific milestone-related therapies.

�=9�$5F?=BGCB��F?F5B?IB;�=GH�9=B9�?CAD@9L9��F?F5B?IB;�A=H�

AI@H=:5?HCF=9@@9B�)FG57<9B�IB8�9=B9F�;FC�9B�*5F=56=@=H H�JCB�

?@=B=G7<9F��IGDF ;IB;�IB8�*9F@5I:��'7<K9FDIB?H�IBG9F9F�

�CFG7<IB;�=GH�8=9�'HF5H=È�N=9FIB;�JCB�$5H=9BH9B;FIDD9B�

5B<5B8�?@=B=G7<9F
�;9B9H=G7<9F�IB8�AC@9?I@5F9F�!5F?9F�

5IG��@IH�IB8�"9FJ9BK5GG9F���=9G�=GH�8=9��5G=G�:·F�8=9�

�89BH=È�N=9FIB;�A±;@=7<9F�AC8=È�N=9F9B89F��5?HCF9B
�89F9B�

NI;FIB89@=9;9B89F�!97<5B=GA9B�IB8�*CF<9FG5;9K9FH��'C�=GH�

NI?·B:H=;�5I7<�85G��9È�B=9F9B�JCB�$FC;F9GG=CBGA5F?9FB�IB8�

�B8DIB?H9B�:·F�*9F@5I:G�AC8=È�N=9F9B89�(<9F5D=9B�A±;@=7<��
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Based on our previous cross-sectional 

Â�A7<A:�G;4G�#�����C4G<8AGF�CE8F8AG�

with an earlier age at onset and promi-

nent non-motor symptoms (dementia, 

depression, anxiety, sleep disturbances, 

autonomic dysfunction) when com-

pared to PD
GBA_wildtype 

.Û0	�J8�8I4?H4G87�

disease progression longitudinally. We 

could show that PD
GBA

 compared to 

PD
GBA_wildtype

, although younger in age, 

demonstrate a more rapid disease pro-

gression regarding motor impairment 

and cognitive decline. Thereby, GBA 

mutations represent an important pre-

dictor for reaching prominent disease 

milestones relatively early in the dis-

84F8�6BHEF8�.Ò0���??�B9�G;8F8�6;4E46G8E<F


tics seem dependent on GBA mutation 

severity and were pronounced the 

most in PD
GBA 

with severe mutations 

(PD
GBA_severe

��.Ó0��

�<I8A�G;8�Â�A7<A:F�9EB@�G;8�@4A<98FG�

disease phase, we focused on pa-

G<8AG]F�C8E68CG<BA�B9�G;8�CEB7EB@4?�

phase. PDGBA demonstrate a shorter 

prodromal interval with almost parallel 

beginning of non-motor and early 

motor signs before the diagnosis of PD 

as opposed to PDGBA_wildtype who 

presented with a long prodromal phase 

starting with non-motor symptoms fol-

lowed by early motor signs only shortly 

before the diagnosis of PD. Again, pa-

tients carrying severe GBA mutations 

show the most prominent prodromal 

C;4F8��';8F8�Â�A7<A:F�<@C?<64G8�G;4G�

clinical and possibly also histopatho-

logical characteristics known from the 

manifest disease might be also trans-

?4G87�<AGB�G;8�CEB7EB@4?�C;4F8�.Ô0�
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The underlying pathological process 

follows a bidirectional pathogenic 

loop.  GBA mutations resulting in 

lower lysosomal GCase activity cause 

a build-up of lysosomal sphingolip-

ids which also impairs the lysosomal 

degradation of alpha-synuclein and 

promote its aggregation. Additionally, 

increasing amounts of alpha-synuclein 

itself lead to a decrease of lysosomal 

GCase enzyme activity.  Using mag-

netic resonance spectroscopic imaging, 

we showed that PD
GBA

 patients display 

a disturbed phospholipid metabolism 

in the putamen and midbrain, accom-

panied by neuronal loss in these brain 

E8:<BAF�.ß0�

With pathway-related clinical trials 

HA78E�J4L	�J8�FC86<Â64??L�9468�G;8�

need for biochemical markers that 

4??BJ�C4G<8AG�FGE4G<Â64G<BA�4A7�F8EI8�

as biochemical read-out for target 

engagement. We conducted a com-

prehensive biomarker study and could 

F;BJ��Û����4F8�46G<I<GL�J4F�F<:A<Â-

cantly lower in PD
GBA

 compared to 

PD
GBA_wildtype

���Ò���&��?8I8?F�B9�HCFGE84@�

substrates as well as CSF levels of 

downstream products of GCase were 

higher in PD
GBA

 compared to PD
GBA_wild-

type
. (3) CSF levels of total alpha-synu-

clein were lower in PD
GBA

 compared to 

PD
GBA_wildtype

�.Ó0��"9�ABG8	�4??�6?<A<64?�4A7�

5<B6;8@<64?�ÂA7<A:F�J8E8�@BFG�CEB@-

inent in PD
GBA

 patients with severe mu-

tations suggesting a relevant biological 

effect depending on mutation severity. 

As opposed to PD
GBA_wildtype

, the prom-

inent cognitive decline in PD
GBA 

seems 

not primarily associated with con-

comitant Abeta and Tau pathology as 

represented by CSF Abeta
Û2ÔÒ

 and Tau 

CEBÂ?8F�.Ö0�5HG�F88@F�E4G;8E�64HF87�5L�

neocortical alpha-synuclein/Lewy body 

pathology represented by decreased 

�&��?8I8?F�B9�4?C;4
FLAH6?8<A�.×0��"9�

ABG8	�G;8F8�ÂA7<A:F�6BH?7�58�6BA-

ÂE@87�4?FB�<A�C4G<8AGF�J<G;�78@8AG<4�

with Lewy bodies which represent a 

clinico-histhopathological continuum 

to PD. Again, decreased CSF levels of al-

pha-synuclein were most pronounced 

in DLB
GBA

 patients with severe muta-

G<BAF�.Ù0�

$5H<K5M�GD97=È7�HF95HA9BH�CDH=CBG

Based on these results, a coherent 

picture of the pathway involved in 

GBA-associated PD along with person-

alized modifying treatment options is 

beginning to emerge:

i. GCase-enhancing strategies via 

chaperones and small molecules. 

ii. Substrate reduction therapies.  

Our centre is the leading clinical 

site for Germany and PD
GBA

 

patients from our cohort are 

C4EG�B9�G;8�ÂEFG�C4G;J4L
FC86<Â6�

clinical trial in PD (third-party 

9HA787�5L�&4ABÂ� BI8F#�	���'�

ÛÔÙÒÚ���

iii. Monoclonal antibody-based 

therapies targeting alpha-

synuclein. With primarily alpha-

synuclein-driven widespread Lewy 

body pathology in the brain and 

6BEE8FCBA7<A:��&��CEBÂ?8F	�#�
GBA 

represent a role model for alpha-

synuclein-lowering compounds. 

iv. Adeno-associated Virus (AAV)-

based gene therapies that provide 

neurons with a fully-working copy 

of the GBA gene. 
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respiration and metabolic control. 

TRAP1 has previously been described 

as an interactor of the Parkinson 

protein PINK1 and in cancer. We 

described rare TRAP1 gene variants in 

#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�4A7�4E8�<AG8E8FG87�

in the role of TRAP1 in mitochondrial 

C4G;J4LF�<A�#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8��#4E


ticularly metabolic control of neurons 

and protective metabolic adaption by 

mitochondria. 

mitochondrial biomarkers in 

parkinson’s Disease

We are investigating markers of mito-

chondrial health and function in the 

blood cells of healthy people versus 

#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�C4G<8AGF�GB�GEL�GB�

identify readouts that could help us 

stratify groups of patients that may 

58A8Â�G�9EB@�G4E:8G87�G;8E4C<8F��*8�

have collected blood cells, blood and 

involvement of mitochondrial 

proteins in parkinson’s Disease: 

miro1/trAp1

We are researching mitochondrial 

proteins that function in known 

#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�C4G;J4LF�� <EBÛ�

is a protein attached to the outer 

mitochondrial membrane that binds 

calcium, is important for the move-

ment of mitochondria and may 

have additional roles for example at 

mitochondrial ER-contact sites. Miro1 

gene variants have been described in 

#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�C4G<8AGF	�5HG�G;8F8�

mutations are rare and complete loss 

of function is lethal. We are inter-

ested in the roles of Miro1 in human 

dopaminergic neurons and how Miro1 

interacts with other proteins associ-

4G87�J<G;�#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8��'%�#Û�

is a protein residing in the matrix of 

mitochondria which is important for 

5?BB7�FCBGF�9EB@�4�?4E:8�#4E><AFBA]F�

disease cohort including those that 

have mutations in mitochondria-asso-

ciated genes such as Parkin, PINK1 and 

DJ-1. We create a picture of the mi-

tochondrial DNA health by assessing 

copy number, the transcription rate 

and look for common deletions. We do 

this in blood cells so that we can over-

lay the data with functional readouts 

such as mitochondrial membrane po-

tential. In addition, we are comparing 

G;8�@<GB6;BA7E<4?��!��CEBÂ�?8F�9EB@�

blood cells, to DNA from whole blood 

and extracellular vesicles derived from 

serum and CSF (known as exosomes). 

Here the aim is to explore potential 

5<B@4E>8EF�9BE�#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�<A�

living patients and to identify those 

that are retained in the blood as well 

as in the brain. 

Mitochondrial Biology of 
Parkinson‘s Disease 
Head:  Dr. Julia Fitzgerald

Team:  5 members
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 mitochondria / PINK1 / MIRO1 / TRAP1 metabolism /  

 neurochemistry / synaptic membranes

We study the molecular mechanisms of neurodegeneration and the roles of proteins associated with parkinson’s 

disease. our focus is on mitochondrial proteins and mitochondrial metabolism and how this links to the function of 

dopaminergic neurons. We are also working to identify mitochondrial biomarkers for parkinson’s disease. We are 

doing basic research using biochemical, molecular biology and imaging methods. We have expertise in inducible 

mirnA systems and gene editing. We are working in cell models and patient-derived cell models such as fibroblasts 

and induced pluripotent stem cells (ipscs). from ipscs we derive neuronal precursor cells that can be differentiated 

into mature mid-brain specific neurons. We also work with tissue, blood cells and other patient-derived biomaterials 

including exosomes.
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J<?7
GLC8�BE��ÓØØ&�@HG4AG��GE�Ò���IA�!C@��9B9H�ÒßÔßØ
×Û

fitzgerald Jc, Burbulla, L, Stegen, K, Westermeier, J, Kato 

H, Mokranjac D, Sauerwald J, Martins LM, Woitalla D, Proi-

>4F
�8M4AA8�'	�%4C4CBEG��	�%<8FF�"	�%4FF8�'	��E´:8E�%���ÒÚÛÔ��

Mitochondrial proteolytic stress induced by loss of Mortalin 

function is rescued by Parkin and PINK1. �9@@��95H<�5B8��=G95G9 

ÛØÒß×
ÖÖ

mitochondrial parkinson’s Disease: 

Human Dopaminergic neuronal 

models

We work on the mitochondrial Par-

><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�CEBG8<A�#�!�Û�4F�4A�

archetypal model for investigating the 

mitochondrial biology of the disease 

in the cell types affected. We are 

6HEE8AG?L�JBE><A:�<A�Ò��;H@4A�@<7


5E4<A�FC86<Â6�7BC4@<A8E:<6�A8HEBAF�

derived from neuronal progenitors and 

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). 

We work in isogenic models so that we 

can compare the effect of a patient 

gene mutation or gene knockout with 

the same genetic background. We 

are investigating the contribution of 

mitochondrial defects to developing 

A8HEBAF�4A7�?BB><A:�9BE�FC86<Â6�5<B-

chemical and metabolic changes that 

are relevant to the demise of dopamin-

8E:<6�A8HEBAF�<A�#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8��

We are also interested in how PINK1 

<AG8E46GF�J<G;�4A7�<AÃH8A68F�BG;8E�

#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�C4G;J4LF�BHGF<78�

of the mitochondria. 

Atypical parkinsonism

We are working on understanding the 

biology of a rare, currently untreatable 

form of atypical parkinsonism, called 

Corticobasal syndrome. Although it is 

a distinct disease entity, the underly-

ing pathologies overlap with Cortico-

basal degeneration and tauopathy. 

The genetics of Corticobasal syndrome 

is substantially heterogeneous but a 

recent study pointed towards genes 

8A6B7<A:�8A7BFB@4?�GE49Â6><A:�4A7�

the endosomal-lysosomal system. 

We are studying dysfunction of the 

endosomal system in Corticobasal 

syndrome and interested in the role 

of the endosomal cation exchanger 

!��Ö��*8�4E8�FGH7L<A:�G;8�89986G�B9�

46<7<Â64G<BA�BA�G;8�8A7BFB@4?�?H@8A�

and how this impacts autophagy and 

the build-up of toxic forms of tau. 
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The Department of Cognitive Neu-

EB?B:L�J4F�9BHA787�<A�G;8�L84E�ÒÚÚÚ�

with support from the program 

^�Ô
�8C4EG@8AG�B9�!8HEBF6<8A68�4G�

Neurology Clinics“ of the Hermann 

and Lilly-Schilling Foundation and Prof. 

Hans-Peter Thier was appointed head 

B9�G;8�78C4EG@8AG���A�G;8�L84E�ÒÚÚÒ	�

in which the Neurology Clinic was 

reorganized, the Department of Cog-

nitive Neurology became a constitu-

tional part of the newly founded twin 

institutions, namely the Center of 

Neurology and the Hertie Institute for 

Clinical Brain Research. In the begin-

A<A:�B9�ÒÚÚÔ	�<G�J4F�E8<A9BE687�5L�G;8�

formation of a Section for Neuropsy-

chology associated with a professor-

ship for neuropsychology both taken 

over by Prof. Hans-Otto Karnath.

�A�FH@@8E�ÒÚÚÙ�G;8�&86G<BA�9BE��B@-

putational Sensomotorics, headed 

by the newly appointed Prof. Martin 

Giese and funded conjointly by the 

Hertie Foundation and the German Re-

search Council within the framework 

of the Excellence Cluster “Centre for 

Integrative Neuroscience” (CIN), was 

<AFG4??87�4G�G;8�78C4EG@8AG���A�ÒÚÚØ�

Cornelius Schwarz was appointed pro-

fessor and head of the research group 

on Systems Neurophysiology within 

the CIN. This group was integrated 

into the Department of Cognitive 

!8HEB?B:L���A�4HGH@A�ÒÚÛÖ��E���4A<8?�

��HÃ8�=B<A87�G;8�78C4EG@8AG�4A7�

established a research lab on ‘Multi- 

Level Modeling in Motor Control and 

%8;45<?<G4G<BA�%B5BG<6F]	�9HA787�5L�G;8�

State of Baden-Wuerttemberg within 

the framework of the Regional  

%8F84E6;��??<4A68�\&LFG8@� 8AF6;]��

�A�ÒÚÛ×�G;8��6G<I8�#8E68CG<BA��45�B9�

Prof. Ziad Hafed, who accepted one of 

G;8���!]F�G8AHE8�GE46>�CEB98FFBEF;<CF	�

reinforced the research teams of the 

department.

The department currently comprises 

eight independent labs, namely, the 

Sections for Neuropsychology (Hans-

Otto Karnath) and Computational 

Sensomotorics (Martin Giese) respec-

tively, the Systems Neurophysiology 

Lab (Cornelius Schwarz), the Neurop-

sychology of Action Control Lab (Marc 

Himmelbach), originally set up with 

9HA7F�9EB@�4�ÒÚÚ×��%��FG4EG<A:�:E4AG	�

the Sensorimotor Lab, headed by 

Hans-Peter Thier, who also serves as 

the chairman of the department, the 

Motor Control Modeling Lab of Daniel 

��HÃ8�	�G;8��6G<I8�#8E68CG<BA��45�B9�

Ziad Hafed, and the Oculomotor Lab 

of Uwe Ilg. The latter is also head of 

the Neuroscience Lab for High School 

Students at the Werner Reichardt 

Centre for Integrative Neuroscience 

(CIN). Two independent young inves-

tigator groups, namely the Neurobiol-

ogy of Decision Making Lab headed by 

Axel Lindner and the Neuropsychology 

of Attention group headed by Bianca 

de Haan formed also part of the 

department. Both young investigator 

:EBHCF�;4I8�588A�7<FFB?I87�<A�ÒÚÛÙ�

as the group leaders took a position 

at other institutions, whereas the 

Neuropsychology of Action Control 

Lab is still maintained although Marc 

Himmelbach was appointed Dean 

of Studies at the Graduate Training 

�8AG8E�B9�!8HEBF6<8A68�<A�FCE<A:�ÒÚÛØ�

The Department of Cognitive Neurol-

ogy is devoted to research on the un-

derpinnings of higher brain functions 

and their disturbances due to disease 

of the nervous system. The spectrum 

of research topics is wide – which is a 

consequence of the existence of quite 

a few independent research groups 

with individual interests. The topics 

addressed comprise among others 

the basis and disturbances of spatial 

processing and orientation includ-

ing the mechanisms of perceptual 

stability with respect to ego-motion, 

of attention, of motor learning and 

motor rehabilitation, as well as of 

social interactions. To this end, the 

Department of Cognitive Neurology 

adopts multifarious approaches: the 

consequences of circumscribed brain 

lesions are analyzed using classical 

neuropsychological techniques in con-

junction with state-of-the-art psycho-

physical, behavioral and brain imaging 

@8G;B7F	�\@BG<BA�64CGHE<A:]�4A7�

virtual reality. Transcranial magnetic 

stimulation is used to produce virtual 

lesions in the healthy brain. In order to 

explore the neuronal underpinnings of 

higher human brain functions in more 

detail, non-human primate as well 

as rodent models are used, allowing 

recordings of single- and multi-neuron 

signals and the correlation of these 

F<:A4?F�J<G;�J8??
78ÂA87�58;4I<BEF�

or perceptual states as well as the 

targeted manipulation of neurons 

and neuronal circuits and their 

Departmental Structure

Prof. Dr. Peter Thier heads the Department
of Cognitive Neurology.
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consequences for function. Recently, 

J<G;�G;8�;8?C�B9�G;8���!	�Ò#
<@-

aging of cortical circuits has been 

added. Experiments using genetically 

@B7<Â87�ABA
;H@4A�CE<@4G8F�4F�4�

model system for autism are being 

established. In-vitro techniques such 

as whole cell patch clamp recordings 

from isolated brain slices are being 

applied in an attempt to characterize 

the membrane and synaptic proper-

G<8F�B9�<78AG<Â87�A8HEBAF�C4EG<6<C4G<A:�

in neuronal circuits underlying higher 

brain functions, such as perception 

and learning. The tools for theoretical 

approaches and modeling offered by 

the Giese group are used to integrate 

the obtained data and to generate 

experimentally testable predictions. 

The variety of methods responds to 

the need to examine complex brain 

functions and their disturbances due 

to disease at various levels and from 

various perspectives. Starting point 

is always a clinical problem as for ex-

ample a better understanding of the 

pathophysiology of cerebellar ataxia, 

an indispensable gateway for any 

attempt to alleviate or mitigate this 

condition. These questions can be an-

swered only if the normal operation of 

the structure, compromised by brain 

disease is understood. We believe that 

any promising attempt to understand 

complex cognitive or motor distur-

bances like neglect, ataxia or autism 

will require a better understanding of 

the normal functional architecture of 

the underlying healthy systems.

In past and present, the Department 

of Cognitive Neurology has played a 

central role in the development and 

coordination of various research net-

works. For instance, the DFG-funded 

Collaborative Research Center (SFB) 

ßßÚ	�G;4G�8A787�<A�ÒÚÚØ	�4F�J8??�4F�4�

preceding research unit have been co-

ordinated by Hans-Peter Thier. Many 

members of the department have also 

been part of the excellence cluster 

‘Werner Reichardt Centre for Inte-

:E4G<I8�!8HEBF6<8A68����!�]	�<AIB?I<A:�

more than 80 principle investigators 

associated with three faculties of the 

University of Tübingen and several 

non-university research institutions 

in Tübingen and its vicinity, likewise 

coordinated by Hans-Peter Thier. At 

the end of the year the CIN was con-

verted into a permanent interfaculty 

Institute of systems neuroscience with 

four members of the Department of 

Cognitive Neurology (Giese, Hafed, 

&6;J4EM	�';<8E���;4I<A:�4�F86BA7�49Â?-

iation with the CIN. The DFG-funded 

GE4AFE8:<BA4?�E8F84E6;�HA<G��"%�ÛÙÔ×�

\#E<@4G8�&LFG8@F�!8HEBF6<8A68]	�J;<6;�

brings together research groups from 

Göttingen, Marburg, Frankfurt and 

Tübingen working with non-human 

primates, is conjointly coordinated 

by Hans-Peter Thier and Prof. Stefan 

Treue, German Primate Centre Göt-

tingen, the latter actually a former 

member of the department. The 

research unit took up work in March 

ÒÚÛÔ�4A7�<F�6HEE8AG?L�<A�<GF�F86BA7�

funding period. 

Martin Giese, Axel Lindner, Cornelius 

Schwarz, and Hans-Peter Thier were 

members of the Tübingen Bernstein 

Centre for Computational Neuro-

science that was supported with 

9HA7<A:�9EB@�G;8�� ���9EB@�ÒÚÛÚ�GB�

ÒÚÛß�� 4EG<A��<8F8�E8@4<AF�4A�46G<I8�

member of the Tübingen computa-

tional neuroscience framework that 

emerged from the Bernstein Centre. 

Ziad Hafed is a principal investigator 

within the DFG-funded Collaborative 

%8F84E6;��8AG8E��&����ÛÒÓÓ��^%B5HFG�

)<F<BA_����4A<8?���HÃ8�<F�@8@58E�

of the Research Alliance ‘System 

 8AF6;]	�9HA787�5L�G;8�&G4G8�B9�

Baden-Wuerttemberg and represent-

ing research groups from different 

faculties of the Universities of Tübin-

gen and Stuttgart respectively. Martin 

�<8F8�<F�4�E86<C<8AG�B9�4�ÒÚÒÚ��%��

Synergy Grant awarded to a consor-

tium working on “How body relevance 

drives brain organization” involving 

%HÂA�)B:8?F���8HI8A��4A7��84GE<68��8�

Gelder (Maastricht) as further group 

members. 

Extinction patients can detect a single stimulus at any spatial location. How-
ever, when two stimuli are presented simultaneously, subjects are impaired at 
perceiving the contralesional item. In the Department of Cognitive Neurology 
both neurologically healthy subjects and neurological patients are studied with 
the aid of methods like TMS, fMRI, lesion mapping and behavioral studies to 
resolve questions concerning the anatomy and the underlying mechanisms of 
extinction.
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The displayed system allows the 

application of external mechanical 

perturbations to the body in order  

to study the motor control during 

complex walking.



One of the key interests of the sensori-

motor laboratory are the underpin-

nings of social interactions and their 

disturbances due to disease such as in 

schizophrenia or autism: how is it pos-

sible to understand the intentions, the 

desires and beliefs of others, in other 

words to develop a theory of (the 

BG;8E�BA8]F��@<A7��'" ����FG45?<F;


<A:�4�'" �E8DH<E8F�G;8�<78AG<Â�64G<BA�

of the focus of attention of another 

person as well as an understanding of 

the purpose of her/his actions. Atten-

tion allows us to select particular as-

pects of information impinging on our 

sensory systems, to bring them to con-

sciousness and to choose appropriate 

behavioral responses. Social signals 

such as eye, head or body orientation 

are a particularly powerful class of 

sensory cues attracting attention to 

the lab focuses on the underpinnings of social inter-

actions and the mechanisms underlying motor learning 

and their disturbances due to disease.

�5G� 56CF�695F69=H9H�8=9�B9IFCB5@9B��FIB8@5;9B�GCN=5@9F�

�BH9F5?H=CB9B�IB8�8=9�ACHCF=G7<9B� 9FB9BG�GCK=9�89F9B�

?F5B?<9=HG698=B;H9�'H±FIB;9B��

Mirror neurons, a class of neurons in premotor cortex of 
monkeys, are driven not only by the observation of nat-
HE4?<FG<6�46G<BAF�5HG�4?FB�5L�Â�?@87�46G<BAF���A�5BG;�64F8F	�
the same neurons show similiar responses.

Sensorimotor Laboratory
groups p. thier, J. pomper

Head:  Prof. Dr. Peter Thier

'84@�� ÒÒ�@8@58EF�

Key words:  mirror neurons / attention / autism / 

 social cognition / motor learning / fatigue / ataxia /   

 (control of) eye movements / visual perception

complex features of mirror neurons, to 

put the so-called simulation theory to 

a critical test and to assess alternative 

concepts such as a role of the mirror 

neuron system in response selection, 

the lab is carrying out experiments 

on premotor cortical area F5. In a 

nutshell, our past work has shown 

that this particular area has access 

to streams of information which are 

obviously very important for the eval-

uation of the actions of others such 

as information on the operational 

distance between actor and observer 

or the subjective value, the observed 

action has for the observer or that ob-

servation-related responses of mirror 

neurons are to some extent viewpoint 

invariant. 

objects of interest to the other one. 

The sensorimotor laboratory tries to 

unravel the neuronal mechanisms af-

fording joint attention. It hypothesizes 

that malfunction of the brain struc-

tures involved may actually underlie 

the inability of patients with autism 

GB�89Â�6<8AG?L�8KC?B<G�:4M8�6H8F�J;8A�

interacting with others.

Complementary work on the under-

pinnings of social cognition addresses 

the role of the mirror neuron system 

in premotor cortex in action under-

standing and response selection. 

Mirror neurons are a class of neurons 

in premotor cortex of monkeys that 

4E8�46G<I4G87�5L�FC86<Â�6�GLC8F�B9�:B4?


directed motor acts such as grasping 

a piece of apple in order to eat it. In 

an attempt to better understand the 

100
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A second major interest of the 

sensorimotor laboratory pertains to 

the role of the cerebellum in motor 

control. Using short-term saccadic 

adaptation, but also smooth pursuit 

eye movements and goal-directed 

hand movements as models of motor 

learning, the sensorimotor lab has 

been able to develop a detailed con-

cept of the neuronal underpinnings of 

cerebellum-based learning. The notion 

that the biological purpose of cerebel-

lum-based learning is the compensa-

tion of motor or cognitive fatigue has 

also allowed the group to suggest a 

new perspective on cerebellar ataxia, 

G;8�>8L�78Â6<G�B9�C4G<8AGF�FH998E-

ing from cerebellar disease. Ataxia, 

characterized by the lack of preci-

sion, reduced velocity and increased 

variance is an inevitable consequence 

B9�G;8�@BGBE�FLFG8@]F�<A45<?<GL�GB�6B@-

pensate fatigue. We have been able to 

provide evidence for the notion that 

such disturbances are a consequence 

of a loss of the ability to generate fast, 

optimized predictions of the conse-

quences of movements, deploying the 

same neuronal principles that enable 

short-term motor learning and fatigue 

compensation. Maladapted sensory 

predictions may lead to dizziness 

but also to disturbances of agency 

attribution, the latter arguably a key 

disturbance in schizophrenia. These 

pathophysiological concepts are pur-

sued in patient studies.
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Illustration of the paradigm needed to activate brain structures 
underlying gaze following as compared to spatial shifts of  
attention guided by non-gaze cues (here: iris color). The eyes of 
the person are directed to the dark-blue target (gaze cue), but the 
C8EFBA]F�<E<F�6B?BE�6BEE8FCBA7F�GB�G;8�?<:;G
5EBJA�G4E:8G��6B?BE� 
cue). According to the introduced condition at the beginning of 
the block, the subject would have to make a saccade toward the 
dark-blue target (gaze-following condition) or toward the light-
brown target (color-matching condition). The demonstrator has 
agreed for her portrait to be published. Lower part: Spatial  
organization of face-selective areas and the gaze-following  
patch. Note that the gaze-following patch does not overlap  
with any of the face patches. 
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the section neuropsychology focuses on the 

investigation of spatial cognition and object recognition 

in humans. the current issues of our work comprise the 

action control and sensorimotor coordination, object 

identification, perception of body orientation, spatial 

attention and exploration, grasping and pointing 

movements, and auditory localization in space.

�=9�'9?H=CB�"9IFCDGM7<C@C;=9�5F69=H9H�=A�(<9A9B;96=9H�

�C;B=H=J9�"9IFCK=GG9BG7<5:H9B���F69=HGG7<K9FDIB?H9�89F�

'9?H=CB�G=B8�8=9�)BH9FGI7<IB;�89F�&5IACF=9BH=9FIB;�IB8�

89G�#6>9?H9F?9BB9BG�89G�!9BG7<9B
�89F�+5<FB9<AIB;�89F�

9=;9B9B��±FD9FCF=9BH=9FIB;
�$FCN9GG9�89F��I:A9F?G5A?9=H�

IB8�&5IA9LD@CF5H=CB
�8=9�J=GICACHCF=G7<9B��CCF8=B5H=CBG�

DFCN9GG9�69=A�.9=;9B�IB8��F9=:9B�GCK=9�8=9�5?IGH=G7<9�

&5IACF=9BH=9FIB;�

';8�&86G<BA�B9�!8HEBCFL6;B?B:L]F�

main areas of research are the study 

of spatial orientation and object 

perception in humans. By using tech-

niques such as functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI), Transcra-

nial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS), eye 

tracking, and the motion capture of 

hand and arm movements in both 

patients with brain-damage and 

healthy subjects, the mechanisms and 

processes of human perception of 

objects, attention, the exploration of 

space, as well as visuomotor coordi-

nation during pointing, grasping and 

object interaction/manipulation are 

examined.

However, the greater question driving 

G;8�&86G<BA�B9�!8HEBCFL6;B?B:L]F�E8


search is “how do organisms perform 

sensorimotor coordination pro-

68FF8F�_��BE�8K4@C?8	�<A�BE78E�GB�:8A


erate successful motor actions (e. g. 

pointing or grasping movements) we 

must actively deal with the problem 

of spatial exploration and orientation. 

In order to do this it is necessary to 

process a multitude of sensorimo-

tor information that is derived from 

Neuropsychology

Head:  Prof. Dr. Dr. Hans-Otto Karnath

Team:  18 members

Key words:  cognitive neuroscience / neuropsychology

Figure 1: Nowadays, different anatomical atlases exist for the anatomical interpretation of the results from neuroimaging 
4A7�?8F<BA�4A4?LF<F�FGH7<8F�G;4G�<AI8FG<:4G8�G;8�6BAGE<5HG<BA�B9�J;<G8�@4GG8E�Â�58E�GE46G�<AG8:E<GL�GB�6B:A<G<I8��7LF�9HA6G<BA��

A major problem with the use of different atlases in different studies, however, is that the anatomical interpretation of 
neuroimaging and lesion analysis results might vary as a function of the atlas used. We used a single large-sample dataset 
B9�E<:;G�5E4<A�74@4:87�FGEB>8�C4G<8AGF�J<G;�4A7�J<G;BHG�6B:A<G<I8�78Â�6<G�GB�FLFG8@4G<64??L�6B@C4E8�G;8�<AÃ�H8A68�B9�G;E88�
7<998E8AG	�J<78?L
HF87�J;<G8�@4GG8E�Â�58E�GE46G�4G?4F8F��%8FH?GF�FH::8FG�G;4G�FGH7<8F�G;4G�HF8�GE46GB:E4C;L
54F87�4G?4F8F�4E8�

more likely to conclude that white matter integrity is critical for a cognitive (dys)function than studies that use a histo-
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constantly changing coordination 

systems. How the human brain 

accomplishes this task is a main focus 

of the cognitive neurosciences. The 

Â�A7<A:F�GB�BHE�E8F84E6;�DH8FG<BAF�ABG�

only allow us to have a better basic 

F6<8AG<Â�6�HA78EFG4A7<A:�B9�G;8F8�CEB


cesses but will also aid us to develop 

new strategies for the treatment of 

patients with brain damage who show 

78Â�6<GF�<A�G;8F8�4E84F�
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clinical movement control and 

rehabilitation

Neurodegenerative disorders, such 

4F�68E858??4E�4G4K<4�BE�#4E><AFBA]F�

disease, are associated with character-

<FG<6�@BI8@8AG�78Â�6<GF��';8�466HE4G8�

DH4AG<Â�64G<BA�B9�FC86<Â�6�6;4A:8F�

in movement patterns supports the 

understanding of underlying neural 

control mechanisms as well as their 

degeneration. This is particularly im-

portant to identify pre-clinical phases 

of neurodegenerative diseases, when 

movement changes are subtle or only 

present in complex motor behavior. 

This phase attracts increasing research 

interest as it could provide a prom-

ising window for early therapeutic 

intervention—both pharmaceutical 

and rehabilitative—before substantial 

irreversible neurodegeneration has 

occurred. A particularly important, but 

technically challenging problem is the 

@B78?<A:�4A7�DH4AG<Â�64G<BA�B9�6B@


plex body movements with relevance 

for everyday life. To solve this prob-

lem, we combine motion capture, 

biomechanics, and advanced machine 

learning approaches in order to model 

complex everyday movements of 

patients with wearable sensors. In 

collaboration with Profes. M. Synofzik 

and L. Schöls (Dept. Neurodegener-

ation), these new methods result in 

ecologically valid biomarkers that 

characterize the motor behavior of 

cerebellar ataxia patients in natural 

situations, enabling novel types of 

intervention studies. Together with 

Prof. Renner (Dept. Psychiatry) we are 

presently extending such methods for 

the analysis of the motor behavior of 

autistic children.

Despite greatly improved understand-

ing of the genetic underpinnings of 

neurodegenerative diseases, usually 

no curative treatments are yet avail-

able. However, motor training often 

helps to improve everyday symptoms 

of these patients. In cooperation 

with Profes. Synofzik and Schöls and 

physiotherapists we develop motor 

neurorehabilitation strategies based 

on theories of motor learning, inte-

grating modern technologies such as 

Virtual Reality (VR), exergames and 

robot devices. Collaborating with Prof. 

Timmann-Braun (University Clinic 

Essen), we investigate the relevance 

of different cerebellar structures for 

different forms of motor learning. In 

addition, together with Prof. Schwarz 

(Dept. Cognitive Neurology) and 

Prof. Ziemann (Dept. Neurovascular 

Diseases) we investigate the neural 

mechanisms of Transcranial Magnetic 

Stimulation (TMS) at the single-cell 

level in rodents as basis for protocols 

that can improve motor plasticity.

neural and computational 

mechanisms of social perception 

Facial movements belong to the 

most prominent social signals in 

primates including humans. In spite 

of this importance, the mechanisms 

of the processing of dynamic faces 

at the single-cell level remain largely 

unknown. Collaborating closely with 

the laboratory of P. Thier (Dept. Cog-

nitive Neurology) we have developed 

a highly realistic monkey and human 

avatar head model that we are using 

to investigate the perception of 

dynamic facial expressions in humans 

and monkeys, and of corresponding 

mechanisms at the single-cell level. 

Behavioral experiments show that 

monkeys perceive this avatar model 

the section computational sensomotorics investigates 

theoretical principles in the perception and control of motor 

actions, and associated technical applications. research in 

2019 focused on three topic areas:

�=9�'9?H=CB�(<9CF9H=G7<9�'9BGCACHCF=?�9F:CFG7<H�8=9�H<9CF9�
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as almost as realistic as movies from 

real monkeys. Previous avatar models 

in research resulted in perceptions in 

4A�\HA64AAL�I4??8L]	�J;8E8�G;8�4A<@4?F�

strongly preferred the real movies 

over the avatars. Present work aims 

at making this avatar model real-time 

capable so that it can be controlled by 

the actual behavior of the observer, 

enabling experiments on the interac-

tion between monkeys and reactive 

avatars. In addition, we develop neural 

models that reproduce the properties 

of dynamic face-selective cortical 

neurons. Another important class of 

social signals are scenes that include 

multiple social interacting agents. In 

a project of the Human Frontiers Sci-

ence Program (HFSP), together with D. 

Tsao (CALTECH) and A. Martinez (OSU), 

we developed a novel class of stimuli 

showing multiple socially interacting 

agents, which can be either simple 

:8B@8GE<64?�Â:HE8F��4F�<A�6?4FF<64?�CFL-

chological experiments by Heider and 

Simmel) or fully articulating avatar 

@B78?F�B9�4A<@4?F�G;4G�Â:;G	�9B??BJ�

each other, etc. These stimuli are used 

GB�ÂA7�A8HE4?�6BEE8?4G8F�4G�G;8�F<A:?8


cell level for the visual processing of 

social interaction and to develop phys-

iologically-inspired neural network 

models for the recognition of social 

interactions. In collaboration with the 

Max Planck Institute for Biological Cy-

bernetics we have exploited a psycho-

physical adaptation paradigm to show 

that scenes with multiple interacting 

human agents are jointly encoded, as 

opposed to separate encoding of the 

individual interacting agents.  

biomedical and biologically-moti-

vated technical applications

Optical motion capture provides the 

most accurate way for the mea-

surement of body movements, but 

is relatively expensive and requires 

complex calibrated camera setups. 

Novel movement sensors, like the 

Microsoft Kinect system, make it pos-

sible to develop much cheaper motion 

registration systems for clinical ap-

plications. A system of this type (cost 

below 5000 EUR) has been developed 
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for full-body movement analysis in 

measurement volumes and deployed 

to multiple other clinical facilities in 

Europe as part of a longitudinal multi-

center study on cerebellar ataxia. In 

G;8�6BAG8KG�B9�G;8�����ÒÚÒÚ�CEB=86G�

COGIMON we have also explored the 

usability of a compliant humanoid 

robot (COMAN+, IIT) for the training of 

neurological patients, implementing 

a catching–throwing game. As part of 

Cerebellar ataxia patient training in Virtual Reality environment that allows to 
integrate simulation of humanoid robot for development of robot controllers.

Bildrechte: Thomas Müller, FRG / Universitätsklinikum Tübingen

this project, we have a VR version of 

this task with feedback from patients 

in a physiotherapy facility outside 

the clinic. Since the real robot was 

not robust enough for studies with 

patients we integrated a physics 

simulation of the robot in the VR en-

vironment and showed that patients 

in principle can successfully interact 

with the robot, including its mechani-

cal limitations. 
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Nowadays, video games are an 

omnipresent medium. In Germany, a 

E868AG�FGH7L�F;BJ87�G;4G�BI8E�ÔÖ�Ë�

B9�G;8�G88A4:8EF�58GJ88A�ÛÒ�4A7�ÛØ�

are consuming video games on a daily 

basis. Despite this strong prevalence, 

the effects of video-game con-

sumption are still under debate. We 

decided to examine possible effects of 

video-game play in a wide battery of 

tests addressing eye movements and 

the allocation of attention.

smooth pursuit eye movements 

We developed a new paradigm in 

which human observers are able to 

initialize smooth pursuit eye move-

ments (SPEM) in total darkness during 

the expectation of an upcoming 

moving target. The eye velocity of the 

anticipatory pursuit is scaled to the 

expected target velocity. We com-

pared this predictive ability in VGPs 

and NVGPs. Interestingly, we did not 

Â�A7�4AL�F<:A<Â�64AG�7<998E8A68F�58


tween both groups with respect of vi-

sually-guided pursuit (i.e. steady-state 

gain, initial acceleration, pursuit onset 

latency, or saccade timing). In con-

GE4FG	�)�#F�CEB7H68�F<:A<Â�64AG�;<:;8E�

eye velocities in the expectation of an 

upcoming target compared to NVGPs. 

Obviously, playing video-games en-

hances the ability to anticipate future 

events.

please do not look at the target! – 

Anti-saccades

We applied a very simple oculomotor 

G4F>�<A�BHE�Â�EFG�FGH7L��*8�4F>87�BHE�

subject to perform a saccade to the 

mirror position of a visual target. In 

some cases, the subject is unable 

to suppress the gaze shift towards 

G;8�G4E:8G	�GE<::8E87�5L�4�E8Ã�8K<I8�

shift of attention towards the target. 

These saccades are directional errors 

quite similar to the visually-guided 

saccades called pro-saccades. There 

is compelling evidence that the fast 

visual orienting responses (directional 

errors) are generated by the superior 

colliculus in the midbrain. In contrast, 

the cognitively driven anti-saccades 

4E8�@87<4G87�5L�G;8�9EBAG4?�8L8�Â�8?7�

(area 8) in the frontal cortex. So the 

frequency of directional errors can 

be used as a direct measure for the 

strength of the executive control func-

tion of the frontal cortex upon the 

midbrain circuit. We tested a total of 

55 subjects aged 15 to 31 years in our 

experiment. All subjects were either 

6?4FF<Â�87�4F�)�#F�BE�4F�ABA
C?4L8EF�

depending on their daily gaming time: 

VGPs (n=35) played at least one hour 

per day video games.

Firstly, we analyzed the saccadic reac-

tion times of our subjects. A general 

Â�A7<A:�J4F�G;4G�G;8�7<E86G<BA4?�8EEBEF�

had about 100 ms shorter reaction 

times than the correctly executed 

anti-saccades. More strikingly, the re-

action times of both types of saccades 

were decreased for approximately 10 

ms in VGPs compared to non-play-

ers. The eye speed during gaze shifts 

reaches very high values. In our data, 

the maximal velocity of the eye during 

a 10-degree saccade is between 350 

video-game play is a very widely distributed leisure 

activity in our society. especially younger individuals 

do play video games every day. Actually, there is a vivid 

debate about possible consequences, either positive or 

negative, of these activities. We decided to examine the 

differences in oculomotor control and perceptual per-

formance in video-game players (vgp) and non-players 

(nvgp). vgps are much better in performing anticipatory 

smooth pursuit compared to nvgps. in addition, we find 

shorter saccadic latencies and higher saccade velocities 

in vgps compared to nvgps. However, there is no differ-

ence in the error rates in the anti-saccade paradigm. 
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4A7�ÔÚÚ�78:E88F�F86BA7���A�BG;8E�

words, if the eyes could rotate without 

limitations, a complete rotation of 

the eyeball would occur within one 

second. As reported by others, direc-

tion errors reach higher peak veloci-

ties than anti-saccades. Surprisingly, 

both types of saccades of VGPs reach 

higher peak velocities gaze shifts  

executed by NVGPs.

To address the cognitive control 

function, which might be reduced 

in VGPs as supposed by others, we 

examined the frequency of direction 

errors in the anti-saccade task. VGPs 

as well as non-players showed an 

8EEBE�E4G8�B9�4CCEBK<@4G8?L�ÔÚË	�G;8E8�

J4F�AB�F<:A<Â64AG�7<998E8A68�58GJ88A�

players and non-players. In general, 

there is a speed-accuracy trade-off 

during the execution of anti-saccades. 

Subjects with short reaction times 

tend to show higher error rates than 

subjects with longer latencies. Despite 

this general relationship, we failed to 

ÂA7�4A�<A6E84F87�4@BHAG�B9�8EEBEF�<A�

VGPs compared to non-players. Since 

the frequency of directional errors is 

a direct measure for the amount of 

executive control function, our results 

show that this function is not im-

paired in VGPs compared to non-VGPs. 

Therefore, we conclude that playing 

video games does not produce nega-

tive effects on the control function of 

G;8�9EBAG4?�?B58��*8�HF87�4�@B7<Â64-

tion of this paradigm to disentangle 

visual processing from motor prepara-

tion in the human superior colliculus. 

Here, the subjects had to reach out to 

the mirror position of a visual target. 

Brain activity revealed by functional 

MRI could be associated to either 

processing of visual information to 

one side and preparation of reaching 

movement to the opposite side.

In order to reveal the shifts of attenti-
on, we measure precisely the gaze mo-
vements of our subjects. A high-speed 
camera is connected to the laptop, 
whose software is able to determine 
G;8�CBF<G<BA�B9�G;8�CHC<?�ÒÒÚ�G<@8F�
each second. Another computer gene-
rates the visual stimuli presented on 
the screen in front of our subject.

The superior colliculus in the midbrain 

is an essential structure to perform 

saccades. Amazingly, this structure re-

ceives no direct retinal input form the 

s-cones. Therefore, we examined the 

ability to perform pro- and anti-sac-

cades directed towards isoluminant 

targets stimulating either exclusively 

the s-cones (violet) or the remaining 

6BA8�GLC8F��E87��<A�ÒÙ�FH5=86GF���AG8E-

estingly, the error rates in the anti-sac-

cade task were lower for the stimulus 

at short wave length compared to 

long wave length or black and white 

stimuli.

number sense

We performed psychophysical ex-

periments addressing the ability to 

compare the numerosity of two simul-

taneously presented visual samples. 

';8�F4@C?8F�J8E8�CE8F8AG87�9BE�ÒÚÚ�

ms only and cover the number space 

9EB@�ÂI8�GB�G8A���4F87�BA�G;8�E8FH?GF�

B9�Ö×�FH5=86GF	�J8�4E8�45?8�GB�F;BJ�

the predictions of the analog number 

system: numerical distance effect 

as well as the numerical size effect. 

In addition, our data related to the 

just noticeable difference (JND) proof 

G;4G�)�#F��ÓÒ�FH5=86GF��;4I8�FHC8E<BE�

ability to judge numbers correctly 

compared to NVGPs (35 subjects). We 

are looking forward to training studies 

in the future to proof the causal 

relationship between video-game play 

and superior sensory and attentional 

processing.
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Horizontal target and eye position of a 
human observer tracking a sinusoidal 
moving target (upper) and imagining 
a moving target (lower). Note that 
smooth pursuit can only be executed 
in the presence of a moving target.
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problem, model system, and methods

The generality of cortical neuronal 

architecture related to vastly diverse 

functions renders it likely that, beyond 

FC86<Â�6�F<:A4?�CEB68FF<A:	�G;8E8�@HFG�

be a generic function common to 

all cortical areas. Our over-arching 

hypothesis is that the neocortex is a 

giant associative storage device, which 

gained access to evolutionary more 

ancient sub-cortical systems to handle 

Ã�8K<5?8�6B@5<A4G<BAF�B9�F8AFBEL	�

motor and cognitive functions that the 

individual has learned in his/her life.

 

Research into cortex function requires 

the combination of a macroscopic and 

microscopic view – i.e. the study of 

representation of memories on the 

cellular level locally and their linkage 

between cortical areas globally. We 

employ modern methods of multiple 

neuron electrophysiology and optical 

imaging/stimulation and combine 

it with behavioral observation at 

highest precision. Our major model 

for studying these questions is the 

sensorimotor vibrissal system (vibris-

sae = whiskers) of rodents. We further 

FGH7L�G;8�G46G<?8�;H@4A�Â�A:8EG<C�

system. Rodents and humans use an 

\46G<I8]�FGE4G8:L�B9�F4@C?<A:�G46G<?8�

information about their immediate 

environment by actively moving their 

Â�A:8EG<CF�BE�I<5E<FF48�46EBFF�B5=86GF�<A�

their vicinity. 

learning

The mammalian brain uses several 

learning systems that cooperatively 

adapt behavior to the needs of the 

individual and to the constraints of the 

world. Explicit learning is a neocor-

tex-based form of either unsupervised 

learning, driven by coincidences or 

correlations, or supervised learning 

based on reward-prediction errors. 

Rule learning or exploration behavior 

fall in this category. Reward-predic-

tion errors are also used by implicit, 

unconscious, procedural learning 

systems, located in the basal ganglia: 

Habit learning is an example. Finally, 

procedural learning of another type is 

located in the cerebellum: Driven by 

sensory-prediction errors it functions 

to optimize movement parameters 

and to improve perception. We study 

the interaction of these learning sys-

tems in thalamocortical systems using 

models of Pavlovian conditioning as 

well as motor adaptation. 

We study the operating principles of the neocortex using 

modern multi-neuron electrophysiology and optical 

methods. We have established methods to observe 

tactile sensorimotor behavior and learning in rodents 

that let us study neocortical function and its extens-

ive interaction with sub-cortical circuits during highly 

defined and precisely monitored behavior. the similarity 

of neocortex in animals and humans suggests that the 

results will be highly appropriate to inform research on 

human disease (Alzheimer’s, parkinson’s, schizophrenia, 

and depression).
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Rodents deploy their whiskers to explore their environment.
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Active perception

We hypothesize that primary soma-

tosensory cortex is involved in two 

9BE@F�B9�CE87<6G<I8�6B7<A:��';8�ÂEFG�

is called state estimation and com-

bines tactile predictions calculated 

from internal sources, like contextual 

information intrinsic to the brain (e.g. 

movement plans and motor com-

mands), and external sources, i.e. sen-

sory signals. These are generated with 

the help of subcortical loops involving 

the cerebellum and affect perception 

in a bottom-up fashion. The second, 

called sensory gating, is of a more 

I4:H8?L�FC86<Â87�6B:A<G<I8�BE<:<A���G�

consists in cortical top-down control 

B9�<AÃBJ�B9�F8AFBEL�F<:A4?F��(F<A:�

multi-electrode electrophysiology and 

lesion-based analysis in rodents oper-

antly conditioned to a movement task, 

we have found that top-down, cortex

-dependent sensory gating in brain-

stem tactile nuclei exists. We have 

developed an experimental model that 

allows us to simultaneously demon-

strate the two predictive systems, 

state estimation and sensory gating, 

in the sensorimotor cortex to further 

disentangle their neuronal bases.

tactile coding

We test the notion that the tactile 

system uses a local code, i.e. short-

lived features in the vibrotactile signal, 

rather than so-called global variables 

that can be obtained by signal averag-

ing. We use insights gained from work 

in the rodent whisker system using 

biomechanical, neurophysiological and 

behavioral measurements, to investi-

gate the biomechanical, neurophys-

iological and behavioral correlates 

of active touch in humans. In both, 

rodents and humans, psychophysical 

experiments yielded strong evidence 

for local codes.
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Active tactile exploration of the 
environment using vibrissae.

Local coding is based on extraction of short-lasting instantaneous features  
from the vibrotactile signal. An example is the analysis of frictional stick-slip 

movements (gold). Global coding analyzes the whole or large stretches  
of the signal, e.g. using spectral decomposition or averaging (black).
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Our work addresses higher order 

@BGBE�6BAGEB?�78Â�6<GF��*<G;�\;<:;8E�

BE78E]�J8�J4AG�GB�8KCE8FF�G;4G�G;8F8�

78Â�6<GF�4E8�ABG�F<@C?L�64HF87�5L�4�?BFF�

of muscular strength. Our individual 

research projects investigate the 

neural and functional foundations and 

conditions that are associated with 

such disorders.

evaluation of object functionality and 

mechanical reasoning in humans

Human action control is characterized 

5L�<GF�<@CE8FF<I8�6B@C?8K<GL�4A7�Ã�8K


ible adjustment in tool use and object 

manipulation. We investigate the cog-

nitive control mechanisms involved in 

the evaluation of action affordances 

and potential applications associated 

with an object and their neuronal cor-

relates. How do we recognize a usable 

tool for a particular technical prob-

?8@���BJ�7B�@8@BEL�4A7�46DH<E87�

knowledge about tools on the one 

hand and visual analysis and deduc-

tive reasoning on the other hand 

6BAGE<5HG8�GB�BHE�E8FC86G<I8�786<F<BA��

A small group of brain-damaged pa-

tients are especially impaired in using 

novel, unfamiliar tools while they are 

less impaired in using familiar tools. 

The examination of such patients and 

further behavioral and neuroimaging 

studies based on observations in these 

patients can help us to understand the 

way different cognitive sources are 

combined to come up with a motor 

behavior that no other living species 

can match.

the human superior colliculi – a small 

big player in the human brain?

The superior colliculi are located at the 

upper brainstem of humans. In contra-

diction of established textbook knowl-

edge, research in nonhuman primates 

through the last decade demonstrated 

that the superior colliculi play some 

the research group “neuropsychology of Action” is dedicated to invest-

igations of human action control. our work combines neuropsychological 

examinations of brain-damaged patients with state-of-the-art techniques for 

behavioral and brain activity measurements (functional neuroimaging; trans-

cranial magnetic stimulation; motion and eye tracking systems).
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Neuropsychology of Action

Head:  PD Dr. Marc Himmelbach
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Key words:  reaching / grasping / optic ataxia / apraxia / 

 visual agnosia / UHF fMRI

The superior colliculi are part of the 
tectum which additionally comprises 
the inferior colliculi right below. 
Traditionally the superior colliculi 
have been associated with visual 
and oculomotor functions.
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role in the execution of arm move-

ments. In our ongoing studies we 

found clear evidence for its role in 

the control of arm movements also in 

healthy humans. In our current 3T ex-

periments we explore its actual func-

tional contribution to the processes of 

planning, execution, or sensory feed-

back of hand and arm movements. 

Using tensor imaging and resting state 

fMRI we investigate the short- and 

long-distance connectivity of the su-

perior colliculi. Working at ultra-high 

Â8?7�Ø�Ô'�<A�6B??45BE4G<BA�J<G;�

colleagues from the MPI Tübingen we 

go for highest anatomical resolutions 

HC�GB�ÛÓÒ�@@�<A
C?4A8�E8FB?HG<BA�4A7�

strive for <1 mm isotropic resolutions 

of brainstem fMRI in event-related 

experiments. Our research on the SC 

and its connectivity currently moves 

<AGB�G;8�Â8?7�B9�6?<A<64?�A8HEBF6<8A68F�

J8�6BA7H6G87�ÂEFG�4A4?LF8F�B9�?B64?�

connectivity in the upper brainstem 

between colliculus, basal ganglia, and 

thalamus addressing current topics in 

E8F84E6;�BA�#4E><AFBA]F�7<F84F8�4A7�

dystonia.

the impact of object knowledge on 

visual motor control

*8�:E4FC�4�F6E8J7E<I8E�<A�4�FC86<Â6�

way if we are about to use it and in 

a very different way if we just want 

to put it aside. Despite of such quite 

obvious dependencies of visual motor 

control on object recognition, many 

researchers believe that the actual 

control of human grasping depends 

almost entirely on the direct visual 

information about object sizes irre-

spective of any stored knowledge in 

our memory. In contrast, we demon-

strated that well-established asso-

ciations, built through a long-term 

learning process, are powerful enough 

to change visual motor control. 

Interestingly, we also observed some 
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patients with impairments in the 

control of grasping who apparently 

exploited such associations for an  

individual improvement: they are 

better in grasping very familiar in 

Brain activity during a pointing movement can be monitored by  
magnetic resonance imaging. The subject gets some last instructions  
before the recording starts.

comparison to neutral geometrical  

objects. Our work suggests that the 

role of object familiarity on the con-

trol of movements was dramatically 

underestimated in the past.
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the research group “multi-level modeling in motor 

control and rehabilitation robotics” investigates the 

generation and control of active biological movements. 

We develop computer models and simulations of the 

neuro-musculo-skeletal system. in a multi-level ap-

proach we consider the different hierarchical levels con-

tributing to movement generation. this interdisciplinary 

approach is mainly based on biophysics, biomechanics, 

and computational motor control. 
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 muscle / morphological computation

To successfully generate a goal-di-

rected movement in the interaction 

with their environment, humans and 

animals perform control. They acquire 

information about their environment 

by sensors and generate actions by 

sending signals to their actuators. 

However, the resulting movement 

is not only governed by the control 

signals but also by physical character-

istics and interactions of the materials 

in the system. In our work we focus 

on the interaction between neuronal 

system, biomechanical structures and 

biochemical processes. The following 

examples demonstrate the approach:

motor control dysfunction

In the context of the Hertie Institute 

for Clinical Brain Research we investi-

gate fundamental sensorimotor con-

trol mechanisms and their dysfunction 

in neurological disease. We develop 

computer models, e.g., of the human 

arm. These models consider the struc-

ture of the skeleton with its rather 

rigid bones and the joints, which allow 

movement. Muscle models predict 

forces, which act on the bones via 

tendons. Other soft tissue models 

consider passive viso-elastic forces. 

Finally, a model of sensor signals and 

spinal neuronal processing allows to 

estimate a stimulation signal, which 

controls muscle force and, hence, the 

movement. All these structures are 

described by mathematical equations 

(ordinary differential equations). The 

58A8Â�G�B9�FH6;�@B78?F�<F	�G;4G�J8�64A�

investigate the contribution of individ-

ual structures and neuronal signals to 

the movement. The goal is to identify 

the mechanisms of motor control dys-

function and to gain a deeper under-

standing of the dynamics of impaired 

6BAGEB?���A�G;<F�Â�8?7�J8�JBE>�GB:8G;8E�

with the Sections for Computational 

Sensomotorics (Giese) and Clinical 

Neurogenetics (Schöls).

Biorobotic model of the human arm 
J<G;�GJB�=B<AGF�46GH4G87�5L�Â�I8�@BAB
�
and biarticular pneumatic muscles of 
different lengths and thicknesses. The 
robot considers non-linear lever arms 
and actuators with a nonlinear force-
length and force-velocity relation. 
Built in collaboration with Syn 
Schmitt, Biomechanics and Bio-
robotics, University of Stuttgart. 
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Computer model of the human 
arm with six mono- and bi-
articular muscles actuating 

shoulder and elbow joint. 
The model was developed in 

collaboration with Syn Schmitt, 
Biomechanics and Biorobotics, 

University of Stuttgart.
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Wearable assistive devices for 

rehabilitation

The research on motor control dys-

function may be the starting point 

for the development of functional 

assistive devices. With the neuro-

musculo-skeletal models we are able 

to predict required assistive forces. 

*8�64A�9HEG;8E�CE87<6G�G;8�C4G<8AGF]�

reaction to such assistive forces, at 

least to some extent, and estimate 

from this which type of controller may 

be suitable to improve motor coordi-

nation. This is especially relevant in the 

context of neuronal disorders, as the 

muscle stimulation signals cannot be 

used to drive assistive devices.

biorobotics

We develop robotic platforms as 

tools to study concepts on biological 

motor control. These tools support the 

computer simulations and transfer the 

concepts into the real world, where bi-

ological experiments are not possible.

morphological computation

The concept of morphological compu-

tation captures the observation that 

the physical structures contribute 

to the control in biological systems. 

We develop methods to quantify the 

contribution of the morphology and 

compare biological systems to robotic 

systems in computer simulations.

Schematics of the interaction of 
the human system with assistive 
devices for motor control rehabi-
litation. Adapted from Schmitt et 
4?��ÒÚÛØ�

ergonomics of exoskeletons

Occupational medicine and ergonom-

ics need to assess the risk of muscu-

?B
F>8?8G4?�7<FBE78EF�9BE�FC86<Â�6�JBE>�

places. For this, it would often be desir-

able to know, or at least to estimate, 

internal forces and loads e.g., in the in-

tervertebral discs or the carpal tunnel. 

Biomechanical computer simulations 

are a tool to estimate such internal 

forces and even predict them. This is 

especially interesting for the evalua-

tion of novel exoskeletons which are 

intended to support a worker e.g., by 

reducing the load on the intervertebral 

discs or the muscles in the lower back. 

We started to investigate this in a joint 

research project with the Institute for 

Occupational Medicine in Tübingen 

and the Institute for Modelling and 

Simulation of Biomechanical Systems 

at the University of Stuttgart. 

The group is part of the regional 

research alliance “System Mensch“ be-

tween the University of Tübingen and 

the University of Stuttgart. Our goal 

<F�GB�?<A>�G;8�A8HEBF6<8AG<Â�6�8KC8EG<F8�

in Tübingen with the expertise in 

computer simulation at the Stuttgart 

Research Center for Simulation Science 

(SC SimTech).
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our research aims to investigate the neural mechan-

isms through which visual perception interacts with 

motor control. We employ techniques for monitoring 

and focally perturbing neural activity to understand the 

functional contribution of individual brain circuits in 

coordinating perception and action. besides clarifying 

our understanding of the sense of vision, our research 

also sheds light on how neural activity that is distrib-

uted across multiple brain areas is organized to support 

behavior.
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High-resolution vision in humans is 

only limited to a small area of the 

I<FH4?�Â�8?7���8FC<G8�G;<F�946G	�;H@4AF�

have the perception of a vivid, clear 

F68A8�G;EBH:;BHG�G;8�I<FH4?�Â�8?7	�4A7�

this is due to the fact that humans 

are active observers. By moving their 

eyes around, humans effectively 

compensate for the resolution limita-

tions that are inherent in the retina. 

However, the mere act of moving the 

eyes creates retinal image shifts and 

motions that are not present in the 

real world. The visual brain is therefore 

perpetually faced with both: 1) a need 

to move the eyes in order to align the 

high-resolution portion of the retina 

J<G;�B5=86GF�B9�<AG8E8FG	�4A7�Ò��4�A887�

for spurious visual signals caused by 

eye movements to escape perception 

in order for us to experience a stable 

and clear vision of our environment. 

Our research addresses both of these 

challenges to visual perception using a 

multi-disciplinary approach involving 

human perceptual experiments, inva-

sive neurophysiology in non-human 

primates, and theoretical modeling. 

The insights that we gain have strong 

relevance for understanding clinical 

orders of stability, balance, and bodily 

reference frames (e.g. dizziness, ver-

tigo, and so on).

There are two main classes of eye 

movements that are employed by 

humans in everyday life: saccades, 

which are rapid changes in eye 

position that align gaze on periph-

eral objects, and smooth pursuit 

eye movements, which are smooth 

movements that stabilize the image of 

a moving object on the retina. Asso-

ciated with every eye movement are 

various sensory and motor processes 

that not only ensure that the eye 

lands on its intended target, but that 

also serve higher-level perceptual and 

cognitive processes. We are interested 

in learning about these processes in 

more detail. An additional hallmark 

of our work is to explore a much-less 

understood class of eye movements 

that occur during maintained gaze 

Â�K4G<BA��';8F8�G<AL�FH5?<@<A4?�8L8�

movements were traditionally consid-

ered to be completely irrelevant for 

action and perception, but it turns out 

that they are highly systematic, and 

with substantial impacts on vision. 

Our research is uncovering interesting 

analogies between these subliminal 

eye movements and their larger coun-

terparts, resulting in unifying theories 

on the entire gamut of oculomotor 

behavior that the brain is capable of 

exhibiting. The transformative aspects 

of this research relate to how changes 

in perception caused by these tiny 

eye movements can amplify changes 

often attributed to cognitive state, like 

attention, independently of oculomo-

tor behavior.

ÛÛÔ
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Finally, our work investigates action 

and perception taking into account 

ecological constraints on brain func-

tion. Ultimately, our brain operates in 

a natural environment and is there-

fore expected to be optimized to the 

statistics of this environment. Such 

intuition implies both anatomical and 

functional specializations in the eye 

movement system in order to best 

serve perception in the natural envi-

ronment, which we are systematically 

uncovering.
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Microsaccades are the smallest 
possible rapid eye movements 
that the brain is capable of 
generating. Recent work in the 
laboratory suggests that these 
eye movements not only can be 
generated voluntarily and at will 
from unseen memory repre-
sentations (memory-guided 
microsaccades), but that their 
driving circuitry in the midbrain 
also precisely dictates their 
tiny amplitudes, directions, and 
timings.

memory-guided microsaccades
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Our research focus is on the cellular 

and molecular mechanisms of brain 

aging and age-related neurodegener-

ative diseases, with a special emphasis 

BA�G;8�C4G;B:8A8F<F�B9��?M;8<@8E]F�

disease and other cerebral proteo-

C4G;<8F���?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�<F�G;8�

most frequently occurring age-related 

dementia, with more than one million 

people affected in Germany. As of 

ÒÚÛÚ�BHE�78C4EG@8AG�<F�4?FB�C4EG�B9�

the German Center for Neurodegener-

ative Diseases (DZNE).

We are primarily a department 

of basic research with a focus on 

preclinical investigations of disease 

mechanisms. To foster the translation 

of our research to clinical applications, 

we partnered with the department of 

Psychiatry and established a clinical 

Research unit that closely collaborates 

with the outpatient Memory Clinic. 

*8�4?FB�@4<AG4<A�4�5<B54A>�9BE�5<BÃH-

ids and brain tissue of mouse models 

and this is done in close collaboration 

with the corresponding local human 

biobanks at the HIH and DZNE.

Departmental  
Structure

Prof. Mathias Jucker is head of the Department  
of Cellular Neurology.
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We also coordinate the international 

Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer 

Network (DIAN) study in Germany, 

which aims to understand the rare 

:8A8G<6�9BE@F�B9��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�

by longitudinal analysis of gene muta-

tion carriers and non-mutation carrier 

siblings. Understanding this type of 

�?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�<F�8KC86G87�GB�

provide important clues to the devel-

opment of the more common sporadic 

9BE@�B9��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8� 

 

Currently our department is com-

posed of three research groups and 

three research units: 

`� Experimental Neuropathology

`� Experimental Neuroimmunoloy

`� Molecular Imaging unit

`� Molecular Biomarker unit

`� Dementia research unit (clinical)

We also maintain a Core Unit and a 

mini-department for our little ones, 

i.e. a playroom.

Our department hosts scientists from 

more than ten nations, ranging from 

short-term fellows, master students, 

PhD and MD students to postdoctoral 

fellows, clinicians, group leaders, and 

guest professors. This variety is also 

E8Ã86G87�<A�BHE�9HA7<A:�G;4G�<A6?H78F�

support for DIAN families as well as 

support to study protein structures. 

';8�78C4EG@8AG]F�:B4?�<F�GB�6E84G8�4A�

intellectually and socially stimulating 

intramural environment that is also 

highly competitive extramurally.

Vascular amyloid (cerebral amyloid angiopathy)  
in an Alzheimer brain.

Amyloid plaque (Aɴ immunochemistry) in an Alzheimer brain.



Aɴ deposition. The amyloid-inducing 

agent in the extract is probably the 

misfolded Aɴ protein itself. Thereby, 

soluble proteinase K (PK)-sensitive Aɴ 

species have been found to reveal the 

highest ɴ-amyloid-inducing activity.

These observations are mechanisti-

cally reminiscent of prion diseases and 

are now used to develop new ther-

4C8HG<6�4CCEB46;8F�9BE��?M;8<@8E]F�

disease and other amyloidoses. First 

immunotherapy trials in transgenic 

mice are promising and show that 

ɴ-amyloid aggregation can be reduced 

by targeting the initial proteopathic 

Aɴ seeds. Microglia appear to play a 

crucial role in Aɴ immunotherapy and 

also play an important role in early 

Misfolded proteins are the cause of 

many neurodegenerative diseases. 

How these proteins misfold and what 

the initial trigger is for the misfolding 

and their subsequent aggregation 

is, however, largely unknown. Fur-

thermore, it remains unclear why the 

aging brain is a risk factor for neu-

rodegenerative diseases.

�A��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�4::E8:4G87�

ɴ-amyloid (Aɴ) protein is deposited 

extracellularly in so-called amyloid 

plaques. Aggregated Aɴ leads to a mis-

communication between the cells and 

in a second stage to neuron death. The 

same Aɴ protein can also build up in 

blood vessels which will cause amyloid 

angiopathy with potential vessel wall 

rupture and fatal cerebral bleedings.

In the past few years we have man-

aged to generate transgenic mouse 

@B78?F�G;4G�8<G;8E�@<EEBE��?M;8<@8E]F�

pathology by developing Aɴ plaques 

or serve as a model for cerebral 

amyloid angiopathy by depositing Aɴ 

protein in blood vessels. With the help 

of these models we have been able to 

show that ɴ-amyloid aggregation can 

be induced exogenously by inocu-

lations of mice with brain extracts 

from deceased Alzheimer patients 

or from aged transgenic mice with 

our objective is to understand the pathogenic 

mechanism of Alzheimer’s disease and related 

amyloidoses and to develop therapeutic interventions.

)BG9F�.=9@�=GH
�89B�$5H<CA97<5B=GAIG�89F��@N<9=A9F�

�F?F5B?IB;�IB8�J9FK5B8H9F��AM@C=89F?F5B?IB;9B�NI�

J9FGH9<9B�IB8�H<9F5D9IH=G7<9��BH9FJ9BH=CB9B�NI�9BHK=7?9@B�

Microglia (green) surrounding an amyloid plaque (red).

Experimental 
Neuropathology
Head:  Prof. Dr. Mathias Jucker

Team:  18 members

�8L�JBE7F��68??H?4E�A8HEB?B:L���4?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8���

 cerebral amyloid angiopathy

pathogenesis. To this end, we now 

HF8�<A�I<IB�Ò
C;BGBA�@<6EBF6BCL�GB�

track initial Aɴ aggregation and the 

response of microglia cells.

It is important to translate therapy 

success in mice into clinical settings. 

Moreover, it is essential to detect and 

prevent Aɴ aggregation in mice and 

men before it leads to the destruction 

B9�A8HEBAF�4F�F88A�<A��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F


ease. Using ultrasensitive immunoas-

says we study disease-associated 

biomarkers in murine cerebrospinal 

Ã�H<7�4A7�5?BB7���A�GHEA	�J8�G;8A�HF8�

G;8�E8FH?GF�GB�78I8?BC�Ã�H<7�7<F


ease-biomarker for the early stages of 

�?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�

ɴ-amyloid containing brain extracts which are intracerebrally or intraperitoneally 
injected in young APP transgenic mice induce Aɴ-aggregation in the animals.

the seed: seeded protein aggregation:
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It is now well established that most 

(if not all) neurological diseases 

CE8F8AG�J<G;�4A�<AÃ�4@@4GBEL�

component. These include acute 

conditions such as stroke as well as 

chronic neurodegenerative diseases 

FH6;�4F��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�������

�BJ8I8E	�<G�;4F�CEBI8A�7<9Â�6H?G�GB�

determine when the activation of the 

5E4<A]F�<@@HA8�FLFG8@�<F�58A8Â�6<4?�

or detrimental in these diseases and 

considerable controversy still exists in 

the literature. This controversy may 

partially be due to the fact that tissue 

resident macrophages (including 

microglia) are highly plastic cells 

that can adapt to their particular 

microenvironment. Therefore, one 

of our aims is to understand how the 

microglial activation state changes 

<A��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8��'B�G;<F�8A7�J8�

are analyzing the gene expression 

4A7�8C<:8A8G<6�CEBÂ�?8F�B9�@<6EB:?<4�

in mouse models and investigate 

how these cells adapt in response to 

<AÃ�4@@4GBEL�FG<@H?<���A�C4EG<6H?4E	�

we are interested how peripheral 

<AÃ�4@@4G<BA�6;4A:8F�G;8�@<6EB:?<4?�

activation state. In this regard, we 

were able to demonstrate recently 

that microglia are capable of immune 

memory. This means that these 

cells undergo long-term epigenetic 

reprogramming, which modulates 

their immune responses to later 

developing neurological disease. 

Importantly, we found that microglial 

<@@HA8�@8@BEL�<F�FH9Â�6<8AG�GB�

modulate hallmarks of neurological 

disease, indicating that this 

mechanism may be a novel risk factor 

for neurodegenerative conditions.

In current projects, we are analyzing 

the molecular mechanisms of innate 

immune memory in microglia. In 

addition, we study whether epigenetic 

microglial reprogramming occurs 

across neurodegenerative diseases 

and whether innate immune memory 

impacts on other neurodegenerative 

6BA7<G<BAF	�FH6;�4F�#4E><AFBA]F�4A7�

�HAG<A:GBA]F�7<F84F8�

our objective is to understand how the brain’s immune system contributes 

to the pathogenic mechanism of neurodegenerative diseases and to develop 

therapeutic interventions that target the immune system.

)BG9F�.=9@�=GH�9G�NI�J9FGH9<9B
�K=9�85G��AAIBGMGH9A�89G��9<=FBG�NI�89A�

$5H<CA97<5B=GAIG�B9IFC89;9B9F5H=J9F��F?F5B?IB;9B�69=HF ;H
�IA�5IG�8=9G9B�

�F?9BBHB=GG9B�H<9F5D9IH=G7<9��BH9FJ9BH=CB9B�NI�9BHK=7?9@B�
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Amyloid-ɴ plaques (red) surrounded by microglia (black).
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the Dementia research unit is a clinical research unit of the Department of cellular neurology and 

the university clinic of psychiatry and psychotherapy. it closely collaborates with the outpatient 

memory clinic.
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biomarker of disease progression for 

AD. In short, we found that the rate 

of change of serum NfL increases 

more than a decade before onset of 

clinical symptoms and peaks when 

participants are converting from the 

presymptomatic to the symptomatic 

stage. Moreover, NfL levels are asso-

ciated with cortical thinning assessed 

by MRI, and are predictive for both the 

rate of cortical thinning and cognitive 

changes assessed by mini-mental 

state examination and logical memory 

testing.

To identify new imaging biomarkers 

9BE��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8	�J8�4E8�HF<A:�

high resolution structural magnetic 

E8FBA4A68�<@4:<A:��Ø�Ô'� %��<A��?M


heimer patients with different disease 

stages and in healthy controls.

Dementia Research Unit

Head:  Prof. Dr. Christoph Laske
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 mild cognitive impairment / 

 subjective memory complaints

DIAN stands for “Dominantly Inher-

ited Alzheimer Network”, the inter-

national network for dominantly 

<A;8E<G87��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8��';8�

FGH7L�J4F�9BHA787�<A�G;8�(&�<A�ÒÚÚÙ�

in order to longitudinally follow Indi-

viduals from families with inherited 

9BE@F�B9��?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8��';8F8�

rare forms of autosomal-dominant 

�?M;8<@8E]F�7<F84F8�4E8�64HF87�5L�

mutations in one of three genes (APP, 

#&�!Û�BE�#&�!Ò����A�G;8����!�B5F8EI4


tional study, individuals with such mu-

tations and their non-affected siblings 

are examined via multimodal diag-

ABFG<6F��8��:��#�'
#���� %���5<BÃ�H<7F��

neuropsychology) in regard to preclin-

ical changes. We have now recruited 

ÔÚ�FH5=86GF�4G�846;��8E@4A�F<G8�<A�

'´5<A:8A�4A7� HA<6;����@4=BE�Â�A7<A:�

of the DIAN-Observational study is 

that AD pathology begins in the brain 

Û
Ò�786478F�589BE8�6?<A<64?�FL@CGB@F�

appear. In DIAN-TU (the therapy 

platform of the DIAN study) the BACE 

inhibitor atabecestat was discontin-

ued while two antibodys against Aɴ 

(gantenerumab and solanezumab) are 

still under investigation. The goal is to 

treat the disease preventively already 

at preclinical stages, i. e. before any 

symptoms appear.

Within the DIAN research framework, 

we performed several data analyses. 

For example, we found that body 

mass index starts to decline about 

one decade before clinical onset. 

Moreover, mutation carriers with high 

8K8E6<F8�?8I8?F�F;BJ87�F<:A<Â�64AG?L�

better global cognition for the time 

period from 3 years before until 11 

years after disease onset compared to 

low exercisers.
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Organisms continuously adapt their 

behavior to survive, which is highly 

relevant when threats are encoun-

tered. Experience-driven adaptations 

<A�58;4I<BE�4E8�@87<4G87�5L�@B7<Â�64


tions in brain function. We mainly use 

classical Pavlovian learning paradigms, 

i.e. fear learning and extinction of fear 

in mice, to study the mechanisms that 

underlie behavioral adaptation during 

learning and memory processes. 

Our goal is to elucidate the molec-

ular, synaptic and cellular changes 

and the neural circuits that process 

fear-related information. We combine 

approaches that include slice electro-

physiology, optogenetics, imaging, 

histology, virally-mediate gene trans-

fer, and behavioral analysis.

The amygdala, a highly conserved 

region in the temporal lobe of the 

brain, is a key structure for storing 

emotional and fear memories. Ac-

quired fear memories can be modi-

Â�87�5L�8KG<A6G<BA�?84EA<A:���8E8	�4A�

individual learns that certain stimuli 

4E8�ABG�984E9H?�4AL@BE8�<A�4�FC86<Â�6�

setting. Extinction depends on a brain 

network comprising the amygdala, 

the hippocampus (a structure impor-

tant for memory and processing of 

spatial information) and the medial 

prefrontal cortex (a structure associ-

ated with the control of actions), and 

interactions between them. Under-

standing extinction is highly relevant 

for improving cognitive behavioral 

therapies used as treatment for anx-

iety- and other emotional disorders, 

because they are based on extinction 

learning. Emerging themes in the 

last years have been that fear and 

extinction memories are encoded by 

specialized, parallel neural networks 

in the engaged brain areas. The main 

goal of our research is to identify and 

investigate these networks and their 

learning-dependent changes.

One line of projects aims to under-

stand the function and plasticity of 

4�FC86<Â�6�<A;<5<GBEL�A8GJBE>�<A�G;8�

amygdala, the so-called intercalated 

cells. These cells play a critical role 

in extinction behavior, possibly by 

inhibiting the output of the amyg-

dala and providing a break on the 

984E�E8FCBAF8��*8�;4I8�<78AG<Â�87�

a new plastic brain circuit integrat-

ing intercalated cells that becomes 

engaged in fear learning and memory. 

We demonstrated that intercalated 

cells directly receive sensory thalamic 

information about external stimuli, 

that these pathways undergo plastic-

ity upon fear and extinction learning, 

and that they are dynamically mod-

ulate to enable extinction in disease 

6BA7<G<BAF���F878�8G�4?�	�ÒÚÛß���-HFFL�

8G�4?	�ÒÚÛÙ���*8�6HEE8AG?L�6B@5<A8�

optogenetic and anatomical tech-

niques to (1) delineate mechanisms 

of synaptic plasticity in intercalated 

68??F	��Ò��<AI8FG<:4G8�ABI8?�CE<A6<C?8F�B9�

reciprocal interconnectivity between 

different intercalated cell clusters, and 

(3) investigate different aspects of 

signaling from dopaminergic midbrain 

to intercalated cells on physiology 

and plasticity. Furthermore, in an 

international collaboration we aim 

at elucidating differential roles of ITC 

6?HFG8EF�<A�58;4I<BE�HF<A:�FC86<Â�6�4A7�

reversibly manipulation of these cells.

our main interest is to investigate learning and memory 

processes using associative fear conditioning and extinc-

tion in rodents. We apply mainly physiological tech-

niques to decipher cellular and synaptic processes and 

neural circuits in amygdala and fear-related brain areas. 

this allows us to understand how learning modifies brain 

circuits and how these processes may be dysregulated in 

anxiety disorders.
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A second line of research investigated 

extinction mechanisms and extinction 

networks, i.e. interactions of amyg-

dala, hippocampus, and prefrontal 

cortex, which is critical for under-

standing extinction mechanisms and 

E8GHEA�B9�984E��*8�HAE4I8?87�4�FC86<Â6�

role for a set of inhibitory synapses in 

984E�8KG<A6G<BA��&4;4�8G�4?	�ÒÚÛ×����A�4�

parallel systemic approach, we asked 

which behavioral modulations impact 

extinction memories and found that 

sleep plays a critical role in the con-

solidation of fear extinction mem-

BE<8F	�4�ÂA7<A:�7<E86G?L�E8?8I4AG�9BE�

cognitive behavioral therapies (Melo 

4A7��;E?<6;	�ÒÚÛÖ���*<G;<A�G;8�&���

“Plasticity and Sleep” we collaborated 

on a project investigating cell-physio-

logical underpinnings of the hallmarks 

of slow wave sleep, i.e. sleep spindles 

and slow oscillations (Niethard et al, 

ÒÚÛÙ����4F87�BA�BHE�BJA�74G4	�J8�4E8�

currently analyzing which sleep-stages 

and hallmarks of sleep-related brain 

activity may support extinction learn-

ing and memory.

Thirdly, apart from our core interests, 

we maintain a number of local and 

international collaborations to which 

we bring our core expertise in synap-

tic physiology and amygdala circuitry 

related to disease states. One recently 

completed project shows a critical role 

of the ionotropic glutamate receptor 

FH5HA<G��?H�Ò�4G�A8HEBA
:?<4�FLA4CF8F�

in regulating oligodendrocyte precur-

sor cells, critical for establishing and 

maintaining myelination in the brain 

��;8A�8G�4?	�ÒÚÛÙ����ABG;8E�E868AG?L�

started project investigates the role of 

the metabotropic glutamate recep-

GBE�@�?HÔ�<A�4@L:74?4�6<E6H<GF�4A7�

mouse models on autism spectrum 

disorders.
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Example of an amygdala intercalated 
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gical recording. Neurons are revealed 
using histological methods, subjected 

to confocal imaging, and subsequently 
reconstructed in three dimensions to 
identify their anatomical properties.
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model: in vitro reconstitution of fetal 

neocortical development including 

cerebral organoids

In order to study human brain devel-

opment, an in vitro model that allows 

diverse experimental manipulations 

is needed. We use two-dimensional 

neural cultures derived from primary 

neocortical tissue or human induced 

pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), which 

have been available for more than 

ÛÚ�L84EF���A�ÒÚÛÓ	�G;8�Â�EFG�G;E88
7<


mensional cerebral models - called 

organoids - derived from hiPSCs were 

generated.  They have clear advan-

tages over two-dimensional cultures 

Molecular Brain 
Development
Head:  Dr. Simone Mayer
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 neural progenitor cell

methodology: multimodal single-cell 

F958CIHG�89H9FA=B9�79@@�GH5H9�GD97=È�7�

responses

Recent developments in single-

cell RNA-Sequencing (scRNA-seq) 

have emphasized the importance 

of investigating phenotypes on a 

single-cell level in order to reveal 

68??
GLC8
FC86<Â�6�F<:A4??<A:�C4G;J4LF�

(see for example our recent review, 

�;4><CBBE�8G�4?�	�!8HEB9BEH@	�ÒÚÛØ���

I have recently developed a multi-

modal single-cell analysis method and 

contributed to studying neurological 

disorders at the single-cell level (e.g. 

 4L8E�8G�4?�	�!8HEBA	�ÒÚÛØ��)8?@8F;8I�

in modelling cellular diversity, cell-cell 

interactions, and anatomical features 

(as reviewed by our group, Khakipoor 

et al., Brain Research, in press). Since 

then, cerebral organoid protocols have 

been improved by increasing repro-

ducibility, incorporating long-distance 

cellular interactions and adding glial 

cells. We use both two-dimensional 

culture systems and cerebral or-

ganoids as human model systems of 

brain development in our lab. The use 

of hiPSC models contributes to the 

goal of reducing the number of animal 

experiments (3R). 

the mammalian neocortex is a highly complex and 

spatially heterogeneous structure, which has expan-

ded significantly in mammalian evolution. neocortical 

networks are at the heart of cognitive function. While 

the increased complexity of the human neocortex may 

have contributed to the higher cognitive abilities, it may 

have also caused the emergence of a plethora of psychi-

atric and neurological disorders. since major differences 

in brain anatomy and hence function between species 

arise during development, it is crucial to understand the 

cellular and molecular mechanisms governing cortical 

development. Although we have recently gained signific-

ant insights into the contribution of genetically “hard-

wired” mechanisms of proliferation, differentiation, and 

maturation, less is known about the degree to which 

environmental influences affect neocortical develop-

ment, especially in humans. We aim to understand how 

plasticity contributes to human brain development in 

health and disease. our long-term research goal is to 

identify factors that boost the resilience of neocortical 

development and thus help to prevent neurodevelop-

mental disorders. 
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Cerebral organoids grown in our lab. The protocol developed by 
�4A64FG8E�8G�4?�	�!4GHE8	�ÒÚÛÓ�J4F�HF87���89G�!8HEB86GB78E@4?�G<FFH8�

embedded in Matrigel droplet at day 11. Right:  Radial organization of 
neural progenitor cells in selected regions of the organoid ressembling 
the anatomy in the human neocortex at day 31. Images were taken by 

Kseniia Sarieva.
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aim to employ multimodal single-cell 

approaches to quantitatively charac-

G8E<M8�68??�GLC8
FC86<Â6�E8FCBAF8F�GB�

different experimental perturbations 

with a focus on the transcriptome and 

epigenome. Additionally, we perform 

signaling pathway analysis using 

classical methods such as immuno-

ÃHBE8F68A68	�J8FG8EA�5?BGG<A:	�4A7�

live imaging.

plasticity in neocortical development 

in health and disease 

Using diverse in vitro models of 

human neocortical development 

as well as multimodal single-cell 

readouts, we aim to determine how 

environmental and genetic factors 

can affect neocortical development. 

Several projects in the lab approach 

this topic from diverse angles. 

As an example for environmental 

factors, we study the effects of 

neurotransmitters on neocortical 

development. For instance, a body of 

literature has indicated that serotonin 

plays important roles in the develop-

ing neocortex including controlling 

proliferation, migration, and neuronal 

maturation. We have recently shown 

that early in development, seroto-

nin activates human but not mouse 

neural progenitor cells, and this may 

be important to maintain the radial 

Â58E�@BEC;B?B:L�B9�;H@4A�A8HE4?�

progenitor cells (Mayer et al., Neuron, 

ÒÚÛØ����A�BA8�BA
:B<A:�CEB=86G	�J8�4E8�

therefore further exploring the roles 

of serotonin and other neurotrans-

mitters in human brain development. 

Serotonin is also interesting from a 

clinical point of view as its metabo-

lism is altered in mood disorders, such 

as depression. Anti-depressants, such 

as serotonin reuptake inhibitors taken 

during pregnancy, could thus affect 

fetal serotonin levels.

Genetic perturbations may also 

affect human brain development. 

As a disease model, in cooperation 

with the Pediatrics department at 

Universitätklinikum Tübingen and a 

C4E8AGF]�<A<G<4G<I8	�J8�4E8�<AI8FG<:4G-

ing cellular mechanisms of pathology 
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in pontocerebellar hypoplasias (PCH). 

PCH are a group of rare neurogenetic 

disorders that mostly affect the 

cerebellum and pons resulting in a 

severely disturbed development of pa-

tients during childhood. Additionally, 

patients develop severe microcephaly, 

indicating that neocortical develop-

ment is also affected by the genetic 

abnormalities. Understanding the cel-

lular and molecular mechanisms that 

drive disease progression may pave 

the way for personalized medicine or 

prevention of pathogenesis through in 

utero interventions.
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The brain is a highly dynamic 

and distributed system. How do 

sophisticated cognitive processes 

such as perception, decision-making, 

and motor behavior emerge from 

7LA4@<6�<AG8E46G<BAF�46EBFF�G;8�5E4<A��

Which neural mechanisms coordinate 

these interactions and how are 

they disturbed in neuropsychiatric 

7<F84F8F�

To address these questions, we link 

large-scale population measures 

of neuronal activity to circuit and 

cellular-level mechanisms. We 

combine human MEG and EEG, animal 

electrophysiology, psychophysics and 

sophisticated analytical techniques. 

spectral fingerprints of normal 

and Diseased brain function

One focus of the lab are oscillatory 

dynamics of neuronal activity. 

Brain activity exhibits oscillations, 

i.e. periodicity, at various different 

frequencies and spatial scales. 

These oscillations may not only 

serve as highly informative markers, 

BE�\FC86GE4?�Â�A:8ECE<AGF]�B9�G;8�

circuit interactions involved in 

different cognitive functions but 

may also dynamically mediate these 

interactions.

Neural Dynamics and 
Magnetoencephalography
Head:  Prof. Dr. Markus Siegel

'84@�� ÒÛ�@8@58EF

Key words:  large-scale neuronal interactions / cognition / 

 behavior / neuronal oscillations

our goal is to investigate how cognition and behavior emerges from dynamic 

interactions across widely distributed neuronal ensembles. We apply a 

multiscale approach to identify these interactions and to investigate how 

they are disturbed in the diseased brain.

)BG9F�.=9@�=GH�9G�NI�9F:CFG7<9B�K=9�8MB5A=G7<9��BH9F?5H=CB9B�K9=HJ9FH9=@H9F�

"9FJ9BN9@@DCDI@5H=CB9B��C;B=H=CB�IB8�*9F<5@H9B�<9FJCF6F=B;9B��+=F�J9FK9B89B�
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�IA�8=9G9��BH9F5?H=CB9B�NI�=89BH=È�N=9F9B�IB8�IA�NI�

IBH9FGI7<9B
�K=9�8=9G9�69=��F?F5B?IB;9B�89G��9<=FBG�;9GH±FH�G=B8��

Coupled brain networks imaged with MEG. 
Left primary somatosensory cortex (S1) is coupled with the 
homologue region in the right hemisphere. Medial prefrontal 
cortex (MPFC) is coupled to a bilateral frontoparietal 
network.
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magnetoencephalography –  

imaging Human brain Dynamics

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 

allows for non-invasively and directly 

measuring human brain activity with 

unparalleled temporal resolution and 

signal quality. Our lab operates the 

Tübingen MEG Center, which provides 

state-of-the-art MEG techniques and 

services to the Tübingen neuroscience 

community and beyond. The MEG 

�8AG8E�;BFGF�4�Ò×ß
6;4AA8?F�J;B?8


head MEG system, synchronized high-

density EEG, transcranial electrical 

stimulation, precise visual, auditory 

and somatosensory stimulation, 

various response systems and high-

speed binocular eye-tracking. The MEG 

Center is involved in a broad spectrum 

of collaborative research projects 

with partners at the Center for 

Neurology, the Centre for Integrative 

Neuroscience, the Institute of 

Medical Psychology, the Department 

of Otolaryngology, the Centre for 

Ophthalmology, the Department of 

Psychiatry and Psychotherapy and 

the Department of Psychosomatic 

Medicine. 

In one line of research, we investigate 

G;8F8�FC86GE4?�ÂA:8ECE<AGF�J<G;�

MEG in the resting human brain. We 

investigate how networks of brain 

regions spontaneously coordinate 

their oscillations at different 

frequencies and how these large-

scale oscillatory interactions are 

altered in the diseased brain. Our 

recent results show that, based on 

their amplitude and phase, brain 

rhythms are coupled in two distinct 

modes that are expressed in different 

brain networks. Together with our 

clinical collaborators, we investigate 

these rhythmic networks as novel 

biomarkers of different neurological 

pathologies, such as e.g. Multiple 

sclerosis and Epilepsy. Furthermore, 

we characterize the temporal 

microstructure of different brain 

rhythms and how they are linked to 

neuronal spiking at the cellular level.

neuronal Dynamics During  

cognition and behavior

In another line of research, we 

investigate neural dynamics 

HA78E?L<A:�FC86<Â6�6B:A<G<I8�

9HA6G<BAF��*8�6;4E46G8E<M8�G;8�ÃBJ�B9�

information and neuronal interactions 

across distributed cortical and sub-

cortical networks during complex 

behavioral tasks, involving e.g. 

visual and auditory decision-making, 

working memory, and proprioception. 

Our recent results show how sensory, 

cognitive, and motor neuronal 

information can be non-invasively 

decoded from the human brain, how 

G;<F�<A9BE@4G<BA�ÃBJF�46EBFF�G;8�5E4<A�

and how such information relates 

to cortical spiking activity. Together 

with our clinical collaborators, we 

investigate alterations of neuronal 

dynamics during pathological 

conditions, such as e.g. dyslexia 

in children and spatial hearing in 

cochlear implant users.

MEG system installed at the  
Tübingen MEG Center.  

The MEG system consists of 
Ò×ß�&$(���@4:A8GB@8G8EF�

(superconducting quantum unit 
interference devices) that allow 

9BE�@84FHE<A:�G;8�@4:A8G<6�Â8?7F�
generated by the electrical brain 

activity. 
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